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ABSTRACT 

This thesis aims to provide theoretical information by using ah inillo calculations as a 

bridge between theory and experiment. This thesis presents calculations of potential 

energy curves for the diaton-iic molecular ions NF', PCI', AsCl' and BBr' and 

preliminary potential energy surfaces for HC + NO. 

For the diatomic molecular ions, this work presents the low-lying electronic states of 

NF + 
31 
PCI +, AsCl' and BBr+ correlating with the lowest dissociation asymptotes, namely 

N+(3p) + F(2p), p+(3p) + Cl(2p) 
, 

As+ (3p) + CI(2p) 
, 

B+('S) + Br(2P) and B(2p) + Br+ (3p). 

In this work CASSCF and CI calculations have been performed with the correlation- 

consistent valence quadruple-zeta (VQZ) basis sets for NF+ and PCI+, averaged atomic 

natural orbital (ANO) basis sets for AsCl+ and BBr+, and the correlation-consistent 

valence double-zeta (VDZ) basis sets for HC + NO. From the calculations of 

potential energy curves four bound states, namely X2rI 
,A 

211,141- and j4rI 
, are found 

for NF%. PCI' and AsCl', and there are many more bound states, namely 121% l2rj' 

22 fl) 2 2E+ 
ýI 

2A 
ý, 

12 E-7 4E+ 
il 

4A 

, and 14E- 
. for BBr+. For all the bound states 

spectroscopic constants have been calculated. For NF+, PCI+ and AsCl+ our results 

are in good agreement with the available spectroscopic data. However, for BBr+ the 

theoretical values are in disagreement with experimental data. It is suggested that a 

reinvestigation of the experimental spectrum of this species would be worthwhile. 

Calculations of transition moments for bound-bound transitions have been carried out. 

For HC + NO the linear structures for 3 Z+ and 3E- states and the bent structure 

for 'A'state have been calculated. These calculations were intended to obtain 

potential energy surfaces for the reaction of HC with NO. However, due to the lack 

of time left, only preliminary calculations are completed. Reaction without an 

activation barrier may occur for a non-collinear approach of HC to NO. 



Abbreviations 

ANO Averaged atomic natural orbital basis set 

CASSCF Complete active-space self-consistent field method 

C1 Configuration interaction 

CISD Single and double excitations 

CSF Configuration state function 

DZ Double-zeta basis set 
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ECP Effective core potentials 

GTO Gaussian-type orbital 

LCAO Linear combination of atomic orbitals 
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MRCI Multi-reference configuration interaction 
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STO-NG Expansion of a Slater-type orbital in terms of N Gaussian functions 

UBF Unrestricted Hartree-Fock method 

VDZ Valence double-zeta basis sets 
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VQZ Valence quadruple-zeta basis sets 



1. Introduction 

Nowadays, with the help of quantum methods accurate theoretical data for diatomic 

and small polyatomic molecules can be obtained which is of comparable accuracy to 

experimental data from sophisticated spectroscopic techniques and can provide much 

usefW information about the molecular energy levels. Thus, quantum chemistry makes 

calculated potential energy surface have an important relationship with experiment and 

enables theoretical calculations to compare with and predict experimental data. 

Chemistry is about chemical reactions, chemical bonding and reaction dynamics. 

The potential energy surface helps us to understand those topics mentioned above. 

Particularly, the potential energy surface for a diaton-iic molecule is expressed as a 

function of the intemuclear distance and is usually called the potential energy curve. 

The interpretation of potential energy surfaces gives very important information 

regarding reaction dynamics, electronic configurations, spectroscopic constants and 

molecular structure. 

There are two sorts of chemical problems to make us curious and interested in using a 

theoretical treatment. 

First,, very recently interest has increased in the spectroscopic and kinetic properties of 

oxygen-like molecules such as NF[46,57], NCI[47,48,57,70] , 
PF[52-55], SO[58- 

(3y-) 
-lYIng excited states( a'A, b'E+) 63,65] and S2[62,66] in the ground , and low 

because of potential use as electronic energy storage reservoirs or lasing species in a 

chemical laser system[ 12,46]. Also, those oxygen-like molecules have a very 

important relationship with the chemistry of both the upper atmosphere and interstellar 

I 



space because of the relatively high abundances of the component elements. 

Furthermore, relatively little information has been obtained on the cations of oxygen- 

like molecules even though there have been spectroscopic studies for the neutral 

molecules[ 5 6,5 8,65 -68,70] and recent gas-phase measurements have determined 

improved spectroscopic constants for the ground electronic states[49-5 I]. 

Second, in the past ten years combustion modelling with ab initio electronic structure 

theory and dynamics has been developed with the help of modem supercomputers[7 I]. 

Nitrogen chemistry is one of the most important fields in combustion and atmospheric 

chemistry. The oxides of nitrogen produced by combustion processes are the key to 

the formation of photochemical smog in the urban atomsphere and nitric acid derived 

from N02 contributes to acid rain. Other species containing fixed nitrogen include 

NH3, HCN, N20 and amine compounds which can be produced as combustion 

products and are also of great concern. The chemical reactions of nitrogen 

compounds in combustion reactions have been the subject of extensive and intensive 

investigation for more than fifty years[72]. Much of our knowledge of the 

mechanisms and rate parameters for the gas-phase reactions of nitrogen compounds 

has come from comparison of calculated kinetic data with experimental data. 

Sensitivity and rate-of production analyses has been studied to determine which 

elementary reactions are of great interest in the nitrogen conversion mechanisms. 

Those two reasons described above motivate us to choose and to carry out the work 

described in this thesis. 
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Our work is divided into two parts which are diatomic molecular ions and nitrogen 

chemistry in combustion as mentioned above. 

For diatomic molecular ions, we have considered four species NF-', PCI', AsCl' and 

BBr+ which will be described in sections 1.1 ý 1.25 1.3 and 1.4 in turn. 

For combustion reaction, CH + NO has been considered and the description for CH + 

NO will be given in the section 1.5. 

The theoretical calculations for diatomic molecular ions have two aims. 

As described earlier, one is to produce potential energy curves for excited electronic 

states and to obtain information about electronic configurations. 

The other is to derive spectroscopic constants for bound states and to compare the 

theoretical values with the experimental values (where available) and predict constants 

which have not been determined. Experimental spectroscopy for molecular ions is 

difficult and theoretical predictions can be of great value. Theoretical estimates can 

help to reduce long searches. 

The aim of the calculations in the area of combustion chemistry is to calculate 

potential energy surfaces for some important reactions to discover reaction 

mechanisms, transition states and reaction intermediates and to obtain rate constants 

using transition state theory 
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1.1 Introduction for NF+ 

NF+ is one of the Group 5 diatornic monohalide cations with II valence electrons, 

Other ions in this series include NCl' [1,7], PCI+[8,9] and PF+[1,7]. Even though the 

Group 6 diatornic cations02'[2,64,68,69], SO-'-[3-5], SeO+[61 and S2+[34] have been 

well investigated, relatively little spectroscopic information is available for the Group 5 

diatomic monohalide cations. Both the NF radical and02 have the same 'E- ground 

state and low-lying 'A and 1Z+ excited states and also are isoelectronic. Recently 

interest in the NF free radical has increased due to its potential use in the atomic iodine 

chernical laser. The identification of an energy-transfer process between02('Ag) and 

1( 2 P3/2) has led to the suggestion that the similar state of NF might be used as the 

energy source in the chemical pumping process[ 11,12]. Because of recent interest in 

the NF radical, investigations have been made to find its first ionization potential and 

also to identify the observed ionic states with photoelectron spectroscopy and ab initio 

calculations. There have been many values from photoelectron spectroscopy for the 

first ionization potential of NF before but considerable differences have existed 

between them. Electron impact mass spectrometric studies for NF3 provided 

estimates of the first adiabatic ionization potential for NF ranging from 12.0 ± 0.3[13] 

to 13.1 ± 0.2 eV[ 14]. On the other hand, restricted ab initio Hartree-Fock 

(X3y ') and IýF+(X2 calculations have been performed for both NF n) giving an estimate 

of 13.2 ± 0.3 eV for the first vertical ionization potential[ 14,15] after approximate 

allowance is made for the change in correlation energy on ionization. Also, a variety 

of kinetic and spectroscopic studies has been performed for NF(X'Z-) and 
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NF(a'A)[16-23]. For this work, the NF radical was obtained from the rapid gas-phase 

reactions[24]. 

F+HN3 -+ 
N3 +HF (1) 

F+N3 --->, - N2+ NF (2) 

HN3was obtained in the gas phase by heating a previously dried mixture of sodium 

azide and excess stearic acid in a flask. Fluorine atoms were produced from a 

microwave discharge(2.45 GHz) of molecular fluorine in helium. The NF radical was 

investigated in a photoelectron spectrometer. 

For ab initio calculations the ground-state electronic configuration of NF is expressed 

as 1ý: F2 2(Y2 3(72 4(y 2 Ilt4 502 27C2 

Ab initio SCF molecular orbital calculations were carried out for both the X31- and 

a'A neutral states and the ionic states with the ATMOU suite of program[25] at the 

equilibrium bond length of neutral NF(X 3 1-) obtained from optical spectroscopy[21]. 

For ionization of the X'E- state of NF, the ionic states of NF' considered were the 

states X2 rl) 4 1' and 
4 1-1 arising from the (2n)-% (5a)" and (17r)-l ionizations whereas, 

for ionization of NF(a'A), the ionic states were NF +2A and24D states. For these ab 

initio calculations a STO double-zeta basis set of Clementi[26] was used with added 

polarization functions with the exponents N(2.18) and F(2,0 1). 

With the He I photoelectron spectrum from the F+ HN3 reaction two bands with 

resolved vibrational structure have been observed[7]. For these two bands the vertical 

ionization potential energies were 11.21 ± 0.01 and 12,63 ± 0.01 eV, corresponding to 
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the ionization processes NF+ (X2Fl) <- NF(a'A) and NF+ (X2rl) ý. _ T., ý, M(X3E-) 

respectively. Interpretation of the vibrational structure gave we = 1520 ± 40 cm-1 and 

O)eXe = 10 ±6 cnf 1 for NF +(X21-I) 

. For a range of equilibrium bond lengths a series of 

calculations has been carried out to obtain the best fit from the observed and calculated 

vibrational component intensities. The equilibrium bond length of NF +(X2r, ) was 

computed to be 1.178 ± 0.004 and 1,182 ± 0.004 A from the 

NF(X'F. -) and NF(a'A) states respectively Finally, a value of r=1.180 ± 0.006 

was derived for the X2n state of NF+. 

As far as we are aware, no previous optical spectroscopic studies have been reported 

for any ionic states of NF. Given the lin-fited experimental information available we 

have carried out the calculation of potential energy curves of NF'. An understanding 

of atomic and diatomic energy levels is required before performing this work. 

First of all, atomic states consist of two pairs which are either neutral nitrogen(N) and 

fluorine cation(F') or nitrogen cation(N) and neutral fluorine(F). 

N and N' are the very important atomic components in atmospheric and nitrogen 

chemistry and are of astrophysical interest. Atomic nitrogen has three low lying states 

which are 
4S 

3,2D and2P,, with the ground state being the 
4S 

state. There are three low 

lying states for the nitrogen cation. The 'P state is the ground state of the nitrogen 

cation and the excited states are 'D and 'S. The relative energy levels of these two 

states N and N' are given in table 1.1. The energy difference between neutral nitrogen 

and nitrogen cation (the ionization potential) has the experimental value 
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117345 cm-1(14.53 eV)[27]. For F, there exists one valence state, namely the ground 

state 2p 
. The fluorine cation has three low lying states 'P, 'D and 'S. The ground 

state of the fluorine cation is 'P. The relative energies of F and F' are shown in table 

1.2. The experimental value for the ionization potential of F is 17.42 eV[27]. 

Secondly to form diatomic states of the ion NF' two dissociation asymptotes should 

be taken into account which are N+ +F and N+ F+. The relative energies for low 

lying states of N+ F+ and N+ +F are given in table 1.2 and a correlation diagram 

showing the various dissociation asymptotes for N+ +F and N+ F+ is given in figure 

1. All electronic states shown in a correlation diagram can be derived from the 

Wigner-Witmer rules[28]. For our work we have only taken into account the lowest 

dissociation asymptote N+ (3p) + F(2p) to limit the number of states to a manageable 

number. The application of the Wigner-Witmer correlation rules provides the 

21: +, 2y following states correlating with the above dissociation asymptote; , -(2), 2A, 

2r, (2), 4V, 4Z-(2), 4A, 4n(2). For the states shown above potential energy curves have 

been calculated from complete active space SCF(CASSCF) and configuration 

interaction(CI) calculations using three sorts of basis sets which are vdz(valence 

double-zeta), vtz(valence triple-zeta) and vqz(valence quadruple-zeta) basis sets. As 

earlier described . 
little experimental information is available for NF+ so this work will 

be useful of the prediction of spectroscopic parameters. 
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Table 1.1 

Atomic energies for F and F+ 

Neutral state 

F(2p) _0 cm-l(O eV) 

Cationic state 

F +(3p) 
_0 cm-'(0 eV) 

F+('D) - 20873 cm-1(2.5883 eV) 

44919 cm-1(5.5700 eV) 

Atomic energies for N and N+ 

Neutral state 

N(4S) 
_ 

() cm-l(0 eV) 

N(2D) - 19223 crn-1(2.3837 eV) 

N(2P) - 28840 cnf '(3.5762 eV) 

Cationic state 

N' (3p) 
-0 cm-l(O eV) 

N+('D) - 15315 crd(1.8991 eV) 

W('S) - 32687.1 cin7l(4.0532 eV) 
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Table 1.2 

The twelve low-lying states of NF+ are shown below 

Energy values are from Table 1.1 

1) N(4S) +F +(3p) =0 ern-1 +0 cin-1 =0 cm-' =0 eV 

2) N(4S) + F+('D) =0 cm-' + 20873 cm-' =: 20873 cm-' = 2.5883 eV 

3) N( 4 S) +F+(1 S) =0 cm-i + 44919 cm-' = 44919 cm-' = 5.5700 eV 

4) N(D) +F +(3p) = 19223 cm-' +0 cm-' = 19223 cm-' = 2.3837 eV 

5) N(2 D) + F'(D) = 19223 cm-' + 20873 cm-' = 40096 cm-' = 4.9719 eV 

6) N(2 D) + F+(S) = 19223 cm-' + 44919 cm-' = 64142 cm-' = 7.9536 eV 

7) N(2p) +F +(3p) ý 28840 cm-' +0 cm-' = 28840 cm-' - 3.5762 eV 

8) N( 2 P) + F+(D) = 28840 cm-' + 20873 cm-' = 49713 cm" = 6.1644 eV 

9) N(2p) + F+(S) = 28840 cm-' + 44919 cnf 1= 73759 cm-' = 9.1461 eV 

10) F(P) + N' (3p) =0 cm-'+ 0 cm-' =0 cm-' =0 eV 

11) F(P) + N+('D) -0 cm-' + 15315 cm-' = 15315 cm-' = 1.8991 eV 

12) F(2P) + N+('S) =0 cm-' + 32687.1 cm" = 32687.1 cm-' = 4.0532 eV 

F(I) I. P(Ionization Potential) = 17.42 eV 

N(I) I. P(lonization Potential) = 14.54 eV 

F+ N+ --> F+ +N 

I. E(lonization Energy) = I-P(F) - I-P(N) = 17.42 eV - 14.52 eV = 2.88 eV 

The dissociation asymptote F(2P) + N+(3P) differs from the dissociation asymptote 

F+(3p) + N(4 S) by 2.88 eV. 

Therefore, if the energy of F(2p) +N +(3p) is regarded as the zero of energy, 

the energy of F+ (3p) + N(4S), (number 1) above, is located 2.88 eV higher. 
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Thus, an energy of 2.88 eV is added to the energy of each dissociation asymptote for 

F' + N(numbers 2 to 9 above). 

The relative low-lying energy levels are shown below as follows. 

10) F( 2 P) +(3 P) =0 ev 

11) F(2p) + N+('D) = 1.8991 eV 

1) N(4S) + F+ (3p) -0 eV + 2.88 eV = 2.88 eV 

12) F(2p) + W(S) = 4.0532 eV 

4) N(2 D) + F+ (3p) = 2.3837 eV + 2.88 eV = 5.2637 eV 

2) N(4S) + F+('D) = 2.5883 eV + 2.88 eV = 5.4683 eV 

7) N(2p) + F+ (3p) = 3.5762 eV + 2.88 eV = 6.4562 eV 

5) N(2D) + F+(D) = 4.9719 eV + 2.88 eV = 7.8519 eV 

3) N(4S) + F+('S) = 5.5700 eV + 2.88 eV = 8.45 eV 

8) N(2P) + F'('D) = 6.1644 eV + 2.88 eV = 9.0444 eV 

6) N(2D) + F+('S) = 7.9536 eV + 2.88 eV = 10.8336 eV 

9) NeP) + F+('S) = 9.1461 eV + 2.88 eV = 12.0261 eV 
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Figure I. Correlation diagram for the low lying states of Nr 
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1.2 Introduction for PCl' 

PCl' is also one of the Group 5 monohalide diatomic cations with II valence electrons 

but there is rather more experimental spectroscopic data available for PCl' than for 

NF +. The observation of chen-ffluminescence has been made from the reaction Of PC13 

with metastable Ar(3 P2, o) atoms[29]. Long progressions of red-degraded bands were 

observed in the 400 - 600 nm region which were assigned to the A'rl, -), X'Z- system 

of PCI and a compact Av =- 0 sequence in the range 810 - 830 nm was assigned to the 

WE __., o X3,: - transition of PCI. 

The reactions Of PC13 with discharged helium and metastable He(S) have been 

investigated by Coxon et aL[8]. A new visible system of red - degraded bands has 

been detected in the 400 - 690 nm region[8] and attributed to the emission spectrum of 

PCI +. Even if the bands of PCI' and those of PCI(A -+ X) mentioned above are 

similar, the bands of PCI' are observed in different regions and were assigned to a2n 

X2 1-1 transition of the diatomic cation PCI'. The vibrational parameters obtained 

by Coxon et al. [8] for two states were CO 
e=320.6 cm-' for the excited 

2fl 
state of PCI' 

and We= 689.8 crn7' lp 
WeXe= 2.60 cm-1 for the X211 ground state of PCI+. 

Up to this point no rotational analyses had been made for the Group 5 monohalide 

cations except for five red-degraded bands of PF'[30]. 

In the subsquent studies of Coxon et al[9] the first rotational spectroscopic analysis of 

the A2 n__. ), X211 system of PCI+ has been made. With electronically excited PC 

produced from the reaction Of PC13 with discharged helium an extensive band system 
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was observed over the range 400 - 700 nm. Rotational constants and equilibrium 

internuclear distances have been reported for these two states, namely 

Be : -- 0.2843 7 cm-',, ae-1.47 x 10-3 cm-1, r, = 0.1900 m for the X2f-I 
state and 

Bo = 0.18773 cm-1, B, == 0.18650 cm-1 , iý = 0.2334 nrn for the A 2f-I state. 

There is no experimental information on other excited electronic states of PCI'. In 

view of this lack of information, we have performed calculations similar to those for 

NF 

First, the asymptotic atomic states are either P+ Cl+ or P+ + Cl. 

Neutral phosphorus has three low lying states 
4S, 2D 

and 
2P 

and the ground state is a 

4S 
. 

For the phosphorus cation there are three low lying states which are 3p, 'D and 1 S. 

The 'P state is the ground state of this cation. The relative energy levels of two states 

are given in table 2.1. The experimental value for the ionization potential of P is 

11.0 eV[27]. 

Atomic chlorine has only one valence state 2p which is the ground state. For the 

cation there are three low lying states. The ground state is 'P and the others are 'D 

and 1 S. The table 2.2 gives details of the relative energies of the states. The 

experimental value of the ionization potential for CI is 12.967 eV[27]. 

Second, to derive the form of the diatomic states of the ion PCI' two combinations 

have to be considered, namely CI + P+ and Cl+ + P. The energies for the low lying 

states of the Cl +P+ and Cl ++P are given in table 2.2 and a correlation diagram 

describing the twelve possible combinations of Cl + P' and Cl' +P is given in figure 2. 

All the electronic states in the correlation diagram can be generated using the Wigner- 

Witmer rules[28]. In this work for potential energy curves we have decided to 

consider the lowest dissociation asymptote CI(2p) + p+(3p) in order to limit the number 
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of states to a manageable number. The following states correlating with the lowest 

dissociation asymptote CI(2p) + p+(3p) can be obtained from the interpretation of the 

Wigner-Witmer rules as follows : 
2Z+, 2Z- (2) , 

2A, 'FI(2) 
, 

4E+, 4Z- (2), 4A, 4 

For these states potential energy curves have been calculated using ab initio methods 

which are CASSCF and configuration interaction(CI) with three kinds of basis 

sets, namely vdz, vtz and vqz(valence quadruple-zeta) basis sets. 
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Table 2.1 

Atomic energies of Cl and Cl+ 

Neutral state 

CI(2p) _0 cm-(0 eV) 

Cationic state 

Cl'( 3 P) -0 cm-1(0 eV) 

Cl+('D) - 11652 cm-1(1.4448 eV) 

27900 cm7l(3.4596 eV) 

Atomic energies of P and P' 

Neutral state 

p(4S) 
-0 cm-l(O eV) 

p(2 D) - 11361.7 crff '(1.4089 eV) 

P(2P) - 18722 enf '(2.3215 eV) 

Cationic state 

p+(3p) -0 cm-l(O eV) 

P+('D) - 8882.6 cm-'(I. 10 14 eV) 

21576.4 cm-1(2.6754 eV) 
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Table 2.2 

The twelve dissociation asymptotes are generated as follows. 

Energy values are from Table 2.1 

1) p(4S) + CI+(3p) =0 Cn, 1-1 +0 cm- 1=0 ctn-'(0 eV) 

2) p(4S)+ CI+('D) =0 crn-'+ 11652 cm-' = 11652 cm-'(I. 4448 eV) 

3) P( 4 S) + CI+('S):: = 0 cm-' + 27900 cm-' = 27900 cm-'(3.4596 eV) 

4) p(2 D) + CI+(3p) = 113 61.7 cm-' +0 cm-' = 113 61.7 cm- 1 (1 
. 
4089 eV) 

5) p(2 D) + CI+('D) = 11361.7 cm-' + 11652 cm-' = 23013.7 cm-'(2.8537 eV) 

6) p(2 D) + Cr(S) = 11361.7 cm-' + 27900 cm-' = 39261.7 cm-'(4.8684 eV) 

7) P(P) + CI+(3p) = 18722 cm-' +0 cm-' = 18722 cm-'(2.3215 eV) 

8) p( 2p) + CI+('D) = 18722 cm-' + 11652 cm-' = 30374 cm-'(3.7664 eV) 

9) p( 2p) + CI+(lS) = 18722 cm-'+ 27900 cm-' = 46622 cm-'(5.781 1 eV) 

1(» Cl( 2p) + p+(3p) =0 CM-1 +0 cm-, =0 cm-I(O ev) 

11) Cl( 2p) + P+(D) =0 cM- 1+88 82.6 cm- 1= 88 82.6 cm- '(I . 
10 14 eV) 

12) CI(2p) + p+(IS) =0 CM-1 + 21576.4 cm" = 21576.4 cm-1(2.6754 eV) 

CI(I) I. P(Ionization Potential) = 13-01 eV 

P(I) I. P(Ionization Potential) = 11.0 eV 

cl 

+ P+ --> 
ci+ +p 

I. E(lonization Energy) = LP(CQ - I-P(P) = 13.01 eV - 11.0 eV = 2.01 eV in energy 

Thus, the dissociation asymptote CI(2p) + p+(3p) differs from the dissociation 

asymptote p(4S) + Cl+(3p) by 2.01 eV. By the same method as used previously, if the 

energy of CI(2p) + P+(3P) is defined as the zero of energy , the energy of p(4S) + 

Cl'(3P) is 2.01 eV higher. 
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Therefore, an energy of 2.01 eV is added to each energy level of the dissociation 

asymptotes(numbers 2 to 9 above) for P+ Cl+ 

The relative low lying energy levels are determined as follows 

10) Cl(2p) + p+(3p) =0 eV 

11) CI(2p) + P+('D) = 1.10 14 eV 

1) p(4S) + Cl+(3p) =0 eV + 2.01 eV = 2,01 eV 

12) CI(2p) + P+('S) = 2.6754 eV 

4) p(2 D) + Cl+(3p) = 1.4089 eV + 2.01 eV = 3.4189 eV 

2) p(4S) + Cl+('D) = 1.4448 eV + 2.01 eV = 3.4548 eV 

7) P( 2 P) + Cl +(3 P) = 2.3215 eV + 2.01 eV = 4.3315 eV 

5) P( 2 D) + Cl+('D) = 2.8537 eV + 2.01 eV = 4.8637 eV 

3) p(4S) + Cl+('S) = 3.4596 eV + 2.01 eV - 5.4696 eV 

8) p(2p) + Cl+('D) = 3.7664 eV + 2.01 eV - 5.7764 eV 

6) P( 2 D) + Cl+('S) = 4.8684 eV + 2.01 eV - 6.8784 eV 

9) P(2P) + Cl'(1 S) = 5.7811 eV + 2.01 eV = 7.7911 eV 
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Figure 2. Correlation diagram for the low lying states of PCl' 
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1.3 Introduction for AsCl' 

The diatomic cation AsCl' is similar to NF' and PCl' described earlier in two previous 

sections because it is one of the Group5 diatomic monohalide cations with II valence 

electrons. There is one difference compared to the last two sections in that we have 

moved from the first and second rows of the periodic table of the elements to an 

element from the third row of the periodic table, For several years attention has been 

focused on the rotational analyses of visible emission spectra of diatomic cations 

including II valence electrons. The rotational analysis of the A --+ X transition of 

AsCl+ was motivated from the discovery and vibrational analysis[3 I] of the spectrum at 

low resolution produced from the reaction of AsCl3with discharged helium. In the 

low resolution study of AsCl' an extensive system of red-degraded bands observed in 

the range 4750 - 7700A were assigned to A2rl 
->- X2rl transition[331, At medium 

resolution the visible A2 1-1 --+ X2 1-1 emission band system for AsCl' has been observed 

in the range 5210 - 7215A[33]. The rotational analysis of twelve 
2j, 

1/2 - 
2rl 

1/2 sub 

bands of AS31CII with v'=O. l and 14: 5 v" -< 25 has been made[33]. Also for these two 

states spectroscopic parameters and the equilibrium internuclear distances have been 

obtained[33] which are co, = 527.00 cm-1 , co,, x, = 1.577 cm-1 , 
B,, = 0.17140 cnf 1 

11 

ae =7.68 x1 0«4crn-� r� = 2.03 1Ä fior X2 FI and B, = 0.11294 cm-', 

B, = 0.11217 cm-1, r,, == 2.498 A for A211. 

To our knowledge, there is no further information about the excited states of AsCl+. 

We would expect there to be some similarities with NF+ and PCI+. We have 
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performed a theoretical treatment using the same approach as before. As previous 

consideration of the atomic and diatomic energy levels has been made we do not report 

here the atomic states for Cl and Cl' because we have already given this information in 

the section I-2. 

For neutral arsenic (As) and arsenic cation(As'), there are three low lying states each. 

The ground state of the neutral arsenic IS 
4S The other two atornic states are 

2D 
and 

2p 
. 

For As-,, the ground state 
is 3P 

and the excited valence states are 'D and 'P. The 

relative energies of these states are given in table 3.1. The experimental value for 

ionIzation potential of As is 9.81 eV[27]. 

To produce AsCl' two combinations must be considered,, namely CI + As' and 

Cl- + As. The relative energies of the low lying states for AsCl+ are given in table 3.2 

and a correlation diagram giving the twelve dissociation asymptotes is shown in figure 

All the electronic states considered in the correlation diagram above are deduced 

from the Wigner - Witmer rules[28]. 

For this work we have considered the lowest dissociation asymptote CI(2p) + As+('P), 

as in last two sections, for potential energy curves in order to keep the number of 

states considered manageable. Use of the Wigner-Witmer rules shows that the 

following states correlate with the dissociation asymptote CI(2p) + As +(3p): 

22: + 2 2A, 21-1 4E+ 44 

, 
Y, -(2), (2) 

,, 1 
41-(2), A, IFI(2). 

There is one difference in our calculations for AsCl' from the two previous sections. 

When we started calculations on AsCl', compact basis sets for third row atoms were 

not available so we made sets of calculations with effective core potentials. 

The valence electrons play a crucial role in chemical bonding and electrons from inner 

shells have little effect on chernical bonding Thus,, considering electrons from the 
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inner shells as part of the core to reduce the number of the two- electron integrals and 

considering only the valence electrons, we can make calculations for potential energy 

curves for a diatomic cation. including heavier atoms as easily as the calculations for the 

small diatomic cations we have made previously. Also, we have made all electron 

calculations with the density matrix averaged atomic natural orbital basis sets of 

Pierloot et al[32]. For the states derived above potential energy curves have been 

calculated using CASSCF and configuration interaction(CI) with three sorts of basis 

sets, namely vdz, vtz, and vqz with the effective core potential method, 

All electron calculations with CASSCF and CI have been made using the averaged 

aton& natural basis sets of Pierloot et al. 
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Table 3.1 

Atomic energies for Cl and Cl+ 

As in as Table 2.1 

Neutral state 

Cl( 2 P) -0 crn-1 (0 eV) 

Cationic state 

Cl+(3p) -0 cm-'(0 eV) 

Cl+('D) - 11652 cm-1 (1.4449 eV) 

Cl'('S) - 27900 cm-1(3.45 eV) 

Atomic energies for As and As+ 

Neutral state 

As( 4 S) -0 cm-i (0 eV) 

1 
As 
. _s(D) - 10592.5 cm-' (1.3135 eV) 

Ausp(2P) - 18186.1 cnf 1 (2.2551 eV) 

Cationic state 

As+ (p) 
_ 

() CM- 
1 (0 ev) 

As'('D) - 10093 cm-' (l. 2515 eV) 

As+( I S) - 225930 cm -1 (2.8015 eV) 
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Table 3.2 

The twelve dissociation asymptotes are as follows 

1) AS(4S)+ Cl+('P) =0 eV +0 eV =0 eV 

2) AS(4S)+ Cl+('D) =0 eV + 1.4448 eV = 1.4448 eV 

3) As(4S) + Cl+('S) =0 eV + 3.4596 eV = 3.4596 eV 

4) As(2 D) + CII(3p) = 1.3135 eV +0 eV = 1.3135 eV 

5) AS(2 D) + Cl+('D) = 1.3135 eV + 1.4448 eV = 2.7583 eV 

6) AS(2 D) + Cl+('S) = 1.3135 eV + 3.4596 eV = 4.7731 eV 

7) AS(2p) + Cl+(3p) = 2.2551 eV +0 eV = 2.2551 eV 

8) As(2P) + Cl+('D) = 2.2551 eV + 1.4448 eV = 3.6999 eV 

9) As(2p) + Cl+('S) - 2.2551 eV + 3.4596 eV = 5.7147 eV 

10) Cl(2p) + As +(3p) =0 eV +0 eV =0 eV 

II( P) + As +(I D) =0 eV + 1.2515 eV = 1.2515 eV 

12) CI(2P) + As+('S) =0 eV + 2.8015 eV = 2.8015 eV 

Cl(I) I. P(Ionization Potential) = 13.01 eV 

As(I) I. P(Ionization Potential) = 9.81 eV 

Cl + As+ --> Cl+ + As 

LE(Ionization Energy) = I. P(Cl) - I. P(As) = 13.01 eV - 9.81 eV = 3.2 eV 

in energy. Thus, the dissociation asymptote Cl+(3P) + As(4S) is 3.2 eV higher than the 

dissociation asymptote CI(2P) + As' (3p). 

If the energy level of CI(2P) + AS+(3p) is taken as the zero of energy, 

the energy of CI +(3p) + AS(4S) number I above, lies 3.2 eV higher. 
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An energy of 3.2 eV is added to each of the energies for Cl+ + As (numbers 2 to 9 

shown above). 

The relative low-lying energy states derived from the definition above are given 
below. 

, 0) Cl(2P) + As(P) =0 eV 

11) CI(2p) + As+(D) = 1.2515 eV 

12) CI(2p) + As'('S) = 2.8015 eV 

AS(4S) + Cl+(3p) =0 eV + 3.2 eV = 3.2 eV 

4) As(2D) + Cl+( 3 P) = 1.3135 eV + 3.2 eV = 4.5135 eV 

2) M(4S) + Cl+('D) = 1.4448 eV + 3.2 eV = 4.6448 eV 

7) As(2P) + Cl+(3p) = 2.2551 eV + 3.2 eV = 5.4551 eV 

5) As(2D) + Cl'('D) == 2.7583 eV + 3.2 eV = 5.9583 eV 

3) AS(4S) + Cl+(lS) = 3.4596 eV + 3.2 eV = 6.6596 eV 

8) As(2P) + Cl+('D) = 3.6999 eV + 3.2 eV = 6.8999 eV 

c 6) As(2D) + Cl+('S) == 4,7731 eV + 3.2 eV = 7.9731 eV 

9) As(2P) + Cl+('S) = 5.7147 eV + 3.2 eV = 8.9147 eV 
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Figure I Correlation diagram for the low lying states of AsCl+ 
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1.4 Introduction for BBr+ 

As well as being important in spectroscopy, the development of new molecular ion 

spectra can contribute to some other fields, for instance, astrophysics or ion-molecule 

reactions in discharge plasma. Most of the diatomic cation studies on emission 

spectra have been carried out with electric-discharge, electron-impact and ion-impact 

sources. Following the discovery of the flowing afterglow optical spectroscopyý, 

emission spectra have been obtained from diatomic cations. With the help of this 

valuable new technique a number of new UV and visible emission spectra of the Group 

4 and Group 5 monohalide diatomic cations have been discovered as follows[35]: 

CCI + (AlIll - X'Z+ ) 
31-1 

- Xll)[37], SiCl+(a3l-lr 
-Xll+)[38], GeCl+(a 31: + 

- X'E+)[39], 

SnCl+(a'F, + - X'Z) [40], CBr+(a'rl, - X'V) [41,42], SiBr+(a 31-ji, 
_ 

Xlj+) [43], 

pCl+(A2, -, _ X2r, ) [8], and AsCl+(Aýrl - X2rl) [3 1 ]. 

The Group 6 monohalide diatomc cations such as 02+(A2I-I 
_ 

X21-I) [2], 

SO+( Aýfl - X21-1)[3-5], SeO+( A 2rl 
_ X2rl)[6], S2+( A 2rj 

_ 
X21-j)[34] mentioned in the 

section 1.1 have been identified from photoelectron spectroscopy. 

As shown above and in the three previous sections 1.1,1.2 and 1.3, the Group 4, 

Group5 and Group6 monohalide diatomic cations have been investigated relatively 

well. However,, little information has been obtained for the Group 3 monohalide 

diatomic cations. Spectroscopic studies on the Group 3 monohalide diatomic cations 

have been made by Glenewinkel - Meyer et al [36]. and Yamaguchi et al [35], 

Chemiluminescent, ion-molecule reactions of A' withX2 at low (2 -I OeVcm) kinetic 

energy in a beam gas arrangement have been performed to produce electronically 
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excited species AX' with A =- B5 A], Ga, In and X=F, Cl,. Br[36]. Except for BCl' 

and BBr4 optical spectra for 10 out of the 12 possible combinations AX' have been 

observed in the 2000 - 6000 A region. 

A total of 18 new band systems have been found. Three types of band systems have 

been observed. 

First, in all combinations excluding BCI' and BBr' a very broad quasicontinuum has 

been observed with undulatory structure. On the basis of electronic state correlation 

discussions, photoelectron data and some ab initio calculations these band systems 

have been assigned to B 21+ 
_ 

X21: + transitions. It has been assumed that the minima of 

the B'I- excited state potential energy curves occur at considerably longer distances 

than for the X21' ground states in order to interpret the breadth of the observed 

spectra , 
This interpretation is supported by the ab initio calculations for AIF and 

AICI+ by Glenewinkel-Meyer et al[44] and for GaF' and GaCl' by Yoshikawa and 

2y+ 
Hirst[45]. These calculations have also shown that the long bond lengths for the B, 

states are derived from avoided intersections between potential curves correlating with 

the first two dissociation asymptotes, A+(' S) + X(2p) and A' (3p) + X(2p). 

Second, for six species AX +, narrow band systems have been detected in the 2500A 

C21-1 _ 
X2y+ region. They have been characterized as transitions from comparison with 

the systematics of the similar A2n- X21+ transitions for the isoelectronic alkaline earth 

halides for which there is resolved fine structure and with the aid of ab mitio 

calculation. 

Thirdl for the GaCl+, GaBr+, and InBr' spectra, there are narrow features in addition to 
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2y-+ 
_ X2E+ the C-X transition. They are assigned to D, transitions, similar to the 

alkaline earth halide B 2E+ 
_ 

X2E ' band systems. BBr' also includes a third row atom, 

as in the case of AsC14. In the chemilurrfinescence study of Glenewinkel -Meyer et al 

there was no broad quasi-continuum attributable to aB 
2Z+ 

_4 X2Z' transition. 

Emission spectra of BBr3 from the reaction of He with Ar afterglows have been 

observed in the 470 - 515nm. region and a new visible band system has been assigned 

to the A211- X21: + transition of BBr' by Yamaguchi et al [35]. The spectroscopic 

parameters have been reported from the vibrational analysis and are w, = 813.8 cm-1, 

f2 O)eXe : 7.5 cm or the excited A rlr state of BBr+ and co, = 761.5 cm 

w, x, = 6.3 cm-' for the X2Z+ ground state of BBr' 

The diatomic cation BBr' is different from the other A)C species considered by 

Glenewinkel-Meyer et al [36]. The second dissociation asymptote B(2p) + Br+(3p) is 

3.54eV higher than the first dissociation asymptote B+(I S) + Br(2p). In contrast, 

B +(3p) + Br(2p) lies 4.63eV higher. Therefore, it is expected that the potential energy 

curves for BBr' will be quite different from those for the ten other AX' species. 

Glenewinkel-Meyer et al [36] expressed doubts about the spectroscopic analysis of 

Yamaguchi et al [35]. Many 2flIr 
_ 

X2Z+ transitions have been observed [36] and 

assigned to C21-1 
Ir _ 

X2Z+ repectively and the 
21-Ir 

state has been attributed to the second 

21, 
state(upper state) named 

C21-1 

. The observed (C-X) transitions show increasing 

blue shifts in the order X=F, Cl, Br and the (C-X) transition for BBr' would be 

expected to be located at 300nm or less compared to the wavelength range, 470nm- 

515run, observed by Yamaguchi et al[35]. 
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Moreover, from the approximate dissociation energies, D,, 
, obtained from the a) and e 

O)eXe values of Yamaguchi el al it is argued that a transition between the X2Z+ 
state 

and a 'FI state correlating , Aith B(2p) + Br+(3p) would have a T, value of about 

3.66eV[36] compared to the value of 2.5OeV reported by Yamaguchi el al [35]. 

As usual , in view of the lack of the information available we thought it would be 

worthwhile to make our calculations. 

For our work the interpretation of the atomic and diatomic energy levels has been 

considered by methods outlined above. 

First of all, atornic states are divided into two pairs which are either neutral 

bronýne(Br) and boron cation(B') or bromine cation(Br+) and neutral boron(B). 

In the case of Br and Br'. atomic bromine has one valence state 2p 
, which is the 

3 
ground state. For bromine cation there are two low lying states P and 'D and 'P is the 

ground state. The 'S state is higher in energy. The relative energies of these two 

states are shown in table 4.1. The experimental value of the ionization potential for Br 

is 11.84eV[27]. In the case of B and B+, for B there is one valence state 2p, which is 

the ground state. For B+ there are three low lying states which are 'S, 'P and 'P of 

which 'S is the ground state. The relative energy levels of these two states B and B+ 

are given in table 4.1. The experimental value for ionization potential of B is 

8.296eV[27]. 

Secondly, to produce the diatomic ion BBr+ two combinations should be taken into 

account, namely B+ + Br and B+ Br+. The relative energies for the low lying states of 

B' + Br and B+ Br+ are given in table 4.2 and a correlation diagram showing the five 

dissociation asymptotes is given in figure 
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All the electronic states shown in a correlation diagram are generated from the Wigner- 

Witmer rules[28], In this work we have considered the two lowest dissociation 

asymptotes, namely B+('S) + Br(2p) and B(2p) + Br+ (3p) for calculations of potential 

energy curves in order to keep the number of the states manageable. The 

interpretation of the Wigner-Witmer rules gives the following states which correlate 

with the dissociation asymptotes mentioned above as follows. 

(2p) : 21+, 2rl B-'-('S) + Br 

B (2p) (3p) : 21: +, 22), 2A, 41: +, 41: ), 41-1 4A + Br+ , Z-(2), n(2 "(2 (2), 

For the states given above the calculation of potential energy curves have been carried 

out using CASSCF and CI with three kinds of basis sets, namely vdz, vtz and vqz in 

the effective core potential method. Also, all electron calculation ab initio methods 

have been made vAth the density matrix averaged atomic natural orbital spd basis sets 

of Pierloot et al[32]. 
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Table 4.1 

Atomic energies of Br and Br+ 

Neutral state 

Br( 2 P) -0 cm-l(O eV) 

Cationic state 

Br+ (p) 
_0 Cnf l(0 eV) 

Br'('D) - 11409 cm-1(1.4147 eV) 

Atomic energies for B and B+ 

Neutral state 

B (2p) _0 cnf '(0 eV) 

Cationic state 

B+('S) -0 cm-'(O eV 

B +(3p) -3 73 3 3.6 crif '(4.6294 eV) 

B+('P) - 73396,7 cm-1(9.1012 eV) 

Table 4.2 

The low-lying states of BBr' are derived from the possible combinations 

1) BrI(3p) + B(2p) =0 CM-1 +o cm-' =0 cm-(0 eV) 

2) Br+('D) + B(2P) - 11409 cm- 1+0 cm" - 11409 cnf '(1.4147 eV) 

3) Br(2P) + B+('S) - 10 cm-1 +0 cnf 1=0 cm-'(O eV) 

4) Br(2p) + B+(3p) =- 0 CM-, + 37333.6 cm-' 37333.6 enf l(4.6294 eV) 

5) Br(P) + B+('P) == 0 cm-' + 73396.7 cm-' 73396.7 cm-'(9.1012 eV) 
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Br(I) I. P(lonization Potential) 11.84 eV 

B(I) I. P(Ionization potential) 8.296 eV 

Br + B+ --> Br+ +B 

LE (Ionization Energy) = I. P(Br) - I. P(B) = 11.84 eV - 8.296 eV = 3.544 eV 

Thus,, there is an energy difference of 3.544 eV between the energy levels of the two 

dissociation asymptotes Br(2P) + B+('S) and Br+ (3p) + B(2p), 

By the same method as before the energy level of Br(2P) + B+(S) is taken as the zero 

of energy and the energy level of Br +(3p) + B(2P) (number I above) is 3.544 eV 

higher. Also adding an energy of 3.544 eV to the energy of the dissociation 

asymptote Br'(D) + B(2P) (number 2 shown above) the relative energy level for 

Br+('D) + B(2p) is 4.959 eV. 

The relative energy states are obtained from the above definition. 

3) Br(2P) + B+('S) =0 eV 

1) Br+( 3 P) + B( 2 P) =0 eV + 3.544 eV = 3.544 eV 

4) Br(2p) +B +(3p) = 4,6294 eV 

2) Br+('D) + B(2p) = 1.4147 eV + 3.544 eV = 4.9587 eV 

5) Br(2P) + B+('P) = 9.1012 eV 
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Figure 4. Correlation diagram for the low lying states of BBr+ 
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1.5 Introduction for HC + NO 

The CH radical is highly reactive and is found in a wide variety of enviroments [74,78]. 

The reaction of methylidyne with nitrogen molecules is important in combustion 

chemistry [80-83] and in the chemistry of planetary atmospheres [84] and its 

significance for fundamental studies [85-921 is of continuing interest [73]. Also, the 

kinetics of the reactions with CH are of great interest in combustion chemistry [74,79]. 

It is believed that the methylidyne radical (CH) plays an important role in the formation 

Of prompt NO, or electronically excited and ionic species in combustion systems due to 

its high heat of formation and reactivity [75]. It has been thought that the reaction of 

the CH with N2, generating N+ HCN at high temperatures, is the source of "prompt" 

NO [74,75,102,103], and also it has been proposed that the reaction of NO with CH is 

one of the most important reactions in flames [ 104] including nitrogen compounds. 

The reactions of CH are the key to understanding the chenlIstry of planetary 

-rich atmosphere of Titan atomspheres , in particular, in the nitrogen and hydrocarbon 

[84], and those of Jupiter and Neptune [93]. Maybe CH reactions nught play an 

important role in interstellar clouds [94] and also are of basic interest because there are 

many exit channels as shown below, leading to the formation of electronically excited 

states. Reactions of CH with diatomics may proceed as prototypical four-atom 

reactions. In various environments over a very wide range of temperatures CH 

reactions may be of significance, Combustion temperatures can rise up to 1000 K and 

more, while temperatures from 70 K to 170 K are typical of the atmospheres of 

extraterrestrial planets, namely Titan and Jupiter [95]. Extremely low temperatures in 

the range 10 - 50 K (and densities in the range 103 
_ 

106 CM-3 ) are general in dense 
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interstellar clouds [96]. To understand the role of CH and the relative significance of 

CH reactions in such different environments and to better understand its high reactivity 

it is desirable to study the kinetics of the reactions of CH over as wide a range of 

temperatures as possible. Rate coefficients for the kinetics of CH reactions with NO 

have been reported in the range T= 13 - 708 K [74]. Detailed investigations for CH 

radicals in hydrocarbon/air flames have already been carried out with laser absorption 

[991 and laser-induced fluorescence(LIF) [ 100] methods for the ground state of CH, 

and with the emission spectroscopy [99,101] for the electronically excited state. The 

reaction of CH with NO, as first examined by Lin [105], has many possible exothermic 

reaction channels as follows [85(a)]. 

CH + NO ---> CO + NH AH,, =- 439 kJ mol-' 298K 
(1) 

-> CN + OH AH' 8K -lý - 18 8 kJ mol-' 29 

HCN +0 AHO = -301 U mol-' (3) 298K 

--> HCO+N AH' = -184kJmol-' (4) 29SK 

NCO +H AH' = -3350 mol-1 (5) 298K 

Reaction products have not been identified, but there are many products which are 

thermochernically possible. Even though the rate parameters for the total 

consumption for CH on reaction with a wide range of stable molecules have been 

measured [I I I], the reaction mechanisms have not been determined definitively. 

Since there is no direct experimental information about the major products from the 

reaction of CH with NO, further investigation of these reactions is of interest in order 

to compare with various predictions. Moreover, quantum mechanical calculations 
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have been performed in order to identifiy the mechanisms for these reactions, No 

previous studies have been made for the rate constant for the reaction of vibrationally 

excited CH with NO. Thus, as suggested above calculations of the potential energy C?. / 

surface of the CHNO isomers have been carried out with the ab initio molecular orbital 

method [76,77]. 

Among the 38 possible CHNO isomers [76], there are six bound cases [77],, namely 

HNCO,, HOCN, HCNO(fulminic acid), HONC,, HNOC, and HCON. 

Only two isomers HNCO [106] and HCNO [107], which are of astrophysical interest, 

have been studied spectroscopically. With the methods of high resolution rotational 

and vibrational spectroscopy, both of them have been studied over the past 25 years. 

Much useful information has been obtained concerning their structures, electric 

moments, physical properties and potential energy surfaces in a number of 

spectroscopic investigations of the two isomers [77] ( especially for HCNO [112- 

135]). A number of studies have been made to identify their geometries [76,108-110]. 

However, from the experimental investigations of the structures of HOCN and HCNO, 

in particular HCNO, it remains to be confirmed experimentally whether the molecular 

structures are linear or slightly bent for the heavy-atom chains [77]. Also, the 

substitution studies cannot distinguish between a linear or a slightly bent NCO chain in 

the structures HOCN and HCNO because the N, C and 0 atoms are located very close 

to the principal axis a, and make very little contribution to the moment of inertia Ia. 

Furthermore, from the assumption of a linear heavy atom chain, the location of the H 

atom is unclear. This is because the zero-point vibrational effects are present when 

hydrogen is replaced by deuterium, due to the anharmonicity of the potential in the 

large-amplitude I-INC bending vibration. Several of these species are of interest, 
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particularly HCNO, because they are quasilinear. The properties of a quasilinear 

molecule depend on a low-lying, large amplitude bending mode having a rather 

anharmonic bending potential. For such a molecule, the bending motion and the 

rotation about the axis of least moment of inertia, the a axis, are strongly coupled, If 

the molecule is regarded as being linear, it has two rotational degrees of freedom and 

3N -5 vibrational degrees of freedom whereas if the molecule is bent, it has three 

rotational degrees of freedom and 3N -6 vibrational degrees of freedom, Thus, on 

going from the linear case to the bent case a vibrational degree of freedom becomes a 

rotational degree of freedom. This description implies that the molecule should be 

considered to be non-rigid, which means that it is neither linear nor bent. The 

potential energy surface of CHNO has been studied by Poppinger, Radom and 

Pople[76]. It was concluded that HNCO,, HOCN, HCNO and HONC can all be 

isolated. The importance of their calculations [76] with ab initio methods was to 

investigate the in-plane angular dependence of the surface near HNCO, HCNO and 

HONC. It was very flat and thus, very anharmonic and it was determined that 

especially HNCO and HCNO were quasilinear. In recent years HOCN and HONC 

have been investigated in matrix isolation experiments[ 108,136]. From the previous 

ab initio theoretical studies of the CHNO isomers[76], HCNO is less stable than 

HOCN which is less stable than HNCO The calculated energetics imply that HONC 

is sufficiently stable for it to be isolated 

in the gas phase. 

Both HNCO and HCNO have been detected 

In the work by Pinnavaia et. al. [77] large basis sets have been used to determine the 

quadratic force field and the effects of electron correlation allowed for by the MP2 

method. All the calculations have considered two sorts of basis sets, namely 
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DZP(double-zeta plus polarization)[ 137,138] and TZ2P(triple-zeta plus double 

polariztion)[ 13 8,13 9]. Initially, the atomic contracted Gaussian basis sets may be 

defined as C(9s5pld/4s2pld), N(9s5pld/4s2pld), 0(9s5p I d/4s2p I d) and 

H(4slp/2slp). The polarization function orbital exponents wereCCd(C) == 0.8, ccd(N) ý 

0.8 ý 
Otd(O) =0-9 and ap(H) = 1.0, Secondly, the TZ2P basis sets were the 

C(IOs6p/5s4p), N(lOs6p/5s4p), O(lOs6p/5s4p) and H(6s/3s) triple-zeta contractions 

of Huzinaga primitives. The polarization exponents used were (Xd(C)=1.2,0.4, U-d(N) 

= 1.35ý 0.45, (Xd(O) = 1.35,0.45 and %(H) = 1.5,0.5. For HCNO, f basis sets were 

assigned to C, N and 0 with the exponent 1.0 respectively. 

These basis sets were used in Moller-Plesset second order perturbation theory(W2) 

correlating all electrons. Also, analytical gradients and second derivatives may be 

generated from the MP2 calculation [140]. Even thougn the NT2 method is not too 

complicated, it is size-consistent and can give very accurate geometry and force- 

constant predictions [ 14 1 ], showing that it is a very valuable method for calculating 

harmonic force constants of polyatomic molecules [97,98]. 

For our work we have calculated the potential energy surface for HC + NO using ab 
I-f 

'37 
+(2), 'Y, - initio methods (CASSCF + Cl) with VDZ basis sets for four states 'E+(2) I 

(2) and 'Y, -(2) for linear geometries and 'A'(2) state for bent geometries, respectively 

keeping the number of states limited manageable. 

In these calculations we have imposed some limitations on the possible configurations 

considered in order to reduce the computational difficulty In addition to the Is orbitals 

on C. N and 0 being frozen in the CI calculation, the 2s orbitals are also frozen. 
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2. Ab Initio Molecular Orbital Theory 

2.1 The Born-Oppenheimer separation and potential energy surfaces 

2.1.1 Introduction 

The major problem in the treatment molecular structure Is that the electronic motion 

should be separated from the nuclear motion because the nuclei are much heavier than 

the electrons and therefore the nuclei move more slowly than the electrons. This idea 

leads to the Born-Oppenheimer separation from which one obtains the concept of a 

potential energy surface. For a diatomic molecule, the potential energy surface is 

expressed in terms of a function of the intemuclear distance and this is called the 

potential energy curve for a diatomic molecule. 

2.1.2 Theory 

Quantum mechanics [142] can enable one to calculate the energy and many properties 

of a stationary state of a molecule by solving the Schrodinger partial differential 

equation given as follows, 

ET (2.1.1) 

where H is expressed as the Hanultonian,, a differential operator giving the total energy 

and the numerical factor on the right side is the energy E, which is the eigenvalue of 

the operator, and 'IF is the wavefunction called the eigenfunction. 

The Hamiltonian H is defined as the sum of kinetic and potential energies, 

H=T+V (2.1.2) 

The kinetic energy T is given as a sum of differential operators,, 
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h2 

12+12 ni 

Here the sum is over all particles J which are nuclei and electrons, n7, represents the 

mass of particle i and h is Platick's conslaw. 

The potential energy V is given by the coulomb interaction, 

e, e 

ru 
(2.1.4) 

where the sum is over distinct pairs of particles (J, j) which have electric charges e, ej 

separated by a distance r,,. For electrons e, =:: -e and for a nucleus of atomic number 

+Ze. 

Firstly if the quantum mechanical problem for the electron motion with the nuclei fixed 

is considered, one obtains an effective electronic energy Eff(R) which depends on the 

relative nuclear coordinates, defined by R. For a diatomic molecule,, only the 

internuclear distance,, R, is needed and Eff(R) describes the potential curve for the 

molecule. On the other hand, for the polyatomic molecules, more relative coordinates 

are required and Eff(R) is interpreted as the potential surface for the molecule. As 

mentioned above, the separation of the nuclear and electronic motions is usually named 

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation which is quantitatively defined by solving the 

Schrodinger equation for electrons in the field of fixed nuclei, 

H""T""(r, R) == Eff (R)Telec (r, R). (2.1.5) 

is to the electronic wavefunction which depends on the electronic coordinates, r, 

and the nuclear coordinates, R. The electronic Hamiltonian, R"", describes the 

ixed nuclei and is given by motion of electrons only in the field of f 

ff]CC =: Telec (2.1.6) 
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where I"" is the electronic kinetic energy expressed as follows, 

d2 electrons (ý2 
d2 2 

+ S2) 
elec + jý-2M 

a2 Cý 
22 (2.1.7) 

and Vis the coulomb potential energy given below, 

electrons nuclei z 

se 
2 electrons 

fa + Id 1: 

s 
ris 

I- j 

e2 
nuclei Z Z, e 

2 

+1 Y- , 
rv S<f Rs, 

The first part of the coulomb potential energy gives the elect ron-nuclear attraction, 

The second corresponds to electron-electron repulsion and the third to nuclear-nuclear 

repulsion which is independent of the electronic coordinates and is a constant 

contribution to the energy. The potential energy surface, Eff(R) is the key to 

understanding the quantitative description of chen&al structures and reaction 

processes. The ground-state potential energy surface Eff(R) is obtained from the 

lowest-energy solution of the electronic Schrodinger equation. If Eff(R) is explored 

as a function of R, generally Eff(R) Will have a number of local minima. These are all 

equifibrium structures. 

If several distinct potential minima are allowed, the molecule possesses a number of 

isomeric forms. Furthermore, the potential surface may also include saddle points 

which are called stationary points where the energy is a maximum for one or more 

orthogonal directions. if the second derivative matrix of E with respect to nuclear 

coordinates has one negative eigenvalue at such a point, then that point is a transition 

state for a chemical reaction defined as the point at which the maximum energy on a 

path connecting two n-ýinima on the potential surface is lowest. 

For the electronic Schrodinger equation (2.5) it is useful to remove the universal 

constants and to introduce atomic units where the unit of mass, the unit of charge, the 

unit of length and the unit of energy are changed to the mass of electron, the charge on 
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the electron, the bohr (a, ) and the energy (Eh), respectively 

Bohr radius, a. , is 

h2 
ao - (4; T'me') 

Therefore, new coordinates (x', y', z') can be derived - 

x 

ao 

Similarly, the hartree (Eh) is defined as shown below 

Eh 
-e 

a. 

Thus, new energies ( E') are produced as follow 

Eh 

The definition of the 

(11.9) 

(2.110) 

(2.1.11) 

(2.1.12) 

If new coordinates (2.1.10) and new energies (2.1.12) are inserted to the Schrodinger 

equation (2.1.5), the following equation (2.1.13) is generated: 

H'T'=: E'T' (2.1.13) 

Here, the Hamiltonian, H' , in atomic units is represented by (2.1.14) below 

i electrons C? 
2 electrons nuclei electrons nuclei 

H'= -- 1] ++zI+1: 11. -ýýZ`-) 22-. d r x2 4 
1, 

( 

r,, 

S, 

)11: 

1 
ij Sýt 

m 
it ') Is i(j 

Energies are given in terms of the hartree which has a value of approximately 27.21 eV 

or 2626 U mol-'. The bohr has a value of 0.529117 xI 0-10m and is equivalent to the 

radius of the Is orbit in the Bohr model for the hydrogen atom. 
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2.2 Variation theorem and the self consistent fiield(SCF) method 

2.2.1 Introduction 

The repulsion between the electrons makes it difficult to separate the n-electron 

Schr6dinger equation into a set of one-electron equations. Therefore, correct 

solutions of the electronic Schr6dinger equation are very hard to obtain for atoms and 

molecules. Electronic wavefunctions are obtained under the assumption that the 

nuclei are fixed. For atoms a single nucleus exists and only the positions of the 

electrons relative to the nucleus are taken into account. The one-electron 

wavefunctions for atoms in terms of their positions are defined as atomic orbitals. 

In the similar way, the one-electron wavefunctions for molecules are termed molecular 

orbitals. For the hydrogen atom or the H 'molecule, exact solutions of the electronic 2 

Schr6dinger equation can be obtained directly whereas for many electron atoms or 

molecules approximate methods have to be used. Recently it has been shown that 

Monte Carlo methods can be applied to the electronic Schrodinger equation and have 

been able to provide accurate results for many-electron systems. For the molecule the 

wavefunction consists of an antisymmetrized product of molecular orbitals. Each 

individual electron is in an orbital. This antisymmetrized product can be expressed as 

a Slater determinant. Furthermore, each of the one-electron orbitals can be 

represented as a complicated linear combination for atomic orbitals. Molecular 

electronic structure can be expressed in terms of the molecular orbital method. Even 

if this method does not give the accurate information for molecular dissociative 

processes it can give good results for molecular properties close to their equilibrium 

configurations. In addition, the molecular-orbital wavefunction for a molecule is 
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usually is taken as the starting point for a more accurate calculation. The molecular 

orbital method is based on an independent particle model for the molecular electronic 

wavefunction. If the electron-electron repulsion is ignored the electronic Schr6dinger 

equation for n electrons can be separated into n one-electron Schr6dinger equations 

and the wavefunction written as a product of one electron functions. The Hartree- 

Fock method takes a wavefunction in the form of an antisymmetrized product of one 

electron functions and the Hartree-Fock equations are derived from the condition that 

the expectation value of the energy, E, has to be minimized. The Hartree-Fock 

equations are integro-differential equations which can only be solved by an iterative 

method. This procedure is carried on until convergence has been reached. This 

method is named the self consistent field (SCF) method. Although the wavefunction 

is of the independent particle type, the Hartree-Fock method does include electron- 

electron repulsion in the Harmltonian. 

2.2.2 The variation method 

The Hartree-Fock method has an important relationship with the variational method in 

quantum mechanics [142]. If (D is defined as any antisymmetric normalized function 

of the electronic coordinates, then the expectation value of the energy corresponding 

to this function is given by the integral 

f Vfi""(Ddr. (2.2.1) 

Here, integration is over the coordinates of all electrons and the asterisk represents the 

complex conjugate. If (D is identified as the exact wavefunction, T, for the electronic 

ground state, the Schrodinger equation (2.1) will be solved. Because 'Pis normalized, 

E' will be the exact ground state energy E as shown below, 

E' =: Ef T*Tdr = E. (2.2.2) 
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However, if (D is any other normalized antisymmetric function, it can be shown that E' 

is greater than E as follows, 

f E. (2.2.3) 

follows that if (D is the antisymmetric molecular orbital function (2.2.7) which will be 

described in the following section 2.3 . the energy E' obtained from (2.2.1 ) above will 

be higher than the exact ground state energy 

To optimize the orbitals in a single determinantal wavefunction, the orbitals are 

expanded in terms of a basis set and the coefficients c,, from equation (2.2.16), which 

will be mentioned in the section 2.2.3 may be varied to minimize the expectation 

value E'. The minimized value of E' will be as close the exact energy E as is possible 

with a single - detertninant wavefunction and the chosen basis set. Therefore, the best 

single detern-finant wavefunction has been obtained by miniMizing E' N"th respect to 

the coefficients cls This leads to the variational equations expressed as follows 

cE 
=0 (all 1, s) (2.2.4) 

Ctis 

2.2.3 Theory of the self consistent field method 

The molecular-orbital method makes use of a form of wavefunction suitable for the 

independent particle model. If the interelectronic repulsion is ignored in equation 

(2.1.5) for an n-electron Schrbdinger equation, the Schrodinger equation (2.1.5) for n- 

electrons can be separated into n one-electron Schr6dinger equation which can be 

solved to produce a set of n one-electron functions 0i (r), where i=1,2,..., n. 
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Thus, the total electronic wavefunction is described as a product of n one-electron 

functions given below. 

(D(R, r) =: 0, (r, )0, (r, ) 0� (r n). (2.2.5) 

Each one-electron function 0, (ý ) can be written down as the product of a spatial 

fiinction v, (ý- ) and a spin function (x or P which is dependent on the spin's direction 

(up or down). Each spatial orbital can be occupied by up to two electrons, one With 

(x-spin and one with P-spin. If each spatial orbital is doubly occupied and the number, 

n. of the electrons is even, the total electronic wavefunction (D - (R, r) is given as 

follows. 

(D(R, r) = qf , (r, )a V (r2 VV 
2 

(ý, )a. 
.*V n1 2 

('ý-l )aVnl2 (1ý ))6 (2.2,6) 

By using two conditions which are to take into account the indistinguishability of the 

electrons and to make certain that the wavefunction satisfies the Pauli principle, the 

wavefunction can be expressed as a Slater determinant as follows. 

O(R, r) Vn! 

v/, (rl)a V, (r, ), 8 Vn/2(r A8 
V/ (r2)a V (r2 V V/ 

n12 
(r2 V 

V (rn)a V (rn V 
n12 

(rn )JO 

(2.2.7) 

Interchange of two electrons leads to interchanging the labels for the electronic 

coordinate. This causes a change of sign in accordance with the Paull principle. The 

Slater determinant above can be written in the shortened form below. 

0 -= 
lv/, 

aq/,, 8Y/2aV/2# 
.** Vn/2aVn/2ý (2.2.8) 

In order to rrýinirmze the energy for the wavefunction (D(R, r) the orbitals y/, are 

derived using the variation method. The energy is given by the expectation value, E, 

of the electronic Hanultoruan, H"", and is represented as the integral 
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E,, 
Pp _f 

(D(R, r)* H elec (R, r)(D(R, r)dz- 
2.2.9) 

rox f (D(R, r)* (D(R, r)dr 

As described earlier in the section 2.1, the electronic Hamiltonian is shown as follows 

elec (R, r)'= T elec +v (2.2.10) 

The integration is over the whole of space and dr describes a suitable volume element. 

The requirement that the expectation value, E, generated from (2.2.9) has to be 

minimized leads to the Hartree-Fock equations 
A 

Fi (I)V/ 
i 
(1) = . 6i v/ i (2.2.11) 

where . 6, is the orbital energy for orbital i and F, is the Fock operator which is given 

by 

F, (1) = h(l) + [2J-j 
- K- j (1)]. (2.2.12) 

Here h(l) represents a one-electron operator given by 

h(l) V2 
Za 

(2.2.13) 
2 a=l 

rla 

The Coulomb and exchange operators J., and K. are expressed in terms of the 
A 

coulomb and exchange integrals by the relations . ps 

ju f Vf, Q)JI(I)y/, Q)dr, f yf, (l)y/j(2) I 
V, (I)y/ j (2)drl2 (2.2.14) and 

r, 2 

Ky f y/, (I)Kj(l)y/i(l)dr, f V/, (I)V/j(2) I 
y/i(2)Vj(l)d-rl2 * (2.2.15) 

r, 2 

The Hartree-Fock equations have to be solved iteratively because the J, and K. 

operators in F, are dependent on the orbitals V/j. The Hartree-Fock equations are a 

set of coupled integro-differential equations which can be solved by an iterative 
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method Typical iterative methods start with an initial guess for orbitals Vf, from 

which the operatorsý are calculated. Solution of the Hartree-Fock equations 

(2 2,11) provides a new set of orbitals V/ which should be an improvement on the 

initial set. The new orbitals V,, which possess the correct symmetry, suitable 

energies and nodal character are used to derive a new Fock operator ý from the new 

J, and K, operators. By the same method, the new set of equations produces a third 

set of orbitals Vi. This iterative process is continued until convergence based on the 

energy and the orbitals is reached. Thus, this iterative procedure is named the self- 

consistent field (SCF) method. It is possible to calculate the Hartree-Fock equations 

numerically for atoms which contain spherical symmetry to obtain the atomic orbitals 

whereas this is not easily carried out for molecules which have lower symmetry. This 

obstacle can be removed by the method adopted by Hall [143] and Roothaan [144] 

where the orbitals yf, are expressed as linear combinations of a set of basis functions 

( x, ) as follows 

c 
isx s (2.2.16) 

The expansion coefficients c,., are obtained by using an iterative method and the set of 

functions f x., I is termed the basis set which will be discussed in the following 

section 2.3. 

Up to now much of the description has been given for closed shell systems where 

doubly occupied orbitals are allowed for which the SCF wavefunction can be 

expressed as a single Slater determinant as in equation (2.2.7), 
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For open shell systems, every orbital does not need to be doubly filled. Open shell 

systems are described by two theories which are the restricted Hartree-Fock (RI-fF) 

method and the unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) method. In the case of the RHF 

method, a single set of molecular orbitals is used for the closed shell part of the 

wavefunction and the open shell orbitals are singly occupied with electrons of (x spin. 

As described earlier in the RIHT method, the molecular orbital wavefunction does not 

generally provide an accurate description of potential energy surfaces. Also, the 

molecular orbital wavefunction does not usually dissociate correctly because for a 

closed shell molecule it is expressed in terms of a set of doubly occupied molecular 

orbitals 

IV/, ay/, 18V 2aV2)6'** Y/n/2aY/n 2)61' (2.2.17) 

This obstacle can be elin-finated in the UHIF method by using different spatial orbitals 

for (x and P electrons with the constraint of doubly occupied orbitals being loosened. 

Thus, the pair of electrons V/, aV/i, 8 is represented in terms of two separate orbitals 

V,,, andV, b with singlet coupled electron spins 

Yf 
iaYlib(a)q - 

fia) 
., * 

Yln'2ayf 
n, '2ý (2.2.18) 

Since the RHF function can be expressed as a specific case of the UHF functions, 

from the variational method it can be shown that the optimized UHIF energy should be 

lower than the optimized RBY energy. However, UPT functions have the 

disadvantage that they are not eigenfunctions of the total spin operator S' 
. 

If the 

expectation value of the total spin angular momentum does not differ very much ftom 

the true value,. the UHF method leads to a reasonable molecular wavefunction. 
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2.3 Basis functions 

2.3.1 Introduction 

In an ab initio calculation, a particular basis set is chosen for the calculation of the 

electronic wavefunction. In some cases a reasonable choice of basis set yields correct 

results which can be comparable to experimental parameters, whereas the wrong 

choice of basis set gives results which are in disagreement with experimental data. 

Therefore, accurate potential energy surfaces can only be obtained with the appropriate 

choice of basis set. That is, choice of a suitable set of basis functions leads to the 

success of an ab initio calculation. It is necessary that a reasonably small basis set 

should be chosen but the basis set chosen must not be so small that the accuracy of the 

results is adversely affected. In the previous section, it is shown how a many-electron 

wavefunction is formed from molecular orbitals with a single determinant. 

The individual molecular orbitals have been expressed as linear combinations of a set 

of one-electron functions called basis functions. If the basis functions are 

XI) X2 
I- **, 

Xn 
ý then an individual orbital V/ , can be expressed as shown previously 

c,,, x,, where c,, are the molecular orbital expansion coefficients. In molecular 

orbitals, atomic orbitals are used as basis functions. This procedure is usually called 

the linear combination of atomic orbital (LCAO) approximation. For a well defined 

basis set for a nuclear configuration and to produce a useful theoretical model, it is 

very reasonable to select a particular set of basis functions on each nucleus, which 

depend on the charge on that nucleus. Such functions should have the symmetry 

properties of atomic orbitals and are termed s, p, d, f, 
... types depending on their 
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angular characteristics. In general, there are two types of commonly used atomic 

basis sets namely Slater-type atomic orbitals (STOs) and gaussian-type atomic 

functions. However, using these two general functions several kinds of basis 

functions can be devised which are, for example, STO-nG basis sets, split-valence basis 

sets and even-tempered basis sets and so forth. 

2.3.2 Polarization functions 

Even if a suitable set of the basis functions x has been chosen, such a calculation would 

be limited in accuracy and would produce a wavefunction and energy quite different 

from the Hartree-Fock limit. Thus, to double the number of functions chosen should 

give a significant improvement in accuracy. In the case of methane, for instance, a 

minimal basis set consists of Is. 2s, and 2p functions on the carbon atoms and Is 

functions on each of the hydrogen atoms. An improved description is given by 

choosing two Is functions, two 2s functions and two sets of 2p functions for carbon 

and two 1s functions for each hydrogen atom. In general, such a basis set is called a 

double-zeta (DZ) basis. So far it has been assumed that the molecular orbitals are 

composed of atomic functions for the atoms considered. However, such a basis set 

does not describe an important phenomenon which occurs during bond formation 

namely distortion by one atom of the atomic orbitals on neighboring atoms. This 

difficulty can be solved by including orbitals with higher values of the I quantum 

number. Therefore, the distortion of the Is orbital on the hydrogen atom can be 

accounted for including p-functions and for the heavier atoms the distortion of p 

orbitals can be described by including d functions. Such functions are named 
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polarization functions. Addition of a set of p functions for each hydrogen atom and a 

set of d functions for heavier atoms to a double-zeta (DZ) basis set gives a double-zeta 

plus polarization (DZP) basis set. Such a basis set can give a reasonable description 

of a molecule for the ground or low-lying excited states. 

2.3.3 Diffuse functions 

To obtain the Hartree-Fock limit one needs much larger basis sets. If highly excited 

states are taken into account, the excitation may be to a diffuse Rydberg orbital. 

To give an adequate description of such states suitable difluse functions for higher 

principal quantum number should be included in the basis set. 

If diffuse Rydberg functions are not considered the calculation will not be meaningful. 

For the negative ion calculations it is necessary to expand the standard basis sets for 

valence orbitals by including additional diff-use ftinctions to obtain the description of 

the more diffuse orbitals of the negative ion. 

2.3.4 Slater-type functions 

The solution of the Schrodinger equation for hydrogen-like atoms suggests the use of 

atomic orbitals of the form 

x 
nim 

-= r n-1 
exp(-j) (2.3.1) 

The radial function consists of a power of r multiplied by an exponential function, 

Generally this kind of function can be normalized by multiplying by a suitable constant 

and is named a Slater-type orbital (STO) expressed as follows 
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X 
nlm= 

Nn, 
mr 

n-1 
exp(- j)Yln (0,0), (2.3.2) 

where n, I and m are the usual atomic quantum numbers, N nim is a normalization factor 

and YIJO, 0) is a spherical harmonic. The coordinates r, 0 and 0 represent the 

position of the electron relative to the centre of the basis orbital. To tabulate 

reasonable values of minimal, DZ, DZP basis sets is useful [155] but there is a major 

problem for Salter-type functions namely that it is very difficult to compute accurately 

two-electron integrals in which the four functions are situated on three or four different 

atomic centres. Thus, the integral calculation is very time consuming. Even though 

Slater-type orbitals (STOs) possess the required cusp at the nuclei, they can not be 

widely used in molecular calculations because the multicenter integrals that occur for 

polyatornic-molecule calculations can not be efficiently calculated using Slater-type 

orbitals (STOs). 

2.3.5 Gaussian-type functions 

If the exponential functions given in equation (2.3.2) are utilized, it is very difficult to 

calculate the required molecular integrals. Thus, most molecular calculations are 

preformed with Gaussian basis sets. These are of the form of a power of x, y, z 

multiplied by exp(_CV2) where a is a constant which determines the radial size of the 

basis function. Thus,, Gaussian functions are written down as follows 

Xa, b, c(r, 0,0) - 
Na, 

b, c, a 
XaybzC exp(- ctr') (2.3.3) 

The quantum numbers a, b and c account for the angular shape and direction of the 

orbital. Compared to STOs, the advantage for Gaussian functions is that for a two- 

electron integral the product of two orbitals on different centres can be represented as 
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a single Gaussian function at a centre located on a line joining the two centres. Thus, 

the calculation of the required integrals is much quicker with Gaussian-type orbitals 

(GTOs). This advantage of GTOs is the reason for the computational superiority of 

these functions. However, the major disadvantage of the Gaussian function is that 

Gaussian basis sets provide a less reasonable description of atomic wavefunctions 

because a Gaussian function is not close to the form of a real atomic orbital 

wavefunction. There is , 
for example, a cusp in an exponential Is function at the 

nucleus for a Slater function whereas there is no cusp in a Gaussian function. If the 

orbital exponent is fixed and the functions are identified reasonably close in the 

intermediate region,, the Gaussian function will show important deviations in the long- 

range region. Therefore, to obtain accuracy comparable to that obtained using Slater- 

type exponential functions a large number of Gaussian basis functions should be used. 

In other words, to overcome the major difficulty of GTO functions it is necessary to 

take two,, three or more GTOs in linear combinations. In the SCF calculation the 

contraction coefficients are unchanged and not varied as LCAO-MO parameters. 

These new functions are named contracted GTOs or CGTOs. Usually, a series of 

GTOs with large, medium, small sized orbital exponents are multiplied by contraction 

coefficients and summed to obtain a CGTO which gives a reasonable description of the 

cusp at the nuclear centre. 

2.3.6 STO-nG basis sets 

This basis set is one of the contracted Gaussian basis ffinctions mentioned above. 

Slater functions are expanded in terms of a linear combination of n Gaussian functions. 
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The expansion coefficients and exponents are determined to provide the best fit to the 

Slater orbital. The basis set obtained from the expansion of a Slater function in terms 

of n Gaussian function is called a STO-nG basis. Even though this expansion could be 

used for all of the orbitals in a DZ, DZP basis set, the use of STO-nG basis sets is 

generally limited to calculations with minimal basis sets. 

2.3.7 Split-valence basis sets 

The split-valence basis set is a different type of contracted Gaussian basis set adopted 

by Pople and his coworkers. For instance, a 6-3 1G basis set for first-row atoms is 

composed of an s- type inner shell function, a set of valence s- and p- type functions 

and an outer set of s- and p- fimctions. An s- type inner shell function is expressed as 

a combination of six Gaussian functions. A set of valence s- and p- type functions is 

each written as a combination of three Gaussian functions. An outer set of s- and p- 

functions each consist of a single Gaussian function. A 6-3 1G basis expanded with d- 

polariZation functions for the heavy atom is named 6-3 1 G* 
. 

On the other hand, the 

addition of the p-functions on hydrogen atoms to the 6-3 1 G* basis is called a 6-3 1 G* * 

basis. 

2.3.8 Even-tempered basis set 

To obtain high accuracy for molecular calculations it is reasonable to add extra basis 

functions to the basis set rather than to try to optimize exhaustively the orbital 

exponents. Thus, even-tempered basis set which contains a limited number of 
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parameters can be used. Each basis function is represented as the product of a 

spherical harmonic Y,,,, (O, 0) and a function r' exp(- ý;, r'). Therefore, the basis set is 

composed of Is, 2p,. 3d,, 4f, .-. 
functions as follows 

x (r, 0,0) = exp(-g7 2 )r'Y�� (0, klm k (2.3.4) 

The orbital exponents, ý; k are accounted for in terms of two parameters, (x and P, by a 

geometrical sequence 

k 
afi (k = 1,2, (2.3.5) 

for a particular set of GTOs. For each group of functions of the same symmetry 

species only two parameters, (x and P have to be optimized 

sets can be obtained effectively. 

Therefore, large basis 
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2.4 Electron correlation 

The wavefunction produced from the Hartree-Fock method is based on the 

independent particle method which does not account fully for the interelectronic 

repulsion between electrons of opposite spin. Thus, even if the SCF method considers 

interelectronic repulsion by characterizing Coulomb and exchange operators j and K- 

with the effective field due to other electrons, a single determinantal wavefunction in 

equation (2.2.7) for a closed shell molecule cannot represent the true wavefunction. 

Because of the limitation of the wavefunction to doubly occupied molecular orbitals 

the interelectronic repulsion is not completely described. The difference between the 

energy of the Hartree-Fock wavefunction and the exact non-relativistic energy is 

named the correlation energy. Because the correlation energy will generally be 

different from one part of the surface to another, the theoretical surface will not be 

parallel to the exact surface at all points. Therefore, to produce realistic potential 

surfaces electron correlation should be considered. At the same time this will 

generaBy ensure the correct dissociation of the wavefunction. In general electron 

correlation is composed of two components, namely dynamical and non-dynamical 

correlation. 

The dynamical correlation is concerned with the correlation between the motion of the 

electrons derived from the Coulomb interaction between the electrons. This effect is 

On*ted in the SCF method in which interelectronic repulsions are effectively averaged. 

Non-dynamical correlation is about other deficiencies of the wavefunction such as the 

difficulty of accounting for dissociation or correct degeneracies. Non-dynamical 

correlation effects can be generally accounted for by a relatively restricted C1. 
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For the calculations described in this thesis both sorts of electron correlation have been 

taken into account by using the multi -configurat ion SCF (MCSCF) and configuration 

interaction (CI) methods 

2.4.1 M ulti-configu ration SCF method 

2.4.1.1 Introduction 

There are many methods used currently to produce the best wavefunction of the form 

h1 (2.4.1) 

In all such wavefunctions, - there are two different sorts of parameters namely the CI 

coefficients C, and the molecular-orbital expansion coefficients c,, 

The simultaneous optimization of both sets of coefficients is required to obtain an 

improved molecular wavefunction. The MCSCF method is much more difficult than 

the conventional SCF method because the two parameters mentioned above should be 

optin-ýzed at the same time. Initial-ly it was only possible to treat a small number of 

configurations in the expansion due to computational obstacles. 

However, these difficulties have now been overcome and it is now possible to include 

more configurations and to obtain the best wavefunction with the complete active 

space SCF (CASSCF) method. 

2.4.1.2 Theory 

In the CASSCF method the orbitals are divided into three categories, namely inactive 

orbitals, active orbitals and virtual orbitals. First., the lowest orbitals, which are 

defined as the inactive orbitals, are doubly occupied in all configurations. 
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Second, the highest orbitals, which are named the virtual orbitals, are unoccupied in all 

configurations. Finally the active orbitals are set in between the inactive orbitals and 

virtual orbitals, In the CASSCF method the configuration list is composed of those 

configurations of suitable symmetry and spin produced from all permutations of the 

active electrons among the active orbitals. Thus, for a chosen set of active orbitals it 

is impossible to ignore an important configuration involving the active orbitals. Once 

the set of active orbitals has been chosen, the configuration list is defined. 

For small molecules the active space would involve at least the valence-bonding and 

antibonding orbitals. A CASSCF calculation which has no unoccupied valence 

orbitals of the same symmetry as one of the occupied orbitals would be unbalanced 

because no orbital is correlated with the occupied orbitals. It is very important to 

choose the set of active orbitals carefully because the number of configurations will 

rise very drastically with the size of the active space. 

2.4.2 Configuration interaction 

2.4.2.1 Introduction 

The single determinant molecular orbital wavefunction does not generally give a 

reasonable description of potential energy surfaces and even if the wavefunction 

dissociates correctly the molecular orbital method will not have comparable accuracy 

at all points on the surface because electron correlation is neglected. These difficulties 

can be solved by the method of configuration interaction. The configuration 

interaction method starts with an appropriate set of molecular orbitals which are 

expressed as linear combinations of a set of atomic basis functions. 
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2.4.2.2 Theory 

if (Do is the SCF-MO wavefunction for an n-electron system where n/2. orbitals are 

doubly occupied, the SCF-MO calculation with a basis set of m functions provides a 

further m- n/2 virtual orbitals. By exciting electrons from the occupied orbitals to the 

virtual orbitals further determinantal functions can be generated. These will not 

generally have the same spin and symmetry as (D(, but, where necessary, linear 

combinations can be genererated with the required spin and symmetry. If the set of all 

such configuration state functions (CSF) is ((D, ), j=N, the configuration 

interaction method applies the variation method to a linear combination of the CSF's 

(D, 5 i= 

C'(Di 
i=O 

(2.4.2) 

The lowest root from the secular determinant will give the best wavefunction for the 

ground state with the basis set chosen. No other wavefunction with the same basis set 

will lead to a lower variational energy. f1igher roots generated also represent upper 

bounds to the exact energies for excited states with the same spin and symmetry. 

Electron correlation is accounted for and the wavefunction dissociates correctly 

because although (D,, may not correspond to the dissociation fragments, the CI 

waveftinction will involve configurations corresponding to those ftagments. 

However, CI cannot correct for deficiencies in the basis set and accurate results will 

only be obtained if a realistic basis set is used. In most cases the number of 

configurations arising from all possible excitations ftom 4),, is too large to treat. 

Thus, some linutation is required on the excitations considered. In restricting the 

number of configurations all parts of the surface should be treated with comparable 
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accuracy. If several surfaces are considered they have to be described on a 

comparable basis and to have correct asymptotic dissociation in all cases. If two 

CSF's, 0, and (Dj, differ by more than two orbital occupanci I es, it can be shown that 

the integral f 4), H(Dd-r is zero. Thus, no direct interaction will be allowed between 

(Do and configurations for which more than two electrons have been excited from the 

orbitals occupied in (D,, to virtual orbitals. 

In the closed-shell case, according to Brilloum's theorem, for a single excitation (1), 

the integral f (DOH(D, d-r is zero if 00 represents the SCF-MO wavefunction for the 

ground state. Thus, in the closed-shell case there will not be an interaction between 

(Do and single excitations and the single excitations will have a negligible effect on the 

energy. However, single excitations can play an important role in the calculation of 

molecular properties for closed-shell molecules. 

For open-shell molecules single excitations are very significant and should be contained 

in the configuration list. Analysis of the closed-shell case by perturbation theory 

shows that the first-order correction to the wavefunction is obtained from the double 

excitations. In CI methods it Is sometimes necessary to include single excitations to 

obtain a dipole moment having the correct sign [145]. Thus, a reasonable initial 

approximation of the configuration list is limited to single and double excitations from 

(D,, However, to obtain a reasonable description of several surfaces and to account 

for correct dissociation single and double excitations should also be chosen with 

respect to those configurations which correspond to the excited states and those which 

are needed to describe accurately the dissociation asymptotes. For accurate work the 

calculation should consider such excitations produced from all configurations which 
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include a coefficient c, greater than 0.1 in the final CI wavefunction. In general this 

involves making several preliminary calculati II ions to find which configurations have to 

be included in the set of multiple reference configurations 
ý(')k ) froMwhich single and 

double excitations are generated. Except for the smallest of molecules this will still 

lead to a prohibitively large number of configurations, Some saving can be made if the 

inner shell orbitals are kept doubly occupied and with the exclusion of excitations to 

the corresponding high energy virtual orbitals. This will usually not result in any loss 

of accuracy. To reduce the length of the configuration lists further limitations may be 

imposed on the excitations considered. However, to include all important excitations 

it is reasonable not to limit too drastically all the single and double excitations 

considered. An alternative treatment to reduce the comfiguration lists is to use an 

efficient internally contracted method of Knowles and Werner[ 150,15 1], which is a 

way of generating configurations from a reference set but resulting in about 10 % of 

full configuration list. Another approach is to determine the important configurations 

by calculating a zero-order CI wavefunction from the set of reference configurations 

f4), )and then evaluating by perturbation theory the energy lowering obtained ftom 

including a certain configuration. All configurations generated from f(D, ) are 

examined by this method. Those configurations which lead to a lowering of the 

calculated energy by less than a certain threshold energy between 104Eh and 10-5Eh 

(lEh= 4.3 59814 x 10-'8 J) are discarded. The calculation of the wavefunction is then 

carried out with the set of chosen configurations. 
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2.5 Effective core potentials 

2.5.1 Introduction 

The ab untio calculations discussed previously include all the electrons in the molecule. 

The size of the calculation rises drastically as the number of basis functions increases. 

The number of two-electron integrals, for instance, which should be produced and 

manipulated is approximately proportional to the fourth power of the size of the basis 

set. Thus, for good quality ab initio CI calculations it is only reasonable to consider 

relatively small molecules involving light atoms with a suitable basis set. However, 

the electrons of a molecule may be divided into two groups, namely the core electrons, 

which occupy the inner shell orbitals,, and the valence electrons. The valence electrons 

are fundamentally responsible for chemical bonding and electrons from inner shells 

have little influence on the bonding. Instinctively it should be possible to invent 

methods which only take into account the valence electrons with the core electrons 

kept fixed and thus simply reduce the size of calculations for heavier atoms. With the 

help of some approximations it is possible to make the computational effort smaller for 

a CI calculation by keeping the core orbitals frozen. 

2.5.2 Theory 

The total electronic wavefunction is expressed as follows 

V=A(V core 
V 

valence 
) (2.5.1) 
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where A accounts for the antisymmetrizer, V cor, and Vvale 
n ce represent wavefunctions 

for the core and valence electrons respectively If V/ is orthogonal to the valence 

total energy can be represented as 

Etotal =L core +f VvVenceHvV%, alencedr 

H, is expressed as the valence Hamiltonian of the form 

(2.5.2) 

Hv =I 
I (hv + 1] gv, ) +1 (2.5.3) 

c rvv, 

where h,,. is the one-electron energy of the valence electron v, g, describes an 

operator showing the effect of core electron c on valence electron v and the term 11r,, 

accounts for the interelectronic repulsion between valence electrons v and v' 

For the evaluation of the terms g, c the two-electron integrals are required %krith respect 

to both core and valence electrons and so no saving is made at the SCF level. 

However, important savings in computational effort can be actiieved in CI calculations 

if the inner shell orbitals are kept doubly occupied 

Hamiltonian is written in the form 

H, [h + U(v)] + v 
v V>V, rvv' 

If an approximate valence 

(2.5.4) 

where U ... (v) represents an effective core potential expressing the effect of the core 

electrons on the valence electrons, then calculations can be carried out which only take 

into account the valence electrons. The simplest method is to use an effective core 

potential with an appropriate functional form, or model potential,, which may simply be 

a radial function or may be angle dependent. 
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3 Computational Procedure 

3.1 MOLPRO system 

MOLPRO is a suite of ab initio programs for carrying out molecular electronic 

structure calculations developed by H. J Werner and P. I Knowles. 

Unlike other frequently used quantum chemistry package, MOLPRO is focused on 

highly accurate calculations for small molecules with an extensive treatment for 

electron correlation by multiconfiguration-reference CI wavefunctions. In this 

program the major parts are concerned with the multi-configuration SCF (MCSCF) 

and multi-reference CI (MRCI). The multi-configuration SCF program in the 

MOLPRO system uses the quadratically convergent MCSCF procedure [146]. This 

program can optimize a weighted energy average for several states and handle both 

perfectly general configuration expansions and long CASSCF expansions [147]. The 

MRCI program in this system uses the internally contracted multi-reference CI method 

[150,151]. 

In this work we have carried out theoretical calculations on NF+, PCI +. BBr+ and AsCl' 

for diatomic molecules and HC + NO with the MOLPRO system. This work 

comprises three stages, namely an SCF calculation, a MCSCF(CASSCF) calculation 

and a CI calculation. 

3.2 SCF calculation 

The Hartree-Fock self-consistent field calculation has been performed by using one of 

the three directives, namely BF, RBF and UBF. 
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HIF which represents BF-SCF defines the closed-shell SCF calculation. 

RIIF represents RBF-SCF and specifies the spin-restricted open shell Hartree-Fock 

calculation. UIHF(UBF-SCF) represents the spin-unrestricted open-shell 

Hartree-Fock calculation. For our work the RBF-SCF method has been chosen to 

generate a starting set of molecular orbitals. 

Generally no further input is required. However, usually it is recommended to include 

the WF card which defines the number of electrons and the symmetry of the 

wavefunction. Also, the OCC card is required to characterize the wavefunction and to 

eliminate convergence problems because of alternation between different occupied 

orbital spaces. If the WF card is absent, the number of electrons is equivalent to the 

nuclear charge and it is assumed that the wavefunction is generally symmetric 

(symmetry 1). By default, the spin multiplicity is taken to be I (singlet) for an even 

number of electrons and 2 (doublet) otherwise. If the OCC card is omitted, the 

Aufbau principle is utilized to decide the occupation numbers. 

3.2.1 The wavefunction 

To define the wavefunction, as mentioned above, the number of electrons and total 

symmetry of the wavefunction are needed. 

The wavefunction is specified in the form 

WF,, elec, sym, spin 

where elec is the number of electrons and sym represents the number of the irreducible 

representation, spin specifies the spin symmetry, spin =2*S (singlet = 0, doublet = 1, 

triplet =2 and so on) - 
Only even numbers of electrons and singlets can be treated by 
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the HF-SCF method and only high-spin cases (one Slater determinant) by the RHF_ 

SCF method. 

3.2.2 Occupied orbitals 

The number of occupied orbitals is defined as follows 

OCC, ni, n2,, . ..,, 
n8 

To minimize convergence problems, this card should be used whenever the occupation 

pattern is identified in advance. ni describes the number of occupied orbitals in the 

irreducible representation i. The total number of orbitals should be the same as 

(elec + spin) / 2. 

3.2.3 Closed-shell orbitals 

The directive for the closed-shell orbitals is given by 

CLOSED,, nl, n2,, - .., ns 

This optional card can be useful for RBF calculations to define the number of the 

closed-shell orbitals in each symmetry This makes it possible to force convergence 

to specific states without an OPEN card. 

3.2.4 Open-shell orbitals 

The open-shell orbital command is represented as follows 

OPEN, orb I. sym I, orb2. SyM2p .... orb, SYMn 

This optional card can be used to characterize the singly occupied orbitals. The 

number of singly occupied orbitals should be equivalent to the spin and their symmetry 
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product has to correspond to sym. If the OPEN card is missing, the open shell orbitals 

are determined automatically, 

3.2.5 Starting orbital guess 

The initial orbitals are specified with 

START, orb. file, neig. neigf 

The starting orbitals are obtained from the record orbfile. The orbital occupancy can 

be defined by WF, OCC, [CLOSE, OPEN] cards. If this is not done, the Aufbau 

principle is adopted with orbital energies generated from neig. neigf. By default, neig 

= orb + 100 and neigt =file. If these orbital energies are not found, the eigenvalues 

of h are utilized - If the START card is not present, the program will find suitable 

starting orbitals by the following three methods. 

First, the program attempts to read orbitals from the record defined on the ORBITAL 

or SAVE card or the corresponding default. All files are searched. 

Second, the program tries to search for orbitals from a prevous SCF calculation. All 

files are searched. Third, if no orbitals are found, the eigenvectors of h are used. 

This can be forced by setting orbfile to zero Because these defaults are generally 

suitable, the START card is not always needed. 

3.2.6 Saving the final orbitals 

The directive is of the form 

ORBITAL, recordfile 

or SAVE, record. file 
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The optimized orbitals are saved on recordfile and the Hartree-Fock orbital 

eigenvalues are saved on record+ 100. file. SAVE is an alias for ORBITAL. Ifthisis 

missing, the defaults are record 2100 for FIF-SCF, 21 10((x-spin orbitals) and 

2120(p-spin orbitals) for UHF-SCF and 2130 for RHF-SCF. These numbers are 

increased by one for each following calculation of the same type in the same job. 

The counter is reset for each new geometry. The default forfile is 2. 

3.3 MCSCF calculation 

The MCSCF calculations have been performed by the program NRJLTI which uses the 

MCSCF/CASSCF method devised by P. J. Knowles and H. -J. Werner(1984). This 

program [ 146-149] (From USER's MANUAL FOR MOLPRO, 94) enables one to 

carry out both CASSCF and general MCSCF calculations. For CASSCF calculations 

Slater determinants or CSFs can optionally be used as the N-electron basis. 

In most cases it is more effective to use Slater determinants. For general MCSCF 

calculations CSFs should be used as a basis. A well defined optimization method has 

been chosen. The algorithm is second-order for changes in the orbital and CI 

coefficients and thus is quadratically converged. Because significant higher order 

terms are contained in the independent orbital parameters, cubic convergence is usually 

often obtained, For simple cases, convergence is generally obtained within 2-3 

iterations. However, convergence problems can arise in certain applications, and 

generally indicate that the active space has not been suitably selected. 

In such cases, this problem can be overcome by either reduction or enlargement of the 

active orbital space. In other cases problems can arise if two electronic states are 
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nearly or precisely degenerate, since then the program is able to exchange from one 

state to the other. This difficulty might occur near avoided crossings or near an 

asymptote. This kind of problem can be eliminated with the optimization of the energy 

average of the specific states. It is also possible to force convergence to particular 

states by selecting a subset of configurations as primary space(PSPACE). The 

hamiltonian has been clearly chosen and diagonalized in this space; the coefficients of 

the remaining configurations are converged repeatedly with the P-space wavefunction 

as zeroth order approximation. For linear molecules, another approach is to utilize 

the LQUANT option which makes it possible to force convergence to states with 

definite A quantum numbers, that is, 1, H, A states and so on. 

3.3.1 Occupied orbitals 

These are specified with OCC, ni, n2,. ..., n8; 

ni defines numbers of occupied orbitals (including CORE and CLOSED) in irreducible 

representation number i. If an OCC card is not present, the information obtained from 

the most recent MCSCF calculation is used. If the information is not available, those 

orbitals are used which are equivalent to a minimal valence set, that is, full valence 

space. 

3.3.2 Frozen-core orbitals 

The command is defined of the form 

CORE, ni, nZ, -... record-file; 

ni accounts for the number of frozen-core orbitals in irreducible representation 
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number j. These orbitals are doubly occupied in all configurations and not optimized. 

recordfile represents the record name for frozen core orbitals, if not presented, they 

are obtained from orb on the START card. recordfile can be characterized in any 

field after the last nonzero ni. It should generally be provided if the orbital guess is 

generated from a neighbouring geometry and then has to define the SCF orbitals to be 

computed at the present geometry. If a subsequent gradient calculation is carried out 

with this wavefunction, recordfile is compulsory and should characterize closed-shell 

scf orbitals at the present geometry. It is necessary that record is bigger than 2000, 

In the absence of the CORE card, the numbers of core orbitals are given from the most 

recent MCSCF calculations, or otherwise no orbitals are frozen. If the CORE card is 

given as CORE, record. file, then the orbitals which correspond to atomic inner shells 

are chosen. A CORE card without any specification resets the number of frozen core 

orbitals to zero. 

3.3.3 Closed-shell orbitals 

The orbital directive is of the form 

CLOSED, ni, n2,. 
..., n8 

ni expresses the number of closed-shell orbitals in irreducible representation number i, 

including any CORE orbitals. These orbitals are not part of the active space, that is, 

they are doubly occupied in all configuration state functions(CSFs). Unlike the core 

orbitals, these orbitals are completely optimized. If the CLOSED card is missing, then 

data corresponds to that of the most recent MCSCF calculation, or else the atomic 

inner shells. 
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3.3.4 Characterizing the state symmetry 

The symmetry of each state to be optimized is defined by one WF card. The number 

of electrons and total symmetry of the wavefunction are defined on the WF card: 

WF, elec, sym, spin 

The definition of the options is the same as used in the SCF calculation, 

3.3.5 Specifying the number of states in the present symmetry 

The input directive STATE always checks the state symmetry as specified on the 

previous WF card and is given by STATE, nstate; 

nstate defines the number of states in the present symmetry. 

3.3.6 Characterizing the initial guess 

MULTI always needs an initial orbital guess. The initial guess is represented as 

START, orb, ci, option; 

orb defines the record name for the starting orbitals. If this is absent, the program 

tries to search for suitable starting orbitals by three methods as follows. 

First, the program tries to check orbitals from the record specified on the ORBITAL 

card (or the corresponding default). All files are searched. 

Second, the program attempts to identify orbitals from the most recent MCSCF 

calculation. All files are searched. Third, the program tries to identify orbitals from 

the most recent SCF calculation. All files are searched. If no orbitals are found, an 

error exit occurs. 

ci represents the record name for initial CI-coefficients. This is only available if the 

CI-vectors have been saved in a previous MULTI calculation using the same 
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configurations by specifying Cl and cidump on a NATORB, CANONICAL or 

LOCALI card which will be described later in the following sub-sections. 

option describes that if option is equal to CANONICAL, the initial orbitals are 

canonicalized. This sometimes improves convergence but needs some spare 

computational capacity. 

3.3.7 Saving the final orbitals 

The command is ORBITAL, recordfile 

The final orbitals are dumped to record recordfile. Default for record corresponds to 

2140 andfile to 2. This record number is increased by one for each following 

MCSCF calculation in the same job. In the presence of a NATORB, CANONICAL 

or LOCALI card, the ORBITAL card can be absent because orb can also be set on 

these cards. 

3.3.8 Natural orbitals 

This command is of the form 

NATORB, orb, option, cidump, state, print; 

It is employed to compute the final natural orbitals and write them to record. orb. 

If option is equal to CI, then the hamiltonian is diagonalized using the new orbitals, and 

the Cl-coefficients greater than 0.04 are printed. 

If cidump is specified, the new C1 vectors are saved to this record. The natural 

orbitals are obtained by default and saved on the record provided on the ORBITAL 

card or the default record as represented by ORBITAL. 
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If state is given in the form islate. istsym, the natural orbitals are obtained for this state. 

istsym represents the sequence number of the corresponding WF card in the input, and 

istate accounts for the state number in that state symmetry. 

print expresses the number of virtual orbitals to be printed in each symmetry. 

3.3.9 Pseudo-canonical orbitals 

The directive is specified by 

CANONICAL, orb, option, cidump, state, print; 

It is used to canonicalize the final orbitals, and write them to record orb. All options 

are the same for NATORB 

3.3.10 Localized orbitals 

The command is expressed with 

LOCALI, orb,, option, cidump,, state, print; 

It is used to localize the final orbitals and store them on record orb 

the same for NATORB mentioned earlier. 

3.3.11 Maximum number of iterations 

The command is 

MAXITER, maxit; 

All options are 

Maxit defines maximum number of iterations. If the calculation has not converged in 

the default number of iterations, one should consider the reason before increasing the 

number of iterations. In most cases the active orbitals or the optimized states have not 

been chosen suitably. 
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3.3.12 The input files and the description of the directives for MCSCF(CASSCF) 

in this work we have considered five cases, namely NF', PCI', AsCl', BBr+ and 

HC + NO as mentioned earlier in the introduction chapter. 

3.3.12.1 The input rile and the descriptions of the terms for NF' 

The input file for the 2rl state with the valence quadruple-zeta (VQZ) basis sets for 

NF' is shown as follows. 

***, The MCSCF (CASSCF) calculation for the NF+ excited states 

file,, 2, nfplus. wfu, new 

zmat, angstrom 

N 

F, N,, r 

endz 

basis=vqz 

r-- 1.1 

int; 

rhf, wf, 15,2,1; 

text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for PI states 

multi; occ, 6,2,2; closed, 2,0,0; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 

wf 15.2 I; state, 2; wf, 15,3,1; state, 2; maxiter, 15; 
3ý 31 

ci; wf, 15,2,1; state, 2 , 

The description of the directives is given. 

1) *** means to start a job. The first card of each input should be specified by 
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***, text 

where text can be anything. The effect of this card is to reset all program counters, 

etc. If the *** card is missing, it is assumed that text is its default value, which 

means all blank. 

(comma) means to move to next tab stop. 

(semicolon) means the end of record. 

He 

MOLPRO treats three sequential text files which are the inputfile, the outputfile 

and the punchfile. The punch file shows a short form of the output which 

contains the most important data and results, namely geometries, energies, dipole 

moments and so on. Moreover, there exist up to 9 binary MOLPRO files available. 

Each one can correspond to the program simply by its number (I to 9) respectively. 

By default, they are temporary files which are generally assigned actively by the 

program but they are able to be linked to permanent files with the FELE command. 

File I corresponds to the main file with basis set, geometry, and the one and two 

electron integrals. By default, file 2 is the dump file and utilized to keep the 

wavefunction information, for example orbitals, CI coefficients and density matrices. 

File 3 is an auxiliary file which can be utilized with File 2 for restart purposes. 

File 4 to 8 are allowed as scratch space, for instance, for sorting the integrals, 

storage of transformed integrals and of the CI vectors. 

The File directive is defined by 

File, file, name, [status] 

file means the logical MOLPRO file number (I - 9) mentioned above. name is the 

file name. status can be one of the terms, namely UNKNOWN, OLD, NEW, 
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ERASE, SCRATCH and DELETE 

UNKNOWN shows if a permanent file opened exists it is automatically restarted. 

OLD is the same as UNKNOWN 

NEW describes that if a permanent file opened exists it is overwritten and not 

restarted. 

SCRATCH: If a temporary file opened exists, it is erased and not restarted. After 

the job is completed, the file no longer exists. 

DELETE is the same effect as SCRATCH. 

For example, file, 2, nfplus. wfu, new assigns permanent file 2 with name nfplus. wfu. 

All previous information on the file is eliminated. 

5) Record 

Record names are positive integers and are generaBy set in the format recordfile, 

e. g., 2 100.1 represents the record called 2000 on file 1. It is noted that record 

names are quite random, and their numerical values have no relationship with the 

order of the records in the file. 

(three dashes) means the end of a job and also, an end of file can end a job 

Alternatively, a job can be finished At some place by adding an EMT card. 

7) Assigning dynamic memory (MEMORY) 

The directive is expressed of the form 

MEMORY, 
- n, scale; 

This directive sets the limit on dynamic memory to n floating point words. 

If scale is defined as K, n is multiplied by 1000. If scale is given as M, n is 

multiplied by 1000 000. 

The MEMORY card must be located before all FILE cards. 
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For example a, NffiMORY,. 4,, M card will allocate 4 000 000 words of momory. 

8) DO loops (DO/ENDDO) 

DO loops can be formed with the DO and ENDDO, commands. The general format 

is defined in the form 

DO variable = start, end [ [j increment] [ [j unit] 

where start, end, increment may be expressions or variables. Every DO should 

finish with its own ENDDO. 

9) VARIABLES 

Variables originally can be defined with the SET command but to be simple and 

more flexible the directive is specified with an equal sign as shown. 

SET, variable, expression [, ] [unit], ... 
is altered to 

variable = expression [, ] [unit], 
... 

unit represents an optional string, which can be utilized to link a unit to a variable. 

For instance, R. = 2.0 ANG, THETA = 180 DEGREE specify the variables R. and 

THETA. 

Variables can be indexed, but only one-dimensional arrays(vectors) are allowed. 

Vectors(arrays) can be reasonably specified with square brackets as in the example. 

R=[1.0,1.2,1.3 ] ANG, THETA =[ 120,13 0,140] DEGREE 

The current length of an array can be represented by putting # before the variable 

name (e. g. 

10) TEXT, xxxxxx means to print xxxxxx in the output. 

11) INT defines to call the machine default integral program. 

12) Symmetry specification 

ZMAT is used to define the Z-matrix. If standard Z-Matrix input is chosen, 
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MOLPRO-94 adopts the symmetry of the molecule automatically by default. 

However, sometimes it is reasonable to use a lower symmetry or a different 

orientation than given by the default. MOLPRO can only make use of Abelian 

point group symmetry. For molecules with degenerate symmetry, an Abelian 

subgroup should be allowed for linear molecules, for instance, C2, orD2h. 

The symmetry group utilized is specified for the integral input with combinations of 

the symmetry elements x, y and z, which characterize which cooordinate axes 

change sign under the corresponding producing symmetry operation, Generally it is 

usual to select z to be the specific axis where suitable. 

13) Geometry specifications 

The geometry specifications are represented in the form 

ZMAT, options 

atom specifications 

ENDZ 

The following terms, namely NOSYM, ANGSTROM, CHARGE, MASS and 

NOORIENT are allowed as options. 

NOSYM means the disable use of the symmetry. 

ANGSTROM shows that the bond lengths defined by numbers or variables with no 

associated units are supposed to be in 

CHARGE specifies that the molecule be oriented such that the origin is the center 

of charge, and the axes are eigenvectors of the quadrupole moment. 

MASS defines the orientation of molecule such that the origin is the center of mass, 

and the axes are eigenvectors of the inertia tensor (default). 

NOORIENT specifies that be disabled re-orientation of the molecule. 
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14) Z-matfix input 

An atom specification is generally given in the form as follows. 

[group[, ]] atom, Pi, r, P2, a, P3, )6, -1 

or altematively, 

[group[, ]] atom, Pi, x, y, z 

group means the atomic group number(optional). 

atom represents the chemical symbol of the new atom placed at position Po. 

P, shows the atom to which the present atom is connected. 

r is the distance of the new atom ftom Pl. 

P2is a second atom required to define the angle a(Po, PI, P2). 

a is the intemuclear angle a(Po, PI, P2) and should be in the range 0<a< 1800. 

P3is a third atom required to specify the dihedral angle, 8(Po, PI, P2, P3). 

,8 means the dihedral angle, 6(PO, PI, P25 P3) in degree and this angle is characterized 

as the angle between the planes specified by (Po. PI, P2) and (PI,, P23, P3) 

(- 1800 
-<, 

8: 5 1800). 

15) Default basis sets 

The basis set may either be obtained from the program or be defined in the input, or 

any combination of the two. 

If a basis is not specified for any specific atom group, then the program 

adopts a default. At present, this default takes VDZ and may be overridden 

with BASIS, basis 

The program then produces requests for s, p, d, .-. ( to a suitable maximum) sets 

from the library under the key name basis and also utilizes the default contraction 
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scheme in the library. For instance, BASIS = VQZ specifies valence 

quadruple-zeta basis sets for all atoms. 

Default basis sets can be specified with one or more BASIS cards before 

the integral input. One line input of a global default basis set is of the form 

BASIS, basisname 

where basisname represents a valid basis set name from the basis library. 

Alternatively, a global default basis can be defined as 

BASIS = basisname 

For this default basisname is saved in variable BASIS. 

In individual atoms default basis sets can be characterized, for example, as 

BASIS, O=VTZ,, H=VDZ 

This leads the default basis for oxygen to VTZ and for hydrogen to VDZ. 

The first two forms can be combined of the form 

BASIS,, VTZ,, O=AVTZ, H-VDZ 

This specifies the global default VTZ overwritten by other basis sets for oxygen and 

hydrogen. 

We have considered the six states for bach of the diatomic molecular ions as mentioned 

earlier in the introduction. 

ly 2y+, 2y-, 4E+ For five other states, name 4E' and 4n the number of the irreducible 

representation and the spin symmetry of the wavefunction specified on the WF card are 

changed as follows. 

wf, 15,1,1 for '2E+, wf, 15,4,1 for 2 F, -, wf, 15,1,3 for 4E+, wf, 15,4,3 for t- and 

wf, 15,2,3; wf, 15,3,3 for4n 
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More details for the input ffles will be shown in the APPENDIX A. 

Thus, we have carried out calculations for the five other states described above with 

the same basis sets and the same procedure as above. 

In other calculations we have used the VDZ and VTZ basis sets . 
for the each of the 

. 211,2y+, 2y-, 41: +, 41: - 4rl 
six and states The calculations have been performed by the 

same method as above. 

3.3.12.2 The input file with the description of the commands for PCI' 

The calculation for the 2fl state with the vqz basis sets for PCI-' is given as an example 

of the six jobs we have considered for PCI'. 

***, The MCSCF(CASSCF) for the PCI+ excited states 

file, 2, pclplus. wfu, new 

zmat, angstrom 

p 

ClIpIr 

endz 

basis=vqz 

r--2.0 

int; 

rhf, wf, 3 1,2,1; 

text, CASSCF,. state averaged orbitals for PI states 

multi; occ, 10,4,4; closed, 6,2,2; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 

wf, 31.2,, I; state, 2; wf, 31,3, I; state, 2; maxiter, 15; 

ci; wf, 3 1 
. 
2. I; state, 2; 
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The description of the directives is the same as for NF+. 

For other five states, namely 
2Z +, 21: -, 41: +, 4Z - and 

4rl, 
the number of the irreducible 

representation and the spin symmetry of the wavefunction defined on the WF card are 

changed as follows. 

The wf, 31,1,1; 
- wf, 31,4,1; 

, wf, 31,1,3; 
, wf, 31,4,3; and wf, 31,2,3; wf, 31,3,3; 

2+2 4Z + 41: - 4r, 
correspond to the I, I-, 3ý , and states respectively (More detailed 

descriptions of the input files will be given in the APPENDIX A). Thus, the five other 

calculations with the vqz basis sets have been performed by the same method as above. 

Also, for the six states mentioned above, calculations above have been carried out 

with the VDZ and VTZ basis sets. 

3.3.12.3 The input file with the description for AsCl+ 

We have made two sets of calculations for AsCl+,. namely calculations with effective 

core potentials and all electron calculations. 

There are two input files, depending on which basis set we have used. 

A) The2n state with the vqz basis sets is given as an example of the six 

calculations with effective core potentials (ECP). 

***, The MCSCF(CASSCF) with ECP for the AsCl+ excited states 

file,, 2, asclplus. wfu, new 

zmat. angstrom 
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as 

cl, as, r 

endz 

r--2,0 

int, 

ecp, l, ecp28mwb, 

sp, I, ECP28mwb, c,. 

djý0.2-3. 

spd, 2, vqz; c 

rhf, wf, 21,2,1; save, 213 0,2; 

multi; start, 213 0.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 21,2, I; state, 2; wf, 21,3, I; state, 2; maxiter, 20; 

ci; maxiter, 30; wf, 21,2,, I; state, 2; 

The description of the commands is provided. 

1) Effective core potentials 

The pseudopotentials (effective core potentials, ECPs) are defined by the general 

form 

ECPý i, ... < ECP specocation > 

which specifies a pseudopotential for atom number i. The < ECP specification > 

can be composed either of a single keyword, which references a pseudopotential 

kept in the library or else of an explicit definition. 

2) Input from ECP library 

We have used pseudopotentials from the MOLPRO library. We have used the 

effective core potentials of Bergner et al. [ 154] for the 28 core electrons Is 2s 2p 3s 
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3p 3d (library keyword ECP28mwb) and a double-zeta basis set for the 4s and 4p 

orbitals of As in which 4s 4p functions were contracted to 2s2p (directive 

sp, I, ECP28mwb, c-, ). This basis set for As was augmented with a set of d functions 

with exponent 02a -2 
0 

As mentioned in the previous two sections, for the calculations for the five other 

states, the wavefunction is defined on the WF card as follows. 

The directives wf, 21,1,1; , wf, 21,4,1; , wf, 21,1,3; wf, 21,4,3; and 

2E+, 2 4y+ 4r, 
wf, 21,2,3; wf, 21,3,3; correspond to the E-7 ,ý 

4E and states respectively 

(The input files will be detailed in the APPENDIX A). Calculations have been 

performed for these five states with the vqz basis set and also for each of the six states 

described above the calculations have been carried out with the vdz and vtz basis sets. 

B) Input file for the 21-1 state with the density matrix averaged atomic natural 

orbital spd basis sets of Pierloot et al. 1321 for all electron calculations. 

The paper of Pierloot et al. [32] did not include f functions. We have included a set 

of f functions on each atom with orbital exponents obtained in approximate 

OPtimization calculations. The following input was used for explicit specification of 

the contraction coefficients. 

basis=t 
s, As, 566875.27,, 81319.075ý23570.8581,8145.6899: 03020.1475). 

1159.85143,454.4692I 
180.32733ý, 72.1531491,29.039871,11.737766ý04.7595370111.9346930110.78795000, 
0.32140800)0,131268001,0.05366800ý, 

I 
,, I - 171,, 00020296, o, 

00142976,. 00489810,. 01685274,. 05201895), 143687411-131497391 

. 392177527,1511073411,06433 589,06541718,00303928,00932769, -. 0016440, 

. 
0013 7255, -. 0006586,000 19134-, 
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1.17, -. 0000861, -. 0006076, -. 0020857, -. 0072370, -. 0227408, -. 0660142, -. 1630407) 

-. 2734087, -. 1113 708,5295 873 8,. 48428439,. 0823 8325,12008913 00079778, 

. 
00742309, -. 0036375,. 00107870; 

c, 1.17,00003 5901.00025278,. 00087249,. 00301869,. 00963277,, 02831027,. 07396927, 

. 
135150511.06434121"-. 4432611, -. 6137746,. 48191430,. 75698131,. 09672850, 

. 
00303073, -. 0019214,. 00076999; 

1.17, -. 0000072, -. 0000503, -. 0001748, -. 0006002, -. 00193 93, -. 0056726, -. 01522151- 

-. 0281971, -. 0149898,. 11167210,. 16948643, -. 1742474, -. 454723 5, -. 1026787, 

. 
66642773,5080113 8,06456990; 

c, 1.17,. 00000713,. 00004970,0.00017498ý0.00058929,0.00194799,. 00556040ý 

.01 
534656,. 02744414,. 01670189, -. 1180579, -. 1591452,. 15779656,. 61302239ý. 

-. 0909193, -1.697669,. 85494505,. 73810089; 

c, 1.17, -. 0000103, -. 0000702, -. 0002566, -. 0008186, -. 0028817, -. 0076834, -. 0229047, 

-. 0369944, -. 0312064,, 19562927,. 18050605, -. 1329016, -1.53966692.37326989 
. 
01836764, -2.586834,1.9067495; 

c. 1.17, 
. 
0000 13 177.00009197.,, 00032287,. 00109277,,. 003 59410,01034610,028453 64, 

. 
05187448,. 02952087, -. 2387089, -. 3133723, 

*51190610,1.8337359, -5.398318, 
6.8845047, -5.373312,2.1489474; 

c, l. 17, -. 0000292, -. 0002345, -. 0006191, -. 0031013, -. 0063641, -. 0306351, -. 0478022, 

-. 18181401110689378,. 21951813,1.8157045, -5.766332IP7.7571145, -6.760525, 
4.5743538, -2.410163,. 74939609; 

c, 1.17,. 00007520,. 00038299,. 00229896,. 00308781,. 02871590,. 02558548,. 25430127, 

. 
05757096,. 60598964, -4.128541,7.0656387, -6.874868,5.0199110, -3.164701, 
1.7956501, -. 8502654,. 24592800; 

p, As, 7323.1673,1790.4187,661.7473 5,271.20663,115.83947,50.5111153,22.2866803- 
9.9062400A. 4249560311.983 3 7509 

* 
891227001.40122500,18089000ý * 

081646001. 

. 
03688500; 

1.15,. 00047561,. 00350535,. 01483336,. 05650420,, 16920752,, 36091932,. 40886256, 

. 15600183,. 01881103,. 01114795,. 00118334,. 00068037, -. 0003361,. 00016669, 

-. 0000506; 

I- 15, -. 0001969, -. 0014538, -. 0062188, -. 0241014, -. 0751389, -. 1696334ý 

-. 19676081,, 10585183,. 49687654, o, 
43564024,. 10502834ý. 00292970,. 00124841, 

-. 0002971,00010210; 

C, I. 15,. 00004141,. 00030506,. 00131171,. 00508090,. 01600063,103635452,. 04258706, 

-. 0326435, -. 1343777, -. 1427463,. 02398513,. 32948097,. 46992299, 
ý24735085, ) 

. 
09755815; 
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c. 1.1 5, -. 00003 5 3, -. 0002602, -. 0011169, -. 0043 3 49, -. 013 63 23, -. 03 10466, -. 03 63 5 61 

. 
02789112! 0* 

1 1825328,. 12608235,. 00601399ý-. 58988591, -. 2309490,, 21176561, 

. 
840123703, 

c,, I. 15,. 00005512,. 00038004,. 00176842,. 00631422,. 02151037,104487526,. 06198377, 
-. 0594246, -. 1462134, -. 3280358,. 31169970, 

p 
1.1122965, -. 7533416, -1.225132, 

1.3006783; 

c, l, 15, -. 0000823, -. 0005170, -. 0026858, -. 0085671, -. 0326318, -. 0606250, -. 10163521, 

. 
13085313,. 15145529, 

*74920079, -1.809454,. 29029826,2.3248403, -3.049746, 
1.4897966; 

c, l. 15,. 00010704,. 00088352,. 00333244,. 01486946,. 04163625,. 11035992,. 09155739, 

-. 1075601, -. 5924368, -. 1936158,2.9827634, -5.122157,5.2233660, -3.575774, 
1.3083317; 

c, 1.15, -. 0001711, -. 0021478, -. 0047620, -. 0369509, -. 0645643, -. 2875883,. 02681609ý 

-. 026892912.3862710, -5.055586 5.6307125, -4,693649,3.2656687, -1.788236, 
. 
57746485; 

c, 1.15,, 00062027,. 00175953,. 02293946,. 03205212,. 29379335,. 19939782,. 61869524, 

-3.467027,5.2063666, -4.799614,3.5027558, -2.283633,1.3594583, -. 6760427ý 

. 
207478541 

d, As,, 278.75717,, 85.080781,33.354708,13.920758,, 5.9571790.2.5813950,11.12661201, 

. 
49389700,. 21716600; 

c, 1.9,, 00227463,,, 01718587,,, 07146928,. 20721457,. 3552227431,37056225.1.22623647, 

C)1.9ý-. 0006527, -. 0052431, -. 0206010, -. 0643699, -. 1011768, -. 1285510, -. 0062769), 

. 
31876083,. 73696154; 

1.9. 
* 
00080643,. 006214669.0253 5 561,. 07654012,, 14152051,. 161772159.08719676, 

-1.591518,1.3710081; 

C) I . 
91, -. 0001523,. 01168293, -. 0055750,. 16569917ý, -, 0481477,1.1566617, -2.765523ý 

2.4366394, -. 9886865; 

1.99.00450086, -. 0281167,. 13253 62 8, -. 2 5 18 101,1.90 5 75 03, -3.04298 3,2.24414 5 Oil 

- 1.126087, 
*3 

6478009; 

fAS90.5; 

S, Cl) 1 05818.82715872.0063,3619.6548, > 103 0.803 93,339.90788), 124.53 8101-49.513 5023. 
20.805604fi. 464823 83,2.52545371,. 53 783215,. 19349716,,. 0677240 1; 

CýI. 13,. 00030088,. 00232977,. 01200395,, 04767388,. 14650572,. 32284149,. 39830268, 

. 
1851419851*03908065,. 02732878,, 00265779, -. 0010655, 

*00032210). 
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c, l. 13, -. 0001008, -. 0007766, -. 0040646, -. 0162047, -. 0533804, -. 1293144, -. 2277685, 
10552121, 

*52732620, *58926880,, 04283083, -. 0142461,. 004238853. 

1.13,. 00002615,. 00020215,. 00105460,. 00425383,. 01407419,103569705,. 06574573, 

. 
03 577769, -. 23 23 6571, -. 4041007,. 66719688,. 523 5 1442,02141530, 

c, l. 13, -. 0000265, -. 0002096, -. 0010568, -, 0044710, -. 0138986, -. 0387558, -. 0627185, 

-, 0485623,, 30897703,. 39485922, -1.884600,1.3417293,, 34453623; 

0.13,. 00003166,. 00030139,. 001137633. 
*00701933,. 

012460321, 
*0720065 

1)1*019409051, 

. 
202395 61, -. 9690764,. 625 10060,1.2486084, -2.727998,1.93 8649 1; 

c, l. 13, -. 0000715, -. 0006936, -. 0025371, -. 0163211, -. 0275269, -. 1716223, -. 0454504, 

-. 4457992ý2.7519939, -3.270030,2.5507227, -2.27280011.0271748; 

c, 1.13), 000233071, 
*00084352,. 

01190370,, 00718535,. 21941115, -. 0991755,2.0416878, 

-4.109673,3.6805020, -2.102246,. 86850535, -. 5714372,. 19801553, 

p, C1,589.77639,139.84860,44.794920,16.612069,6.5994980,2.7141323,. 952796149 

.35 
8044011.12498600,043 745 10; 

1.10,. 00293393,. 02293778,. 10200896,. 27850180,. 43936620,131824231,. 04761320, 

-. 0046048,. 00260299, -. 0006700; 

C)1.103, -. 0007964, -. 0061995, -. 0285906, -. 0793268, -. 1366825, -. 0770651, -299679593, 
. 
54772217,. 29977172,, 03737279; 

c, 1.10,. 00074632,. 00608487),, 02670982,. 08041079,. 12030301, * 
11059197, -. 5614517, 

-. 3963493,. 74669657,. 38289364; 

C)I. 10, -. 00103345, -. 0082977, -. 0373785, m. 1124823, -. 1663478, -. 1312383,1.2862180, 

-1.045006, -. 4043654,. 92379800; 

C) I- 10), 00194582,. 00995304.7,07645655,. 11813481,. 47053356, -. 6749759, -. 6449575, 
1.8487202, -2.039710,1.1971413; 

Cý I- 10, -. 0037388, -. 0201912, -. 1555785, -. 2623020, -. 7814880,2.3362096, -2.572716, 
2.0838013, -1.340715,, 59502235; 

C, 1.10,. 00323560,, 08972159, * 
17953539ýý1.4798753, -3.035690ý2.5837958, -1.519641, 

. 87264654, -. 4274141,. 15522853; 

d, CI)1.5510000,. 62800000,. 25400000,. 08890000; 

1.4,. 20266095,. 54447101,, 3 7843 168, 
ý 
03 637670; 

C, 1.4, -. 4301070, -. 6134587,. 96114253ý* 19412996; 
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c, 1.4,1.0668065, -. 9881785, -. 14763111), 80660634, 

1.4, -1.117806,1.9705270, -1.904159, )1.169689 1, 

f, CI, 0.75) 

***, The MCSCF(CASSCF) calculation for the AsCl' excited states 

memory, 4, M 

gprint, basis 

file,, 2, ascl. wfu, new 

zmat, angstrom 

IA0 la 

CLAs, r 

endz 

basis=( Basis sets [321 and f functions inserted described above) 

r--1.988 
int; 

rhf. -wf, 49,2, I; save, 2130.2; 

multi; start, 213 0.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 49,2, I; state, 2; 

wf, 49, 
-3 . 

I; state, 2; natorb,, ci; maxiter, 20; 

ci; wf, 49,2,1; state, 2; maxiter, 3 0; 

The description of the commands is given. 

Global Print Options 

The directive GPRINT, BASIS means print the basis set information. 

2) Default basis sets 

The simple form of basis set specification mentioned in the section 3.3.12.1 for 

NF' cannot modify contraction patterns or define individual basis function types. 
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However, this program accepts basis sets defined by the user. 

Defining pfitnitive basis sets 

In the calculations for AsCl' the basis set was input using the following directives. 

type, atom, expl, exp2, ... expn; expn 4 1, 
..., 

for general specification of exponents, 

4) Specifying the contraction 

first. last, cl, c2, ... cn; al + 

C specifies the general specification of a contracted function. first. last specifies 

the range of primitives to be contracted cl, c2, ... 
defines the contraction 

coefficients. 

For the five other states the wavefunctions on the WF card are represented by the same 

method as described previously. The directives wf, 49,1,1; , wf, 49,4,1; , wf, 49,1,3; , 

2Z+q 2y-. 
) 

4E% 4E- 
and 

4rl 
wf, 49,4,3; and wf, 49,2,3; wf, 49,3,3; correspond to the 

states, respectively. More detailed information for the input files is given in the 

APPENDIX A. The calculations with the basis sets above have been performed by 

the methods described previously. 

3.3.12.4 The input file with the description for BBr+ calculations. 

As in the case of AsCl', two input files are used, depending on the basis sets used. 

2y+ 
The input file for the , using the vqz basis set for B is with an effective core 

potential for Br 

t** , The MCSCF(CASSCF) with ECP for the BBr+ excited states 
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file, 2, bbrplus. wfu,, new 

zmat, angstrom 

br 

b, br, r 

endz 

r-- 2.0 

mt; 

ecp, l, ecp28mwb; 

sp, I, ECP28mwb; c; 

d) 11.0.2; 

spd, 2, vqz; c 

rhf, wf, 11,1, I; save, 213 0.2; 

multi; start, 213 0.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 11,1,1; 

ci; maxiter, 25; wf, 11,1,1; 

The explanation of the directives is the same as for AsCl+. 

For the calculations for the five other itates the wavefunction specification on the WF 

card will be as follows. 

The directives wf, 11,2,1; wf, 11,3,1; , wf, 11,4,1; , wf, 11,1,3; , wf, 11,4,3; and 

wf, 1 1,2,3; wfl 1,3,3; are for the 'IFI, 'Y, -, 41+, 4E- 
and 

4rl 
states, respectively. With 

the same basis sets calculations have been carried out for the five other states in the CI 

calculations (More detailed input files will be shown in the APPENDIX A). By the 

same procedure calculations with the vdz and vtz basis sets have been performed as 

before for the six states in the CI calculations. 
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B) The input rile for the 2F, + state is given using the density matrix averaged 

atomic natural orbital spd basis sets of Pierloot et al. 1321 for all electron 

calculations. 

The basis sets [32] mentioned also did not involve f functions as for AsCl', Thus, we 

have considered a set of f functions on each atom with orbital exponents derived in 

approximation optimization calculations. 

The basis sets [32] and f functions are as follows. 

basis=( 
s, b, 3 73 3.3 327,561.19773,128.7465 5,3 7.05 5 5251,12.3288421,4.52443 50111.75 12670ý1 

. 
331106001.10371400,03630000; 

c, l. 10,. 00089506,. 00685380,. 03405961,. 12149824,. 30003476,. 43780423,. 246121841- 

. 
01182080, -. 0041555,. 00140186; 

c, l. 10, -. 0001843, -. 0014446, -. 0070458, -. 0272609, -. 0688604, -. 1492362, -. 1162892, 

. 
59639270,50850220,0279295; 

c, l. 10,00017375,. 00145545, 
*00642290,. 

02889840,. 05907191,118733501,. 05610638, 
-1.2661901.71439434,. 63133800; 

C)I. 10, -. 0001905, -. 0022532, -. 0054437, -. 0535594, -. 0182450, -. 4660871,. 44113019, 
1.1919254, -2.613045,1.8532640; 

C)1.10,. 00041293, 
*00635331,. 

00871287,, 17192309, -. 0360394ý 1.5479194, -2.597670, 
2.0916662, -1.808131,. 82628795; 

C)1.10, -. 0018783, -. 0063398, -. 1081313, -. 2422706, -1.722278ý3.4481013, -2.188265, 
. 
81648507, -. 5271625,. 19778262; 

C)I. 10,00116412, 
*03455897,. 

08663511)1.9799862, -3.771476313.3066999, -1.5510887 
. 48391501, -. 2951708,10623095; 

P, b, 12.3 63 854,2.65 599503, * 
76067100,. 24197800,. 07787700, 

* 
02725700; 

C, 1.6,. 01180214,. 06978208,, 25711950,. 47791994,, 31658558,. 154186191 

C, 1.6, -. 0101247, -. 0411527, -. 2976093, -. 42973425,, 26234690,. 76686529; 

.,, 1.6,. 01264464, -. 01577983,, 64934680,. 05318564, -1.375829ýI 1.1527377; 
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1.6, -. 0414113, -. 502753 8, -. 6687000, 
)1.6112094,, -1.444723,. 682083 64; 

c, 1,6,. 10101989,1.2162674, -1.73324 Iý1.5327407, -1.0807711., 47514295; 

1.6, -1.211295,1.0493 3 65, -. 704968 8), 41881797, -. 2220987,. 08341775; 

d, b,. 84960000.22760000.06 100000; 

1.3,263 08016,. 72852411,. 21600414; 

1.3, -. 5392926, -. 206120 1, 
* 
9103 7494; 

c, 1.3,. 1.0076300, -I. IO7773,. 70734273; 

f, b, 0.5; 

s, br, 7263 98.09,1043 97.3 7,3 043 3.462,105 87.659,395 3.3 3 11,1529.2687,603.64283 
241.302083,97.274404ý. 39.4453363.16.064020316.5630990112.6880510)1.1030880ý 

. 
45337500ý* 186575001.07686000; 

c, 1.17,. 00017178,. 00120695,. 00408286,. 01402132,. 04306166,. 12106007,. 2770266031 

. 
39766198,. 20124051,. 06111923,. 08253896,. 00897909,, 01154817, -. 0007071ý 

. 
00 132443, -. 00063 91,00018715; 

c, l. 17, -. 0000745, -. 0005231, -. 0017798, -. 0061212, -. 0192128, -. 05 58994, -. 14246881, 

-. 2598491, -. 1876112,. 40046534,. 56436765,. 11656019,. 14288156,. 01737558, 

. 
00488550, -. 0024274,. 00075578; 

c, l. 17,. 00003235,. 00022699,. 00077451,. 00266440,. 00845045,. 02495022,. 06655876, 

. 
13230398,. 10968715, -. 3 296791, -. 7175227,. 24962720,. 86077452,. 1699192 1, 

-. 000903 8,000403 5 1,00025 57 1; 

c, l. 17, -. 0000070, -. 0000486, -. 0001670, -. 0005703, -. 0018305, -. 0053803, -. 0147186, 

-. 0297070, -. 0267983,. 08931551, 
*21571073, -. 

0983141, -. 5401008, . 
1813165, 

. 
700322901152055942,. 06829549; 

C51.17ý, 00000715,. 00004950,. 000173333, 
ý00057515,, 

00190960,. 00541264,. 01541925, 

. 02965814,. 03011788, -. 1004945, -. 2100857,. 07186230,, 75535126,. 04288634, 

-2.0716363P 1.2200300,55775136; 

C, I. 17, -. 0000099, -. 0000662, -. 0002464, -*0007460, -. 0027544, -. 0069555, -. 0224916, 

-. 0369315, -. 0525205,. 17473534,. 21859267,. 06952823,1.974930,2.7748771, 

-. 3066606, -2.416982,1.8979116; 

C, 1.17), 00001250,. 00008626,. 00030383,. 00100033,. 00335409,. 00943369,. 0272683 1, 

. 
05238938, 

*05422871, -. 
20212101, -. 3915908,. 30445916,2.3618800, -5.871548, 

7.1868256, -5.613372,2.2896328; 
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c, 1.17, -. 0000280, -. 0002351, -. 0005480, -. 0031636, -. 0053220, -. 0313810, -. 04043925 

-. 2059670,. 08970384,. 02604439, 
)2.4907667, -6.483602,8.0518936, -6.748147, 

4,4906056, -2.359195,. 736889961 

c, 1.171,, 000074651., 00033662,. 00239109,. 00202747,. 03021038,, 01389412,. 27310803, 

. 
02437234,. 94485222, -4.696051,7.3584269, -6.828337,14.8618486, -3.026917, 
1.7067841, -. 80495591.23186565; 

p, br, 8403.953 1,. 
w2045.4876ý758.030535312.047491,133.97148ý58.7398493126.065724ý 

11.6537861,5.2364600ý, 2.3611850, 
)1.0674040,. 

48345700,. 21929300, 
*09958500iI 

. 
04526500; 

c, 1.15,. 00046552,. 00344657,. 01448760,. 05497741,. 16467531,. 3 5401911,140889330, 

. 
16390226,023 87166,01450093, 

*00 
145392,. 00077524, -. 0003901,, 0001988411 

-, 0000594; 

1.15, -. 0002019, -. 0014988, -. 0063627, -. 0245837, -. 0765807, -. 1744477, -. 2065083lI 

. 
096424791.50763697,. 44024688,. 09105334,. 00385376,. 00039586ý, 000403 10ý1 

-, 0000474ý 

1.15,. 00004878,. 00036154,. 00154208,. 00596297,. 0187703 8,. 04315088,. 05155680, 

-. 0367497, -. 1651611, -. 1757596,. 08337046,. 40615221,. 43618749,. 20984350ý. 

. 
05198536; 

c, 1.15, -. 0000471, -. 0003426, -. 0014963, -. 0056479, -. 0182200, -. 0408242, -. 0512209ý1 

. 
04076137,15468719,. 20456982, -. 1413285, -. 7753680,. 00839657,. 57202129, 

. 45567604; 

C)I. 15,. 00006567,. 000438661, 
ý00212041,. 

00720896,. 02576808,. 05168330,10784986 1, 

-. 0833837, -. 1617296, -. 4603510,. 79636922,. 83943767, -1.577329, -*0575172, 
. 
93186903; 

cj. 15, -. 0000948, -. 0006663, -. 00303 87, -. 0110089, -. 0372889, -. 0803868, -. 1068504ýI 

. 12944724, 
*3 

1791600,621103 ll, -2.504650,2.216783 0,. 19657112, -1.9662791- 
1.3686334; 

CJ. 15,. 00009808,, 00105671,. 00283882,. 01782377,. 03681488,. 13648227,. 04128120, 

. 00040876, -1.001147,. 91873232,1.3438470, -3.913516,5.0720542, -4.166387, 
1.7672018; 

C) 1.15, -. 0001847, -. 0020133, -. 0053883, -. 0344011, -. 0726888, -. 2665294, -. 027925 1 

. 1505 5815,2.053 03 71, -4.876015,5.943 1241, -5.441049,4.163 1221, -2.500616, 

. 
8758621; 

C, I. 15,. 00061209,. 00185793,. 02244420,. 03364321,. 29569803,. 19718748,. 61841056, 

-3.51332115.4005450, -5.151123,3.9197069, -2.677040,1.6724870, -. 8698927, 

. 27671479; 
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d, br, 346.9093 8,105-80051,41.9513 91,17.762403 
ý7.7206840)3.40023 70J. 50875701, 

. 
672613001-1300793005 

c,, 1.9,. 00204694,,, 01576190,, 06621436,,. 19722095!, 
*35363595ý, 381263611.22345427io 

. 
05042297,00490447, 

1.9, -. 000598 5, -. 00493 19, -. 0194409, -. 0627117, -. 1040900, -. 1346464, -. 0051688iI 

. 
33992578,717865051 

1.9,00070312,00586860,0226203 5, 

-1.572874,1.3919646; 

1.9, -. 0003282,. 01114682, -. 0118131,. 16516036, -. 0493016ý 1.2016808, -2,88519 1, 
2.5971846, -1.070199; 

1.9,. 00392103, -. 0347592,. 1153 8079, -. 283 59941,2.033 8858, -3.233039)2.43 846761, 

-1.248180,. 40626142; 

f, br, 0.75) 

***, MCSCF(CASSCF) for BBr+ excited states for all electron calculations 

memory, 4, M 

gprint, basis 

file, 2, bbr. wfu, new 

zmat, angstrom 

B 

Br, B,, r 

endz 

basis=(Basis sets 1321 and f functions introduced above) 

r--2.5 

int; 

rhf, wf, 39,1, I; save, 2130.2; 

multi; start. 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 39,1, I; state, 6; natorb,, ci; maxiter, 20; 

ci; wf, 39,1, I; maxiter, 30; 
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The directives have already been described in the previous three sections. 

For the following five MCSCF calculations, the wavefunctions on the WF card are 

specified as before. 

The directives wf, 39,2,1; wf, 39,3,1; , wf, 39,4,1; , wf, 39,1,3; , wf, 39,4,3; and 

wf, 39,2,3; wf, 39,3,3; correspond to the 
2 111) 2 7, -9 4Z+, 4E- 

and 
41-1 

states, respectively. 

The calculations have been carried out as usual for the five other states in the CI 

calculations and more detailed input files are described in the APPENDIX A, 

3.3.12.5 The input file for the calculations for HC + NO 

We have considered two input files, depending on the geometry treated. 

A) The 'I+ state using the vdz basis sets with the linear geometry 

***, MCSCF (CASSCF) for HC + NO 1-Sigma-Plus 

memory, 4, M 

file,, 2, hcno. wfu, new 

zrnat, angstrom 

h 

c, h,, rch 

n, c, rcn, h,, 180 

o, n, rno., c,, 18 0 

endz 

basis=vdz 

rch=1.058 

rcn-- 1.5 00 
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mo==1 - 198 

int -, 

rhf, wf, 22,1,0; 

text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for I SIG+ states 

multi; occ, 10,3,3; closed, 5,0,0; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 

wf, 22,1,0; maxiter, 25, 

ci; occ, 10,3,3; core, 6,0,0; wf, 22,1,0; maxiter, 25; 

We have considered the four states, namely 'E+,, '1-1, '1+ and '7, - in this work. Thus, 

for other the three states, the wavefunctions defined on the WF card is specified as 

follows. 

ll-ý 3y -'- 3y- The directives wf, 22,4,0; , wf, 22,1,2; and wf, 22,4,2; are for the, , and 

states, respectively. The orbitals obtained with the vdz basis sets were used in the 

subsequent CI calculations. 

B) The 'A' state using the vdz basis sets with the bent geometry 

***, MCSCF (CASSCF) for HC + NO 'A' state 

memory, 4, M 

file,, 2, hcno. wfu, new 

zmat, z, angstrom 

h 

c, h,, rch 

n, c, rcn, h, 180 

o, n. mo,, c,, 180 
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endz 

basis=vdz 

rch=1.058 

rcn=1.750 

rno=1.198 

int, 

rhf-, wf, 22,1,0,, 

text, CASSCF,, state averaged orbitals for 'A' states 

multi, occ, I 3,3; closed, 5,0; start, 21 3 0.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 

wf, 22,1,0; maxiter, 25; state, 2; 

ci; occ, 13,3; core, 6,0; wf, 22,1,0; maxiter, 25; 

This calculation is in C., point group symmetry with this Z generator and the number of 

the irreducible representations in the two dimensional group is 2 (A' which is S, X, Y, YZ 

and A" which is z, xz, yz). Thus, the 7r orbitals in the plane of the molecule are of the 

same symmetry as the sigma orbitals. 

For calculations for A" or triplet states, the WF card should be changed to specify the 

state of interest. However, those calculations have not been performed due to lack of 

time and are left for further work. 
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3.4 CI calculation 

The command CI or CI-PRO calls the program for single and double excitations. The 

command CISD specifies a fast closed-shell CISD program. The command QCI calls 

a closed-shell quadratic CI program. The command CCSD calls closed-shell coupled- 

cluster program. 

The intemally contracted MRCI program is directed by the Cl command. 

For special cases, this includes single reference CI, CEPA, ACPF and MR-ACPF 

calculations. For closed-shell reference functions, a special faster code is used, which 

can be requested with the CISD, QCI or CCSD commands. This also includes the 

calculation of Brueckner orbitals for all three cases (QCI and CCSD are the same in 

this case). 

Without further input cards, the wavefunction definition (core, closed, and active 

orbital spaces, symmetry) is the one used in the most recent SCF or MCSCF 

calculation. By default, a CASSCF reference space is produced. In the absence of 

an ORBITAL directive, the orbitals are obtained from the corresponding SCF or 

MCSCF calculation. The wavefundion may be saved with the SAVE directive and 

restarted with the START directive, The EXPEC directive enables one to calculate 

expectation values over one-electron operators, and the TRAN directive can be used 

tO calculate transition matrix elements for one-electron properties. 

The NATORB directive can be used to print and to save natural orbitals. 

3.4.1 Occupied orbitals 

The directive is of the form 
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OCC, ni, tl2, -.., n8, 

defines numbers of occupied orbitals (involving CORE and CLOSED) in irreducible 

representation number i. If not present, by default the information is obtained from 

the most recent SCF, MCSCF or CI calculation. 

3.4.2 Frozen-core orbitals 

The command is given by 

CORE, ni, n2, ..., 
n8; 

ni specifies the number of frozen-core orbitals in irrep number i. The orbitals are 

doubly occupied in all configurations and not correlated. If no CORE is present, the 

program uses the same core orbitals for the last CI calculation; If there were none 

specified the atomic inner shells are used for core. To override this and correlate all 

the electrons, the specification of a CORE card is required. 

3.4.3 Closed-shell orbitals 

The directive is expressed by 

CLOSED. nj, n2,..., n8; 

nj specifies the number of closed-shell orbitals in irrep number i including any core 

orbitals. These orbitals do not form part of the active space, that is, they are doubly 

occupied in all reference CSF's. However, compared to the core orbitals, these 

orbitals are correlated with single and double excitations. If the CLOSED card is 

absent, by default the information is obtained from the most recent SCF, MCSCF or CI 

calculation. 
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3.4.4 Specifying the orbitals 

The command is of the form 

ORBIT, namefile; 

namefile is the record from which orbitals are read. By default the set of orbitals is 

generated from the last SCF, MCSCF or CI calculation. 

3.4.5 Specifying the state symmetry 

The information defined on the WF card is the same as used for a SCF or MCSCF 

calculation. The WF card should be located after any cards specifying the orbital 

spaces (OCC, CORE, CLOSED). 

3.4.6 Specifying state numbers 

The command is described by 

STATE, nstate, nroot(l), nroot(2), ..., nroot(nstate); 

nstate shows the nurniber of states to be considered simultaneously and nroot(i) 

determine the root numbers to be calculated. These are used for the order of the 

states in the initial CI. If not defined, nroot(i) = i. All states defined should be 

reasonably accounted for by the intemal configuration space. It is possible to have 

different convergence thresholds for each state. It is also possible not to optimize 

some lower roots which are involved in the list nroot(i). 

3.4.7 Maximum number of iterations 

The directive is MAMTER, maxit, maxiti, 
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Inaxil is the maximum number of macroiterations and maxiti is the Maximum number 

of microiterations (intemal CI). 

3.4.8 Saving the wavefunction 

The command is SAVE, savecp, saveco, idelcg; 

savecp is the record name for saving the wavefunction. saveco is the record name for 

saving the internal configurations and their maximum weight over all states for 

subsequent use as reference input. idelcg shows if nonzero icfil and igfil (holding CI 

and residual vectors) remains at the end of the calculation. 

3.4.9 Starting wavefunction 

The command is START, readcl, irest; 

readcl is the record name from which the wavefunction is restored for a restart. 

irest , if nonzero, indicates that the Cl coefficients are read and used for the restart; 

otherwise, only the wavefunction definition is interpreted. 

3.4-10 Transition moment calculations 

The directive is TRANS, readcl, reaclc2 (oper(i) = 1,7); 

Instead of carrying out an energy calculation, only the calculation of the transition 

matrix elements is performed between the wavefunctions saved on records readc] and 

readc2. At most 7 operator record names may be defined. With oper(i) negative, the 

operator is supposed to be antisymmetric 

dipole transition moments are calculated 

rather than the record names. 

With no operator names specified the 

Symbolic operator names may be available 
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3.4.11 The input riles for CI 

As in the case of MCSCF, we have made CI calculations for the five species mentioned 

and also for the diatomic molecular ions we have made transition moment calculations. 

3.4.11.1 The input file for NF+ 

Two input files are given, which are for the Cl calculation and for the transition 

moment calculation. 

A) The 2n state with the valence quadruple-zeta (VQZ) basis sets 

***, The CI calculation for the NF+ excited states 

file, 2, nfplus. wfu 

zmat,. angstrom 

N 

F, N, r(i) 

endz 

basis=vqz 

1.753,2. Oý. 2.251,2.5ý2.75ý3.01,3.5114. O! 
p4.5] 

do i= I #r 

int; 

text, CASSCF,, state averaged orbitals for PI states 

multi; occ, 6,2,2; closed, 2,0,0; start, 2140.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 

wf 15 2 I; state, 2; wf, 15,3, I; state, 2; maxiter, 15; 
)ý7 

ci; wf, 15,2,1; state, 2; 

enddo 
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As mentioned earlier in the MCSCF calculation, five other states have been considered 

and the appropriate WF cards used. Then, the calculations have been performed, as 

usual, with the VQZ basis sets and for the six states all the energy values and graphs 

obtained from this work will be provided in the Results and Discussion (chapter4). 

With the VDZ and VTZ basis sets for each for the six states the calculations have been 

carried out by the same procedure above. Also, all the energies and graphs produced 

with the VDZ and VTZ basis sets will be given in the APPENDIX B. 

B) The 21-1 (state, 2) -> 2Z+ (state, 5) transition moment calculations with the vqz 

basis sets. 

***, NF' 2pi to 2sig + transition moments 

memory, 4, M 

file, 2, nfplus. wfu 

zmat, angstrom 

N 

F, N, r(i) 

endz 

basis=vqz 

r--[l . 
0,1 

-1 ý 
1.2ý 1.35,1.55.1.61,13,1.81,1.9: 02.03,2.1512.2,2.3,2.4,2.5] 

do i= I #r 

int; 

text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 2PI to 2sig+ states 

multi; occ,, 6,, 2,2,. closed, 2,0,0; start, 2140.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 

wf, 1 5ý 1. I; state, 5,. 
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wf, 15,2, I; state 2; wf, 15,3,1; state, 2; maxiter, 15; 

ci; occ, 6,2,2; closed, 2,0,0; wf, 15,1,1; state, 5; orbital, 2140.2; natorb; 3.31 31 31 

save, 8000.2; 

ci; occ, 6,2,2; closed, 2,0,0; wf, 15,2, lstate, 2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb; 

save,, 7000.2; 

ci; trans, 7000.2,8000.2; 

enddo 

Also, we have made another calculation which is for the 41-I(state, 2) _4 
4E- (state, 3) 

transition moments for NF' with the same basis sets above. Thus, the input file is 

changed as foRows. 

The directives wf, 15,2,3; wf, 15,3,3 for the 4n(state, 2) and wf, 15,1,3 for the 4E- 

(state, 3) are required. By the same sequence we have calculated the 41-I(state, 2) -+ 

4Z' (state, 3) transition moments for NF' with the vqz basis sets. The graphs of the 

two transition moment calculations above will be shown in Chapter 4. 

3.4.11.2 The input rile for PCI+ 

As in the case of NF',. two input files are shown. 

A) The21FI state with the vqz basis set 

'%**, The CI calculation for the PCI+ excited states 

file, 2, pclplus. wfu 

zmat, angstrom 
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p 

cl, p, r(i) 

endz 

basis=vqz 

r--[ 1.3,1.5,1.6,1.7,1.8,1.9,2.0,2.1,2.2,2.3,2.4,2.5,2.75,3.0,3.5,4.0,4.5 ] 

do i= I , #r 

int, 

text, CASSCF,, state averaged orbitals for PI states 

multi-, occ, 10,4,4; closed, 6,2,2; start, 2140.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 

wf3l, -2 
I; state, 2-wf, 31,3,1-state, 2; maxiter, 15; 

ci; wf, 3 1,2, I; state, 2; 

enddo 

For the calculations for the other five states., the options on the WF card are reset as 

described prevously for the MCSCF calculation for PCI+ and the calculations carried 

out in the usual manner. Aft energies calculated and the graphs produced for the six 

states will be given in Chapter 4 (Results and discussion for PCl+). 

For both the VDZ and VTZ basis sets, calculations for the six states have been 

performed as before and all energy values and graphs obtained from the calculations 

are given in the APPENDIX B. 

B) The 'ri(state, 2) -*, 
2E+(state, 2) transition moments calculation for PCI+ 

*** ý PCI+ 2pi to 2sig+ transition mements 

file, 2, pclplus. wfu 
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zmat, angstrom 

p 

cl, p, r(i) 

endz 

basis=vqz 

r--[ 1.3,1.5,1.6,1.7,1.8,1.9,2,0,2.1,2.2,2.3,2.4)2.5] 

do i= I #r 

int, 

text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 2PI to 2sig+ states 

multi; occ, 10,4,4; closed, 6,2,2; start, 2140.2; orbital. 2140.2; natorb,,,, ci; 75 

wf 31 
,11; state, 2; 

wf 31,2 I; state, 2; wf, 31,3, I; state,, 2; maxiter, 15; 

ci; occ, 10,4,4; closed, 6,2,2; wf, 3 1,1, I; state, 2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb; 

save, 8000.2; 

ci; occ, 10,4,4; closed, 6,2,2; wf, 31,2, I; state, 2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb; 

save,, 7000.2; 

ci; trans,, 7000.2,, 8000.2; 

enddo 

For transition moments for the transition 4][-I(State, 2) --*4Z-(state, 3) for PCI+, with the 

same basis sets as above, the options on the WF card are changed to 
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41-1 41: - wf, 31,2,3; wf, 31,3,3; and wf, 31,4,3; corresponding to the (state, 2) and 

(state93) states,, respectively. By the usual method the4l-I(state, 2) -)- 4z-(state, 3) 

transtion moments have been calculated with the vqz basis sets. The figures for 

transition moments will be provided in Chapter 4. 

3.4.11.3 The input file for AsCl+ 

Three input files are required, which are for the basis sets using ECP, for the all- 

electron basis sets [32] and for the transition moments, 

A) The input file for the 
21-1 

state is given with ECP using the vqz basis sets 
I 

I%**, The CI calculation for the AsCl+ excited states 

file, 2., asclplus. wfu 

zmat, angstrom 

as 

cl, as, r(i) 

endz 

r--[1.3,1.4,1.5,1.6,1.7,1.8,1.9,2.0,2.1,2,2,2.3,2.4,2.5,2.6,2.7,2.8,3.0,3.5,4. O, 4.5,5.0] 

do i=1,, #r 

int; 

ecp, l, ecp28mwb; 

SP, I, ECP28mwb; c; 

d, 1)0.2ý 

spd, 2, vqz; c 
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multi; start, 2 140.2; orbital, 2 140.2; natorb,, ci; wf, 2 1,2,1; state, 2; 

wf, 21,3,1; state, 2; maxiter, 20; 

ci; maxiter, 30; wf, 21,2, I; state, 2; 

enddo 

As in the two previous sections, calculations were made for the five other states with 

the wavefunctions defined on the WF card as in the MCSCF calculations. 

Comparable calculations with the VDZ and VTZ basis sets for each of the six states 

have been performed as before. All the energies calculated and graphs generated with 

the VDZ,. VTZ and VQZ basis sets wifl be given in the APPENDIX B. 

B) The CI input file for the 2rl state with the density matrix averaged atomic natural 

orbital spd basis sets of Pierloot et al [ 32 ] as an example. 

***, The CI calculation for the AsCl+ excited states 

memory, 4, M 

gprint, basis 

file,, 2, ascl. wfu 

zmat, angstrom 

As 

CI, As, r(i) 

endz 

basis=( The same basis sets [321 and f functions as used in the MCSCF ) 
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r--[ 1.4,1.5,1.6,1.7,1.8,1.9,2.0,2.1,2.2,2.3,2.4,2.5,2.6,2.7,2.8,2.9,3.0,3.1,3.2,3.3,3.5,4.0 

54.5,5.01 

do i=1, #r 

int; 

multi; start, 2 140.2; orbital, 2 140.2, wf, 49,2, I; state, 2; 

wf49,, 3 I; state, 2; natorb,, ci-maxiter, 20; 

ci; wf, 49,2, I; state, 2; maxiter, 30; 

enddo 

For the five other states the calculations were made with similar input files with the 

wavefunctions specified on the WF card as in the MCSCF calculations. All the energy 

values and graphs obtained from these calculations will be given in Chapter 4 (Results 

and discussion for AsCl) . 

The input file for the 21-I(state, 2) --> 
2E+(state, 

)2) transition moment calculation 

with the density matrix averaged atomic natural orbital spd basis sets of 

Pierloot et al. [3 2 ]. 

***, The 2 11(state, 2)-> 2V (state, 2) transition moment calculation for AsCl+ 

memory, 4, M 

file, 2, ascl. wfu 

zinat, angstrom 

As 

CI, As, r(i) 
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endz 

basis=( The same basis sets 1321 and f functions as used in the MCSCF I 

r--[ 1.4,1,5,1.6,1.7,1.8,1.9,2.0,2.1,2.2,2.3,2.4,2.5,2.6,2.7,2.8,2.9,3.0,3.1 
, 
3.2] 

do i= I #r 

int; 

text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 2PI to 2sig+ states 

multi; start, 2140.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 

wf, 49,1, I; state, 2; 

wf, 49,2, I; state, 2; wf, 49,3,1; state, 2; maxiter, 3 0; 

ci; wf, 49,1,1; state, 2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb; maxiter, 40; save, 8000.2; 

ci; wf, 49,2, I; state, 2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb; maxiter, 40; save, 7000.2; 

ci; trans, 7000.2,8000.2; 

enddo 

As in the case of NF' and PCI', another transition moment calculation is required. 

For the 41-1(state, 
)2) -+4Z-(state, 3) transition moments the wavefunctions defined on 

the WF cards are wf, 31,2,3; wf, 31,3,3; and wf, 31,4.3; for the4H(state. )2) state and for 

thet-(state, 3) state, respectively. By the same method as used in the previous two 

sections the 41-j(state,, 2) --*4E-(state, 3) transition moments have been calculated using 

the same basis sets as above. The resufts, of both transition moment calculations will 

be shown in Chapter 4 (Results and discussion for AsCl'). 
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3.4.11.4 The input rile for BBr 

As in the case of AsCl', three input files are given as follows. 

A) The input file for the 21+ state using effective core potentials (ECP) 

with the vqz basis sets. 

***, BBr+ excited states for the 2E+ state in the CI calculation 

file, 2, bbrplus. wfu 

znlat, angstrom 

br 

b, br, r(i) 

endz 

r--[1.4,1.5,1.6,1.7,1.8,1.9,2.0,2.1,2.2,2.3,2.4,, 2.5,, 2.6,, 2.7.2.8,, 2.9.3.0,, 3.173.21.3.53,4.0ýP4.5 

)5.0] 

do i=1, #r 

int; 

ecp, l, ecp28mwb; 

sp, I, ECP28mwb; c; 

d5l)0.2; 

spd, 2, vqz; c 

multi; start,, 2140.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; wf, 11,1, I; state, 6; maxiter, 30; 

cl; maxiter,, 40; wf, 11,1, I; state, 6; 

enddo 
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For the other five states, the wavefunctions are defined on the WF cards as in the 

MCSCF calculations. As usual, the calculations have been performed for the six 

states using the VDZ and VTZ basis sets by the same method as above. All energy 

values and graphs using the VDZ, VTZ and VQZ basis sets will be presented in the 

APPENDIX B. 

B) The CI input file for the 21: + state using the density matrix averaged atomic natural 

orbital spd basis sets of Pierloot et al [ 32 ]. 

***, The CI calculation for the BBr"' excited states 

memory, 4, M 

file, 2,, bbr. wfu 

zmat. angstrom 

B 

Br, B, r(i) 

endz 

basis=fThe same basis sets 1321 and f functions as used in the MCSCF 

r--[ 1.4,1.5,, 1.6,1.7,1.8,1.9,2.0,2.1,2.2,2.3,2.4,2.5,2.6,2.7,2.8,2.9,3. OýP3.13,3.2,3.53,4.074.5 

)5.0] 

do i= I #r 

int; 

multi; start,, 2140.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 39,1, I; state, 6; natorb,, ci; maxiter, 25; 

ei; wf, 39,1, I; state, 6; maxiter, 40; option, nstati=7; 

enddo 
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The same options on the WF cards are required as used in the MCSCF for the five 

other states using the basis sets [32]. All the energy values calculated and graphs 

produced from these jobs will be shown in Chapter 4 (Results and discussion for 

BBr-') 

The input file for the2l-1(5 states) _ý. 
2Z '(6states) transition moments is represented 

with the same basis sets [32] above. 

***, BBr + 2rj(5states) -->21+(6states) transition moments 

memory, 4, M 

file, 2, bbr. wfu 

zmat, angstrom 

B 

Br, B, r(i) 

endz 

basis=(The same basis sets [321 and f functions as used in the MCSCF I 

r--[1.4,1.6,1.8,2.0,2.2,2.4,2.6,2.8,3.0] 

do i= I #r 

int; 

text, CASSCF,, state averaged orbitals for 2PI to 2sig+ states 

multi; start, 2140.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 

wf, 39,1,1; state, 6; 

wf, 39,2,1; state, 5; wf, 3 9,3,1; state, 5; maxiter, 3 0; 
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ci; wf, 39,1, I; state, 6; orbital, 2140.2; natorbmaxiter, 40; save, 8000.2; 

ci; wf, 39,2,1; state, 5; orbital, 2 140.2; natorb; maxiter, 40; save, 7000.2; 

ci; trans, 7000.2,8000.2; 

enddo 

Unlike NF", PCI' and AsCl',. no transition moments for the quartet states have been 

calculated. Transition moments have been calculated for the doublet states only. The 

transition moments will be given in Chapter 4 (Results and discussion for BBr+). 

3.4.11.5 The input rile for HC + NO 

There are two input files available, namely for the linear structure and for the bent 

structure. 

A) The input file for the 'F, ' state using the VDZ basis sets is given for the linear 

geometry 

The CI calculation for HC + NO I-Sigma-Plus 

memory, 4, M 

file,. 2, hcno. wfu 

zrnat, angstrom 

h 

c, krch 

n, c, rcn(i), h, 180 

OAMO. c. 180 
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endz 

basis=vdz 

rch=1.058 

rcn-=[ 1.25,1.5,1.75,2.0,2.5,3.0,3.5 ý4, 
Oý4.5 

35.0] 

rno=1 . 
198 

do i= I #rcn 

int; 

text, CASSCF,, state averaged orbitals for I SIG+ states 

multi; occ, I 0,3,3; closed, 5,0,0; start, 2140.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 

wf 22,1 O; state, 2; maxiter, 25; 

ci; occ, 10,3,3; core, 6,0,0; wf, 22,1,0; state, 2; maxiter, 25; 

enddo 

For the these other states considered, the wavefunctions are specified on the WF cards 

as in the MCSCF, namely 'I- (wf, 22,4, O), 3V (wf, 22,1,2) and3F, - (wf, 22,4,2). All the 

energy values and graphs will be given in Chapter 4 (Results and discussion 

for HC + NO). 

The input file for the 'A' state using the VDZ basis sets is with the bent 

geometry, 

***, The CI calculation for HC + NO 'A' state 

Memory, 6, M 

file, 2, hcno. wfu 

Zinat,, z, angstrom 
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h 

c, h, rch 

n,, c, rcn,, h, theta(i) 

o, n, rno, c, 180 

endz 

basis=vdz 

rch=1.059 

rcn-- 1.7 50 

mo=1.198 

theta--[ 180,170,160,150,140,13 0,120] 

do i=I, Aheta 

int; 

text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 'A' states 

multi; occ, I 3,3; closed, 5,0; start, 2140.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 

wf 22,1,0; state, 2; maxitet, 25; 

cl; occ,, 13 
, 
3; core, 6,0; wf, 22,1,0; state, 2; maxiter, 25; 

enddo 

Here also, for calculations for A" or triplet states the appropriate changes have to be 

made to the WF cards as in the MCSCF calculations. However,, due to lack of time 

these calculations are left for further work. Thus, the results and discussion section in 

Chapter 4 for HC + NO will show energy values and graphs only for the 'A' states. 
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4. Results and Discussion 

our work is divided into two categories, namely potential energy curves for diatomic 

molecular ions and potential surfaces for HC + NO as described in the Introduction. 

4.1 Potential energy curves for diatomic molecular ions 

Our calculations treat the low-lying electronic states of the molecular ions NF',, PCI + 
3. 

AsCl + an BBr + correlating with the lowest dissociation asymptotes, namely N+ (3p) 

F(2P), p-, -(3p) + CI(2P), As +(3p) + CI(2P), B+('S) + Br(2P) and B(2P) + Br +(3p). 

From the Wigner-Witmer correlation rules the above dissociation asymptotes correlate 

with the following states 

1+ 22: + 2 -(2) , 
21-1(2), 2A, 41: +, 4E 4rl 4A For NF', PCI+and AsC ,, 1 -(2), (2) 

, 
+ 2E+ 2rj 2E+, 2,2 2A, 41: +, 4 For BBr 

> from B+('S) +Br (2P) and E-(2) 11(2), E-(2), 

'rl(2) 
, 

4A from B(2p) + Br+ (3p). 

CASSCF and CI calculations have been performed using the correlation-consistent 

valence quadruple-zeta basis sets for NF', PCI+ and averaged atornic natural orbital 

(ANO) basis sets for AsCl+, 
- BBr+ 

All energy values and potential energy curves obtained from the calculations above will 

be given in sections 4.1. I> 4.1.2> 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 for NF', PCI +, AsCl+ and BBr+ 

respectively. The results of calculations with the VDZ, VTZ basis sets for NF+, PCl+, 

and with the basis sets VDZ,, VTZ and VQZ for AsCl+ and BBr+ using effective core 

Potentials will be reported in APPENDIX B. One of our aims in the calculations for 

the diatomic molecular ions is to derive spectroscopic constants for the bound states 

obtained as mentioned in the Introduction. 
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To calculate spectroscopic constants we have used the LEVEL program by LeRoy, 

The program LEVEL can calculate solutions of the nuclear Schrodinger equation for 

bound and quasibound levels for any smooth one-dimensional or radial potential. The 

aim of this program is to obtain the discrete eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the 

radial or (effective) one-dimensional nuclear Schr6dinger equation as follows 

hI d'T,, j (R) 
+ Vj (R)T,, j (R) = E,, j T,, j (R) 

2p dR2 

where p represents the effective or reduced mass, J the rotational quantum number, 

and the effective one-dimensional potential V, (R) accounts for the sum of the 

rotationless (electronic) potential plus a centrifugal term. For the usual problem of a 

diatomic molecule rotating in three dimensions, this centrifugal potential has the form 

[J(J + 1) - n']h' / 2, uR 2 where Q (= IOMEG in the input to the program) defines 

the projection of the electronic angular momentum on to the internuclear axis. 

The solution of Schr6dinger equation shown above is crucial to the determination of 

the eigenvalues E, j (R). The 
,j 

and eigenfunctions T,, j (R) of the potential V 

accuracy of these eigenfunctions and eigenvalues largely depends on the size of the 

(fixed) radial mesh RH used in the numeral integration of Schr6dinger equation above. 

For potentials that are not too steep or too sharply curved, suitable accuracy is 

generally provided with an RH value which produces a minimum of 15 to 30 mesh 

Points between adjacent wavefunction nodes in the classically allowed region. A 

suitable mesh size may thus be computed with the expression 

Dry 
JU-1 =; r / NH[(p / 16.8576314) max(E - V(R))rspII12 (4.2) 
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where NH represents the selected minimum number of points per wavefunction node 

(say 20), the quantity max [E - V(R)) is expressed as the maximum of the local 

kinetic energy (in cm-) for the levels under consideration (usually it is :ý the well 

depth). For the bound states, rotation-vibrational energy levels were obtained by the 

numerical solution of the nuclear Schrodinger equation with the program of LeRoy 

[153] using the calculated potential energy curves. Spectroscopic constants were 

generated from the energy levels as follows. The vibration constants OJ 
e and O)eXe 

were derived by fitting the energies E(v, j= 0) to the expression: 

E(V) = o),, (v + 1/ 2) - o),, x, (v +I/ 2)2 (4.3) 

The rotational constant B, was generated by fitting rotational levels J=0 to J=6 for 

each vibration state of v=0 to v=2 to the expression 

E, (J) = BJ(J + 1) - D, j2(j + 1)2 (4.4) 

and eventually B, and the vibration-rotation interaction constant a, were calculated 

by fitting the B, values to 

a, (v + 1/ 2) (4.5) 

For each of NF+,, PCI +, AsCl +, only four bound states, namely X2rl, Aýrl, It' and 141, 

are obtained whereas for BBr' there are many more bound states, namely Xt', 22V, 

It, 22rI.,, 12, & l2y- 4E+ 
11 , 31 

4A 
and It-. Spectroscopic constants are calculated for all 

the bound states by the above LeRoy program. However, for IýBr+ our values 

disagree with experimental parameters in the literature of a 
2n 

r __)ý 
X2E+ system. Thus, 

it is suggested that the reinvestigation of the spectroscopy of BBr+ would be 

worthwhile. 
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4.1.1 The results for NF' 

As mentioned earlier in chapter 3, these calculations have been made using the 

MOLPRO suite of programs [ 156] and we have used the correlation-consistent valence 

quadruple-zeta (cc-. vqz) basis sets from Dunning [157] and Woon and Dunning [158]. 

The VQZ basis sets used are composed of 12s6p basis sets contracted to 5s4p 

functions, and three sets of d functions, two sets of f functions and one set of 

functions generating a basis set of 110 contracted Gaussian functions. For each spin 

and symmetry species the wavefunctions for the following CI calculations were derived 

from the orbitals obtained in state averaged CASSCF calculations [146,147] where 

state averaging was carried out over the states of interest. The active orbitals 

comprised the valence orbitals Ry - 6a, In and 27r. Multi-reference CI calculations, 

with the sets of reference configurations generated in the CASSCF calculations, were 

made with the internally contracted CI method of Knowles and Wemer [150,151]. 

I 
Table 4.1 shows details of configuration interaction calculations with the sizes of the 

reference spaces (A), the numbers of contracted (B) and uncontracted. (C) 

configurations and the numbers of roots calculated (D). 

Table 4.1 Details of configuration interaction calculations 

State A B c D 
2E, 264 481368 7613384 5 
2n 252 232860 7016380 2 
2y- 240 480352 6410288 5 
41, 108 461380 6082652 5 
4n 126 213854 5983882 2 
4Z- 144 296980 5682628 3 
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The energies obtained in the CI calculations and the calculated potential energy curves 

21-1,21: + 2r 4 E- 4E , 
and 

4]Fl 
states, are given in tables and figures 4.1.1 to 4.1.6 for the ll ,I 

respectively. Also, the dominant configurations for the six states are described, in 

turn, in subsections 4.1.1. LA to 4.1.1.6. A and these show how the configurations 

change at avoided crossings. The orbitals Ry and 4a correspond predominantly to 

fluorine and nitrogen 2s orbitals, respectively. In the region of r=1.185A the orbitals 

5a and 6a are bonding and antibonding combinations of the 2p,, orbitals on fluorine 

and nitrogen, and the orbitals In and 27c represent bonding and antibonding 

combinations of 2p., orbitals on the two atoms with the major contribution to In for 

fluorine and to 2a for nitrogen. 

For large r the orbitals 5a and 6a correlate with 2p,, orbitals on fluorine and nitrogen 

respectively and also, the orbitals In and 2n correlate with p, orbitals on fluorine and 

mtrogen respectively. 

4.1.1.1 The CI calculations for the 2 11 states of NF+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table 4.1.1 shows the total energy values generated as the bond length is varied. 

Figure 4.1.1 presents the potential energy curves produced from table 4.1.1 provided 

above. Table 4.1.1.1. A gives the dominant configurations in the CI wavefunctions at 

each bond length for the2rI state. 
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Table 4.1.1.1. A Don-ýinant configurations for the 
2F, 

state 

S. týqe_ 
------------------ - 

Cop, figurmmn 
I 2fl 

... 3a2 4C12 5G2 17C4 2n' r< L8 A 

---3024a2 RY2 7r3 27r2 
r ý! 1.9 A 

2 2r, 
... 3G2 4a2 RY2 ITE3 27r2 r<1.9 A 

... RF24(Y2 Ryl 6al l7r4 27t 1 r ý! 2.0 A 

As shown in figure 4.1.1, two potential curves for the two roots are produced. The 

minima in the curves give the equilibrium bond lengths R, The depth of the potential 

well represents the dissociation energy relative to the equilibrium configuration. 

'Root 1 (1211) has a reasonable amount of binding and Root2(2 2]rj) is bound. Thus, for 

both states we have calculated the spectroscopic constants and also the 1211 state has 

been investigated experimentally [7,57]. The theoretical and experimental 

spectroscopic parameters are given in table 4.1.1.1. B and they are compared as 

follows. 

Table 4.1.1. LB Spectroscopic constants for the 
2r, 

state 

CONSTS EXPT. [7] THEO. [571 ROOTI(12n) ROOT2(22n) 

--------------------------------- o-), /crn7' ---------------------------------- 1520 ± 40 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1499 1561.38 ----------------------------------------- - 560.97 
coexelcm-, 10± 6 13.80 16.27 
Bo Icnf 1 1.4810 0.7186 
B, /cm-1 1.4634 0.7006 
B2/cm7l 1.4456 0.6803 
B, /cm7l 1.4899 0.7285 
ae /CM-' 0.0177 0.0191 

Re /A 1.180 1.182 1.185 1.695 

For the comparison of our values with experimental parameters [7], the computed 

vibration constant ( w,. ) and bond length ( R, ) are in good agreement with data from 

reference [7] with the effors of 2.7 % and 0.42 % and there is reasonable agreement 
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between the calculated value (13.80 cm-') and experimental value 00±6 cm-') for the 

anharmonicity constant (coxj 

Compared v"th the theoretical values from reference [57], the calculated constants o) e 

and R,, differ by 4.1 % and 0.2 5%. However, the spectroscopic constants of the 2 2f, 

state have not been obtained experimentally. Thus, the theoretical data of root2 can 

be used for the prediction of experimental values. 

2y+ 4.1.1.2 The CI calculations for the , states of NF' with the VQZ basis sets 

In initial calculations for 2 states, mixing with other states caused problems. Thus, to 

obtain reasonable values and to avoid convergence problems we have considered 5 

states rather than the numbers of states defined in figure I- 

Table 4.1.2 shows the energies of the five roots at each bond length and we consider 

the first two roots. Figure 4.1.2 shows the two corresponding potential energy 

curves. 

As earlier described in the Introduction, when a CI calculation of the 'Y-' state is 

performed under C2, symmetry, both 2Z' 
and 

2A 
states are obtained. As shown in 

figure I (Chapter 1) a 
2A 

state arises from the combination of F(2p) + N4(3p) 
. For each 

of the roots obtained we have exarruned the wavefunctions and labelled the states as 

appropriate. Root I is a 2E+ state and root2 is a 2A state. However, in the Cl 

calculatlons located in APPENDIX B,, not only for NF' using VDZ and VTZ basis 

sets, but also for PCI' using VDZ and VTZ basis sets, for AsCI+ using VDZ, VTZ and 
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vQZ basis sets and for BBr' using VDZ, VTZ and VQZ basis sets we have not 

distinguished the Z' (or E-) and A wavefunctions because these were preliminary 

calculations with smaller basis sets than those used in this chapter. Use of the more 

extensive basis sets yields accurate spectroscopic constants compared with 

experimental parameters. 

Table 4.1.1.2. A presents the donnnant configurations for the 2E+ state as the bond 

length is varied. 

21: + Table 4.1.1.2. A Dorninant configurations for the , state 

State Configu ration Bond length 
2Z+ 

... 3 (Y2 4. (12 5al 1 7r4 2, n2 r:! ý 1.2 A 

... 3G2 4ý32 5C; 2 6a I In4 1.3 r! ý, 1.7 A 

... 3 (: F2 4(Y2 5(Y2 6a 1 l7r3 27r' r 1.8 A 
2A... 3 U2 4(72 5a' In4 21Z2 r:! ý- 1.7 A 

... RY2 4CY2 5a2 6a 1 7r3 27c' r ý! 1.8 A 

As shown in figure 4.1.2, state I has a very shallow rrummum whereas state 2 is 

repulsive. There are no bound states in this case. Thus,, spectroscopic constants have 

not been calculated. Spectroscopic parameters for the 
2Z ' and 

2, A states have not 

been obtained experimentally, either. 

4.1.1.3 The CI calculations for the 21- states of NF+ with the VQZ basis sets 

To avoid convergence problems we have calculated 5 states rather than the 3 states 

expected from the combination of F(2p) + N+ (3p) shown in figure 1. Thus, table 4.1.3 

Oves the energies of the five roots at each bond length and the three lowest roots have 

been selected. Figure 4.1.3 shows the corresponding three potential energy 
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curves for the first three roots. As in the 
2Z+ 

case, the 
2Z- 

calculation gives both 21: - 

and 2A wavefunctions under C2, symmetry. The wavefunctions have been examined 

and assigned to 2E - and 
2A 

accordingly. Rootl and Root3 are 
2 E- states and root2 is a 

2A 2F- 
state. Table 4.1.1.3. A gives the dominant configurations for the , states as the 

bond length changes. 

Table 4.1.1.3. A Dominant configurations for the 
21- 

state 

State Configuration Bond le 
1 2Z- 

... 3C, 24CY2 5al 17C4 27C2 

221- ---3a2 4G2 5c; l 7r3 21r3 r: ý 1.3 
3G24a2 5G26al 17C3 2n' r ý! 1.4 

For the 2A state the dominant configurations are given in the previous section. All 

three roots are repulsive as shown in figure 4.1.3. Thus, no spectroscopic constants 

have been calculated for the '7, - state. In addition, no experimental data are available 

for these three states. 

4.1.1.4 The CI calculations for thet- states of NF+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table 4.1.4 presents the energies for the three roots at the various bond lengths and 

figure 4.1.4 shows the corresponding three potential energy curves. The 4 1- 

calculation produces both t- and 
4A 

wavefunctions under C2, symmetry as in the 
2Z- 

case discussed in the previous section The wavefunctions have been examined and 

assigned tot- and4A as appropriate. 
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4y- 4A 
The root] and root3 are , states and root2 is a state. Table 4.1.14A gives the 

41: - doninant configurations for the - states as the bond length is changed. 

41: - Table 4.1.1.4. A Dominant configurations for the state 

State Configuration Bond length 
1 4E- 

... 3 C72 4CY2 5CY 1 17C4 27r2 r<2.1 A 

... RY2 4CY2 5CY2 6a 1 17T' 27r 1 
r ý: 2.2 A 

2 41: - 3(72 4(y' 5(, 2 IIT4 2712 r< 1.3 A 

Cy 2 3 4a 2 Cy 2 5 1 IIT3 27r' 1.4:! ý r: ý- 2.1 A 

... RY2 4, G2 5a' I IT4 2712 r>2.2 A 
4, A ... 3CY2 4(Y2 5a' 17C3 2713 r! ý- 1.2 A 

3 CY2 CY2 4 CT2 5 (I ýG j7r3 2n' r >- 1.3 A 

State I has a reasonable amount of binding. State 2 has a very shallow minimum and 

state 3 is repulsive. Therefore, only the spectroscopic constants for the 14E- state 

have been calculated and are given in table 4.1.1.4. B- 

Table 4.1.14B Spectroscopic constants for the 14 Z- state 

Consts 
e 

/CM-' (t) 
eXe 

/CM-' B� /cm-' Bý /CM-' B2 /cm-' Be /cm-' ae /cm-' Re /Ä 

It- 1018.40 24.50 1.2294 1.1984 1.1671 1.2450 0.0311 1.295 

4F- However,, there are no experimental parameters for the , state. Thus, the 

spectroscopic constants calculated for the root I can be predictive of experimental data. 

4.1-1.5 The CI calculations for the4Z+ states of NF' with the VQZ basis sets 

Here, for thet' calculation we met the same problems as the 
2Z ' 

and 
21: - calculations. 

To obtain a satisfactory description of the lowest states we have calculated 5 states 

rather than 2 states which correlate with the combination of F(2p) + N+ (3p) in figure 1. 
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Table 4.1.5 gives the energy values for the five roots at each bond length and we have 

chosen the first two lowest roots. Figure 4.1.5 shows the two corresponding potential 

energy curves for the two roots selected. 

As in thet- case, the 
4E+ 

calculation gives both4l+ and 
4'A 

wavefunctions. 

The wavefunctions have been analysed and labelledt' and 4A as appropriate. 

Table 4,1.1.5. A gives the dominant configurations for the 4E+ state as the bond length 

is varied. 

Table 4.1.1.5. A Dominant configurations for the4l+ state 

State Configuration Bond length 
41: + 

... 3 CY24CF2 R72 6al 17r3 27rl 

For the 4A wavefunction we have the same dominant configurations as for the 4 1- state 

4y + 4A in the previous section, Root I and root2 are , and states respectively. Both 

states I and 2 have very shaflow minima, Therefore, no spectroscopic constants have 

been calculated for both states. Furthermore, experimental parameters for the 4E+ 

state have not been determined. 

4.1.1.6 The CI calculations for the4lI states of NF+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table 4.1.6 contains the energies of the two roots at each bond length and figure 4.1.6 

-I- snows the two corresponding potential energy curves. Table 4.1-1.6. A presents the 

dominant configurations for the 4rl states as the bond length is varied. 
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Table 4.1.1.6. A Dominant configurations for the 
41-1 

state 

State Configuration Bond lenath 
--- --- ---------------- - -- --------------- lw ------------------- ----------- 5 
I 4]Fl 

... 3 Cr24CY2 5CY2 l7r3 2712 

24n... 3G24a 2 5al 6CF I In4 27tl 

As shown in figure 4.1.6 the root I is reasonably bound and the root2 is repulsive. 

Thus, spectroscopic constants have been calculated for the 1411 state and given in 

table 4.1.1.6. B. 

Table 4.1.1.6. B Spectroscopic constants of the root I for the 4rj state 

Consts 0) e 
Icn, ýi 0) 

eXe 
/CM-' B� /crn-' B, /cin-' B2 /cin-1 Be/cm-' aelcm-' Re /A 

14rI 618.54 8.61 0.7496 0.7370 0.7244 0.7559 0.0126 1.665 

On the other hand, experimental values for the4n state have not been obtained. 

Therefore, calculated values can be used for the prediction of experimental parameters. 

4.1-1.7 General discussion for NF' 

Figures 4.1.9 and 4.1.10 show the potential energy curves for the doublet and quartet 

states respectively. From the figures 4.1.9 and 4.1.10 it can be seen that there are 

relatively few bound states, namely X2n, A2n, It' and 
4 
n. Thus, it is not 

unexpected that optical spectra have not been observed for this system. The lowest 

root for the 211 state calculation is the ground state, X2n, which has an equilibrium 

bond length of 1.18 5A and the second root is the A2n state which has a very shallow 

nummum at the bond length of 1.695 A. In contrast, the theoretical potential-energy 

curves we have calculated for the PF' molecular ion [I] show that the lowest 2Z+ state 

has a shallow minimum and the 22n state is repulsive, None of the other doublet 
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states for NF + are ound. For NF* the dissociation asymptote F( 2 P) +N 
4( 'D) is 1.90 

eV higher. Even though we have not considered the calculation of the potential- 

energy curves for all of the states correlating with the dissociation asymptote 

mentioned above we find that the humps in the curves for the 
2E4,2A 

and 22 E- states at 

r =: 1.4 A, 1.7 A and 1.3 A respectively arise from avoided intersections with states 

correlating with the dissociation asymptote F(2p) + N+('D). For the quartet states 

there are only two bound states, namely the lower 4 fl and 
41- 

states. However,, the 

potential wells of both states are shallow. The equilibrium bond lengths of the two 

states mentioned above are very different. Thus, it would be expected that the 

Franck-Condon factors would be very unfavourable. Table 4. 1.1.7. A shows the 

calculated energies for the six states we have considered relative to the ground state 

X2 rl at the equilibrium bond length of r,. = 1.185 A, the energies for different bound 

states at their equilibrium bond lengths, T, values, dipole moments, and spectroscopic 

constants. As mentioned earlier in subsection 4.1.1.1 
, 
for the X2, -I state theoretical 

equilibrium bond length is in good agreement with the experimental data of Dyke et. 

al. [7] but in less good agreement with the theoretical value of Bettendorf and 

or the Peyerimhoff [57]. However 
, in their calculation they have used natural orbitals f 

neutral NF molecule rather than orbitals computed for NF'. Dipole moments and 

dipole moment functions for the bound states, namely X21-1 
,A 

21-1,141- 
and 14rl 

, are 

presented in table 4.1.7 and figure 4.1.7 and also the electronic transition moments and 

the transition moment functions are given in table 4.1.8 and figure 4.1.8. For an ion 

the dipole moment depends on the origin chosen. Dipole moments have been 

calculated with respect to the centre of mass and in the direction NF. Since all the 
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bound states mentioned above dissociate to N' + F, as the internuclear distance is 

increased all of the dipole moment functions should approach the same linear function 

and this is the case in figure 4.1.8. The AInstate supports at least 9 vibrational levels 

and in the region of the equilibrium bond length of the AI-I state the transition moment 

for the AýI-I _ý X211 transition has a reasonable value. Thus,, it would be expected that 

this transition might be observed in emission spectroscopy. The spectroscopic 

parameters we have calculated should be useful as a first approximations to those of 

the AýH state. 
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4.1.1 The CI results for the 21, states of NF+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table 4.1.1 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
0.85 -153.430820 -152.733294 
0.90 -153.583096 -152.961493 
1.00 -153.751567 -153.259393 
1.10 -153.815202 -153.426624 
1.20 -153.826825 -153.522375 
1.30 -153.813924 -153.578224 
1.40 -153.790670 -153.610701 
1.50 -153.764400 -153.628552 
1.60 -153.738931 -153.636776 
1.70 -153.716085 -153.638642 
1.80 -153.696739 -153.636998 
1.90 -153.681092 -153.634083 
2.00 -153.668747 -153.631110 
2.10 -153.659101 -153.628575 
2.20 -153.651586 -153.626592 
2.30 -153.645743 -153.625112 
2.40 -153.641212 -153.624040 
2.50 -153.637702 -153.623286 
2.75 -153.631995 -153.622316 
3.00 -153.628895 -153.622063 
3.50 -153.626031 -153.622224 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.1.1 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.1.2 The CI results for the2Z+ states of NF+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table 4.1.2 Theoretical energy values 

R/A D ROOTI ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 

-153.468483 -153.508570 -153.326009 -153.185719 -153 . 
150559 

1.2 -153.507789 -153.547281 -153.436503 -153.271410 -153 . 
240594 

1.3 -153.528016 -153.558347 -153.508203 -153.328474 -153 . 
298695 

1.4 -153.569860 -153.559305 -153.515390 -153.415317 -153 . 
390680 

1.5 -153.595908 -153.557978 -153.514846 -153.485621 -153 . 
457556 

1,6 -153.609469 -153.556616 -153.533496 -153.515853 -153 . 
500379 

1.7 -153.616187 -153.566495 -153.554704 -153.529880 -153 . 
516331 

1.8 -153.619817 -153.588014 -153.553844 -153.545548 -153 . 
532042 

1,9 -153.622249 -153.602377 -153.554045 -153.553438 -153 . 
542720 

2.0 -153,624195 -153.611879 -153.558048 -153,553811 -153 . 
548269 

2.25 -153.627266 -153.623420 -153.559790 -153.557279 -153 . 
550097 

2.5 -153.628071 -153,626754 -153.558703 -153.557831 -153 . 
549878 

2.75 -153.627706 -153.627200 -153.557437 -153.557111 -153 . 
549932 

3.0 -153.626974 -153.626750 -153.556333 -153.556194 -153 . 
550154 

3.5 -153.625622 -153.625554 -153.554772 -153.554755 - 153 .5 
50674 

2E+ 2A 

E/Hartree 

-153.48 

-153.53 
Q) 

(Tj 

uj 

-153.58 

Figure 4.1,2 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.1.3 The CI results for the 2z- state of NF+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table 4.1,3 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROOT2 ROOT3 
----- - ----- 

ROOT4 ROOT5 

-153 . 
456004 -153. 509464 -153. 202217 -153, 186561 -153. 109456 

1.2 -153 . 
515960 -153. 547222 -153. 290937 -153. 271758 -153. 1833 15 

1.3 -153 . 
550161 -153. 558188 -153 . 

337551 -153 . 
328596 -153 . 

300888 
1.4 -153 . 

572342 -153. 558839 -153 . 
414763 -153. 415439 -153 . 

370879 
1.5 -153 . 

587316 -153. 557406 -153 . 
485168 -153 . 

485694 -153. 439625 
1.6 -153 . 

597736 -153 . 
556016 -153 . 

533035 -153. 533539 -153. 484665 
1.7 -153 . 

605036 -153 . 
566469 -153 . 

565250 -153 . 
554227 -153 . 

513440 
1.8 -153 . 

610148 -153 . 
587863 -153 . 

586875 -153. 553674 -153 . 
531379 

L9 -153 . 
613720 -153 . 

602265 -153 . 
601307 -153 . 

555270 -153 . 
542158 

2.0 -153 . 
616278 -153 . 

611766 -153 , 
610781 -153 . 

553091 -153 . 
548659 

2.1 -153 . 
618714 -153 . 

618048 -153 . 
616168 -153 . 

555076 -153. 553099 
2.2 -153 . 

622034 -153 . 
621935 -153 . 

618058 -153 . 
556620 -153. 555472 

2.3 -153 . 
624306 -153 . 

624507 -153 . 
618958 -153 . 

557463 -153. 556680 
2.4 -153 . 

625766 -153 . 
625973 -153 . 

619540 -153 . 
557773 -153. 557202 

2.5 -153 . 
626586 -153 . 

626777 -153 . 
619956 -153 . 

557751 -153. 557319 
2.75 -153 . 

627088 -153 . 
627226 -153 . 

620643 -153 . 
557049 -153. 556811 

3.0 -153 . 
626680 -153 . 

626774 -153 . 
621099 -153 . 

556133 -153 . 
555990 

3.5 -153 . 
625533 -153 . 

625577 -153 . 
621735 -153. 554689 -153 . 

554628 
2E- 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.1.3 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.1.4 The CI results for thet- states of NF+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table 4.1.4 Theoretical energy values 

-153.1 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.1.4 Calculated potential energy curves 

(1) -153.3 

-153.5 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 
1.00 -153.524959 -153.002124 -153.123630 
1.10 -153.620784 -153.183766 -153.263661 
1.20 -153.656580 -153.281239 -153.342526 
1.30 -153.663855 -153.350704 -153.389321 
1.40 -153,659534 -153.446098 -153.443217 
1.50 -153.651612 -153.511916 -153.506821 
1.60 -153.643746 -153.555079 -153.550549 
1.70 -153.637300 -153.582993 -153.579238 
1.75 -153.634706 -153.592924 -153.589526 
1.80 -153.632513 -153.600847 -153.597766 
1.90 -153.629177 -153.612149 -153.609555 
2.00 -153.627021 -153.619205 -153.616832 
2.10 -153.626016 -153.623506 -153.620830 
2.20 -153.626411 -153.626027- -153.622068 
2.30 -153.627405 -153.627299 -153.621967 
2.40 -153.628062 -153.627860 -153.621684 
2.50 -153.628273 -153.628068 -153.621466 
2.75 -153.627861 -153.627713 -153.621289 
3.00 -153.627033 -153.626935 -153.621412 
3.50 -153.625617 -153.625572 -153.621888 

4 Y, - 4A 4 F, - 

-153.7 ' 
1.0 

4E- 

2.0 

R/A 
5 
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4.1.5 The CI results for thet+ states of NF+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table 4.1.5 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI 
- 

ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 
F T- 153.367146 - -153 .3 

51450 -153.323367 -153.322427 -152.989275 
1.4 -153.460042 -153 . 

444900 -153.353749 -153.350656 -153 . 
146610 

1.5 -153.521993 -153 . 
509635 -153.366623 -153.364098 -153 . 

259505 
1.6 -153.561572 -153 . 

551579 -153.374023 -153.372267 -153 . 
339148 

1.7 -153.586119 -153 . 
578086 -153.396669 -153.380023 -153 . 

377298 
1.8 -153.600915 -153 . 

594515 -153.435481 -153.386200 -153. 384079 
1.9 -153.609501 -153 . 

604470 -153.462778 -153.392922 -153.390741 
2.0 -153.613459 -153 . 

609778 -153.482131 -153.401364 -153 . 
394309 

2.25 -153.617653 -153 . 
615962 -153.506662 -153.417860 -153.414741 

2.5 -153.617613 -153 . 
616867 -153.514918 -153.423803 -153. 421031 

2.75 -153.616475 -153 . 
616139 -153.517181 -153.425255 -153. 422545 

3.0 -153.615781 -153 . 
615617 -153.517823 -153.425691 -153. 422921 

3.5 -153.613973 -153.613904 -153.516806 -153.424681 -153. 421766 
4Z+ 4A 

E/Hartree 

-153.33 

-153.43 

': 1) 
t 

I 
w 

-153.53 

Figure 4.1.5 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.1.6 The CI results for the 
4rl 

states of W with the VQZ basis sets 

4.1.6 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.10 -153.462248 -153.138666 
1.20 -153.558202 -153.271355 
1.30 -153.613166 -153.375558 
1.40 -153.644287 -153.448370 
1.50 -153.660581 -153.498949 
1.60 -153.667275 -153.534646 
1.70 -153.667959 -153.560007 
1.80 -153.665232 -153.578212 
1.90 -153.660790 -153.591294 
2.00 -153.655726 -153.600592 
2.10 -153.650727 -153.607119 
2.20 -153.646167 -153.611657 
2.30 -153.642212 -153.614794 
2.40 -153.638893 -153.616955 
2.50 -153.636168 -153.618447 
2.75 -153.631424 -153.620486 
3.00 -153.628661 -153.621378 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.1.6 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.1.7 Dipole moments for the bound states of Nr 

Table 4.1.7 Dipole moment values 

R/A )ý2 fl Aý'fI ilri 14E- 

1.1 -0.147 0.546 -0.734 0.539 
1.2 -0.325 0.357 -0.817 0.361 
1.3 -0.493 0.140 -0.882 0.162 
1.4 -0.642 -0.096 -0.918 -0.046 
1.5 -0.771 -0.347 -0.960 -0.257 
1.6 -0.885 -0.626 -1.038 -0.472 
1.7 -0.992 -0.939 -1.163 -0.691 
1.8 -1 '101 -1.250 -1.329 -0.913 
1.9 -1.228 -1.530 -1.515 -1.139 
2.0 -1.383 -1.767 -1.703 -1.364 
2.1 -1.563 -1.966 -1.881 -1.586 
2.2 -1.759 -2.138 -2.051 -1.800 
2.3 -1.958 -2.292 -2.216 -2.003 
2.4 -2.153 -2.433 -2.368 -2.194 
2.5 -2.338 -2.567 -2.512 -2.373 

Dipole moment / au 

Figure 4.1.7 Electronic dipole moment functions 
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4.1.8 Electronic transition moments for NF+ 

Table 4.1.8 Transition moment values 

R/A 

1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 

A2 11 --* X2 rl 

-0.022 
-0.062 
-0.104 
-0.147 
-0.191 
-0.234 
-0.270 
-0.287 
-0.270 
-0.226 
-0.168 
-0.113 
-0.070 
-0.039 
-0.019 

Electronic transition moment / au 

Figure 4.1.8 Electronic transition moments 
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Figure 4.1.9 Calculated potential-energy curves for the doublet states of NF+ 
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Figure 4.1.10 Calculated potential-energy curves for the quartet states of NIF+ 
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4.2.1 The results for PCI' 

As in the case of NF', with the help of the MOLPRO suite of programs [156] all the 

calculations have been performed using the correlation-consistent valence quadruple- 

zeta (cc: vqz) basis sets devised by Dunning [157] and Woon and Dunning [158]. The 

sp basis sets comprised a 16sl lp basis contracted to 6s5p with the addition of the 

same numbers of d, f and g functions as in the NF' case. The total number of 

contracted Gaussian functions is 118, For each spin and symmetry species state 

averaged CASSCF calculations [146,1471 were performed to obtain molecular orbitals 

for subsequent CI calculations and state averaging was done over all the states of 

mterest in state averaged CASSCF calculations. The active space consisted of the 

valence orbitals 7a - 10a, 37r, 47r. Multi-reference C1 calculations have been made 

1 15 1] in which with the internally contracted CI method of Knowles and Wemer [ 15 0.7 

the sets of reference configurations were those used in the CASSCF calculations. 

Table 4.2 gives details of the numbers of roots considered (A), the sizes of the 

reference spaces (B), the numbers of contracted (C) and uncontracted (D) 

configurations. 

Table 4.2 Details of configuration interaction calculations 

State A B c D 
2y, 2 264 232564 7613384 
2n 2 252 232860 7016380 
2y- 5 240 480352 6410288 
41, 2 108 213268 6082652 
4n 2 126 213854 5983882 
4Z- 3 144 296980 5682628 
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The results obtained in the CI calculations with the VQZ basis sets are given in tables 

21-1,2E4 21: -, 4E-, 4y + 4H 
or the and states, respecti and figures 4.2.1 to 4.2.6 f vely. The 

do6nant configurations for each of the six states are,, in turn, given in tables 4.1.2.1. A 

to 4.1.2.6. A These show how the configurations change at avoided crossings. In the 

reýon of the equilibrium bond length (r = 1.915 A) for the X2H state the 7a and 8cy 

orbitals are predominantly CI 3s and P 3s respectively. The orbitals 9a and 10a are 

bonding and antibonding combinations of predominantly 3p,, orbitals. On the other 

hand, the orbitals 3n and 41r are bonding and antibonding combinations of the 3p,, 

orbitals. The chlorine atom orbitals have the larger weight in the 3n orbital and 

phosphorus in the 4n orbital. As the internuclear distance becomes longer the orbitals 

9a and 37c correlate with 3p, and 3p, orbitals on Cl and the orbitals 10(y, 47r with 3p, 

and 3p, orbitals on P. 

As in the case of NF',, these calculations were carried out underC2, symmetry and the 

E'(or Z-) calculation generates both V (or F, -) and A wavefunctions. 

As shown in figure 2, aA state arises from the combination of CI(2p) + P""('P), Thus, 

as mentioned in the previous subsections 4.1.1.2 to 4.1.1.5 for 21% 2 E-) 41: - and 
41: 

states respectively, we have examined the wavefunctions and characterised the states 

accordingly. 

The wavefunctions have been examined and labelled as I or A not only for PCI' but 

also for AsCl' and BBr-f as will be discussed in the following sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4. 
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The preliminary calculations using the VDZ and VTZ basis sets have not been 

examined as mentioned in subsection 4,1.1.2. 

4.1.2.1 The CI calculations for the 21-1 states Of PCI+ with the VQZ basis sets 

The energy values obtained and the corresponding potential-energy curves are given in 

table 4.2.1 and figure 4.2.1. The dominant configurations for the 2rl states are given 

in table 4.1.2.1. A 

Table 4.1.2.1. A Dorninant configurations for the 
21-1 

state 

State 
--- - ----------- 

Configuration 
--------------------- 

Bon dI eng th 
1211 

... 7G2 8Cr2 qa2 3n4 47rl 

22 ri ... 7Cr2 8CY2 9(y 23 
7C3 4, n2 

From figure 4.2.1 the two potential curves generated represent bound states. 

R, - "Votl(12 11) has quite a deep well and Root2(2211) is bound. Thus, spectroscopic 

constants have been calculated for both states and also experimental data [8,9] for the 

two states have been obtained. The calculated and experimental values are presented 

in table 4.1.2. LB and the comparison of our values with experimental data [8,9] are 

given as foHows. 

Table 4.1.2. LB Spectroscopic constants for the 
2r, 

state 
CONSTS EXPT. (1211) ROOT 1 (1211) EXPT. (2211) ROOT2(22n) 

Coe lcnf 1 689.8 d 681.32 320.6 d 312.81 
0) 

e 
Xe /CM-' 2.6od 2.63 1,51 

B', /CM-' 0.279 0.188, 0.183 
B, /cnf 0.277 0.187 0.181 
B2 /Cm- 0.276 0.180 
B, /crii' 0.284' 0.280 0.183 

a, /cm-' '1.47 x 10-3 1.52 x 10-3 0.001 

R, /Ä 1.900c 1.915 2.334c 2.365 

cExperimental data from reference [9]. dExperimental values from reference [8]. 
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For the 12rl state, the calculated vibrational constant (o) 
e), anharmonicity constant 

(o), x, ), rotational constant (B., ), vibrational-rotational constant (a, ) and bond length 

(R,, ) differ from experimental values [8,9] by 1.23 %, 1.15 %, 1.41 %, 3.40 % and 

0.79%. There is good agreement between theory and experiment for root 1, 

in the case of the 2 21-1 
state, the computed vibrational constant (w, ), rotational 

constant (BO), rotational constant (B, ) and bond length (R,, ) are in reasonable 

agreement with the experimental parameters with the errors of 2.43 %ý 2.66 %, 3.21 

and 1.33 %. 

4.1.2.2 The CI calculations for the 'Z' states of PCI+ with the VQZ basis sets 

The energy values calculated and the potential-energy curves for the 2 states 

considered given are in table 4.2.2 and figure 4.2.2. 

As earlier stated, the wavefunctions have been examined and assigned as V or A. 

Thus, roots I and 2 correspond to a 2E+ state and a2A state respectively. As the bond 

length changes the dominant configurations obtained are given in table 4.1-2-2. A. 

Table 4.1.2.2. A Dominant configurations for the 'Z' state 

State Configu ration Bond le 
21+ 

---7G2 8G2 9al 3, n4 4n2 r: 5 1.6 A 

... 7a 2 8Cr2 ga2 10a l 37C4 1.7: 5 r: 5 2.75 

... 7(y 2 8(y 2 g(T 2 10a l3 7r3 47t' r 3.0 A 
2A 

... 
7C12 8Cr2 9al 3, X4 41r2 r 2.4 A 

... 
7G2 &: F2 ga 2 10a l 3n3 47cl r>2.5 A 
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As shown in figure 4.2.2, there are no bound states for this symmetry. Root I has a 

very shallow minimum and root2 is repulsive. Therefore, no spectroscopic constants 

have been calculated. Furthermore, no experimental spectroscopic data are available. 

4.1.2.3 The CI calculations for the21- states of PCI+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Here, the same problem as for the 
21: - state for NF+ occurred. Thus, to eliminate 

convergence problems 5 states have been calculated rather than 3 states arising from 

the combination of CI(2p) + p+(3p) as presented in figure 1. Table 4.23 gives the 

energies of the five roots at each bond length and the first three roots considered have 

been chosen, exarnined and labelled, Figure 4.2.3 shows the three corresponding 

potential energy curves. Rootl and root3 are21- states and root2 is a 2A state. Table 

4.1.2.3. A gives the dominant configurations for the 21- states as the bond length is 

vane 

Table 4.1.2.3. A Dominant configurations for the21- state 

State Configuration Bond lepVo,, th 
12y- ... 72 (Y2 7C4 IC2 a8 Ocy 134 

22F, - ---7a28a2 9al 37C3 4, n 
3 

r: 5 1.8 
7a2 8U2 ga 2 10al 3n3 470 r ý! 1.9 A 

For the2A state the dominant configurations are as given in Table 4.1.2.2. A. From 

figure 4.2.3 it can be seen that the three roots are repulsive and for these three states 

no spectroscopic constants have been calculated and there are no experimental data. 
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4.1.2.4 The CI calculations for the t- states of PCI+ with the VQZ basis sets 

The energies obtained for the three roots and the corresponding three potential energy 

curves, labelledt- and 4A accordingly, are given in table 4.2.4 and figure 4.2.4. 

Roots I and 3 are 
4E- 

states and root2 is a 
4A 

state, For these three states the 

dominant configurations are given in table 4.1.2.4. A. 

Table 4.1.2.4. A Dominant configurations for thet- states 
S-tate 

---- - -------- 
Configuration Bond length 

-------------------- -------- - 141- 7ý: F 
2 8(72 9al 3 7r 

44 
7r 

2 

24E- 
... 7a 2 8a' ga 2 37C4 4712 r <1.9 A 
... 7a2 8a2 qa2 10al 3n3 4n' r ý: 2.0 A 

4A 
... 7CY2 8CY2 9a' 37E3 47C3 r: 5 1.6 A 

... 7CY2 8Cr2 ga 2 10al 37E3 47r 1 r ý! 1.8A 

As shown in figure 4.2.4, rootl is reasonably bound whereas roots 2 and 3 are 

repulsive. Thus, spectroscopic constants have been computed only for the 14Y. - state 

and are reported in table 4.1.2.4. B. 

14E- Table 4.1.2.4. B Spectroscopic constants of the , state 
Consts 0) 

e 
/Cff ' OjeXe /Cff I BO /crn-I B, /cin- I B2/cff Be /cff ae ICaf Re /A 

14Z- 427.56 5.98 0.245 0.242 0.238 0.246 0.003 2.04 

In contrast, there are no experimental spectroscopic data for the It- state. 

Therefore, the calculated constants for the 14Z- state can be regarded as predictions for 

the experimental constants. 

4.1-2.5 The CI calculations for the4Z+ states of PCI+ with the VQZ basis sets 

The energy values obtained, the corresponding potential energy curves and the 

d0minant configurations for this state are given in table 4.2.5, figure 4.2.5 and 

4,1.2.5 
-A respectively. 
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Table 4.1.2.5. A Dominant configurations for the 41: + State 

. ___State ------ - --------- - ------ 
Conftyýat, iop. 

------ -- -I ------ --- 
Bond__Ienýth- 

- -------- ---- I- -- 41+ 
---7G2 8a2 9(: y 

2 10a'3 Ir3 47t 1r <- 1.4 A, r ý! 1.7 

... 7CY2 8a 2 9crl 37C3 47r3 1.5 A: ý r: ý 1.6 A 

For the 
4, A state the dominant configurations are as for the 

41- 
state given in the 

previous section. Neither the 4E+ nor the 4A states are bound. Thus, no 

spectroscopic constants have been determined. Also, there are no experimental data 

for these states. 

4.1.2.6 The CI calculations for the4]Fl states of PCI+ with the VQZ basis sets 

The energies, the two potential energy curves and the dominant configurations are 

reported in table 4.2.6, figure 4.2.6 and table 4.1.2.6. A respectively. 

Table 4.1.2.6. A Dominant configurations for the411 state 

State Configu ation Bqpq L Jýpgt4 
------------- l4r, ... 7CY28CY2 ga 2 3n3 47r2 r>1.4 A 

24rl ... 7a 2 8a2 ga I 10al 3n4 47rl r ýt 1.4 

The 1411 state is a bound state and the 2411 state is repulsive. Thus, spectroscopic 

constants for 1411 state have been calculated and are reported in table 4.1.2.6. B. 

Table 4.1.2.6. B Spectroscopic constants of the 141-1 state 

_Consts 
0) c 

/crn-, 0)exe /cnf 1 Bo /cuý' B, /crn-' B2 /cin7' B,. lcný' a. /cin-'- 

14 rl 339.10 3.17 0.189 0.187 0.185 0.189 0.002 2.325 

Since no spectroscopic parameters have been determined experimentally our calculated 

values can be used for the prediction of experimental data. 
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4.1.2.7 General discussion for PCI+ 

For the doublet and quartet states the theoretical potential-energy curves are given in 

figures 4.2.9 and 4.2.10 respectively. As in the case of NF',. we have obtained only 

four bound states, namelyxln, Aýnftom the doublet states, 14E - and 14 nfrom the 

quartet states. Unlike the X21-I state, other three states are weakly bound, The 

ground state, X2rI, is the lowest root (1211) which gives an equilibrium bond length of 

r=1,915 A. The next dissociation asymptote CI(2P) + P+('D) lies higher than CI(2P) 

+ P'('P) by 1.10 eV. The shoulders in the potential-energy curves for the2A and 221- 

states in the region of r=2.4 A and 1.8 A respectively arise from avoided intersections 

with states correlating with the above dissociation asymptote. However, these 

avoided crossings are not as pronounced as for the 2A and 221- states of NF'. As in 

the case of NF',, the 141 - and l4n states have very different bond lengths for the 

potential minima. Thus, the Franck-Condon factors for this transition will be 

unfavourable. Table 4.1.2.7. A reports the energies of the bound states at their 

equilibrium bond lengths, the energies for all states relative to the X211 state at r. = 

1.915 A, T. values, dipole moments and spectroscopic constants for the bound states. 

As described in subsection 4.1.2.1 , 
for the X2n ground state the calculated 

spectroscopic constants are in excellent agreement with experimental data [8,9], 

whereas for the Aý11 state the agreement between theory and experiment is a little less 

good. On the other hand, it is very difficult to calculate accurate spectroscopic 

constants for weakly bound states. Table 4.2.7 and figure 4.2.7 show the dipole 
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inonients and dipole moment functions for the X'11, A'Fl, I 
4E - and 141-1 

states, and 

table 4.2.8 and figure 4.2.8 present the electronic transition moments and the electronic 

transition moment functions for the A2 fl --* X2 rl and 14E- _. )ý l4r, transitions. As the 

internuclear distance becomes longer the dipole moment functions in figure 4.2.7 are 

seen to approach linear functions as in the case of NF'. Comparison with figure 4.1.8 

shows that the electronic transition moments for the A 2fl X21-1 transitions are of 

comparable magnitude for NF' and PCI' in the vicinity of the respective potential 

niinima. There are many points in common between both ions discussed above and 

the molecular ion PF+ [1] for which the lowest dissociation asymptote is P+('P) + 

F('P). For the three ions considered, the ground states, l2rj 

, and the weakly bound 

I'F, - and l4rj states with unfavourable Franck-Condon factors are comparable. On the 

other hand,, the 2 21-1 states for NF' and PCI-' are bound states but for PF+ this state is 

repulsive. In the case of NCl', quite different behaviour was found because the 

lowest dissociation limit N(4S) + Cl+(3p) lies lower than N+ (3p) + CI(2p) by 1.5 7 eV. 

Due to the closeness of two dissociation asymptotes many more bound states anse for 

NCI' than for NF', PF+ and PCI+. As one moves down the periodic table from the first 

to the second row the effect of additional inner shell electrons is reflected in the closer 

spacing of the electronic states as we move to the heavier molecular ions. 

The T. values for the A states are 5,1 eV, 4.5 eV and 3.5 eV to for NF+, PF + and PCI 

respectively. For the X211 states the depths of the potential wells are reduced as one 

Moves down the periodic table from NF' to PG'. For values calculated in our work 

for NF, PF+ and PCI+ are 5.5 eV, 5.0 eV and 4.3 eV respectively. 
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in conclusion, as shown in table 4.1.2.7. A there are only four bound states for PCl' 

which correlate with the lowest dissociation lirnýit. For the 14E- 
_4 141-1 transitions it 

would be expected that Franck-Condon factors are unfavourable. The theoretical 

constants are in good agreement with experimental parameters for states which have 

been observed experimentally. Thus, it is believed that our calculated constants will 

be reasonable predictions for other states. 
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4.2.1 The CI results for the 211 states of PCI+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table 4.2.1 Theoretical energy values 

R/A I ROOTI ROM 
1.3 -799.626219 -799.230919 
1.5 -800.075156 -799.767797 
1.6 -800.175518 -799.905977 
1.7 -800.230853 -799.995547 
1.8 -800.257478 -800.053412 
1.9 -800.265779 -800.090362 
2.0 -800.262730 -800.113339 
2.1 -800.252915 -800.127010 
2.2 -800.239366 -800.134448 
2.3 -800.224104 -800.137686 
2.4 -800.208485 -800.138079 
2.5 -800.193422 -800.136554 

2.75 -800.161629 -800.128283 
3.0 -800.140318 -800.118644 
3.5 -800.119428 -800.107336 
4.0 -800.111252 -800.104119 
4.5 -800.107464 -800.102989 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.2.1 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.2.2 The CI results for the2Y, + states of PCI+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table 4.2.2 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI , ROM 
1.3 -799.440469 -799.399487 
1.5 -799.863729 -799.854600 
1.6 -799.962597 -799.959660 
1.7 -800.024981 -800.020253 
L9 -800.090877 -800.069769 
2.0 -800.107094 -800.077018 
2.1 -800.116294 -800.079389 
2.2 -800.120618 -800.079391 
2.3 -800.121707 -800.078314 
2.5 -800.119368 -800.081993 
2.75 -800.114718 -800.099217 
3.0 -800.112559 -800.106442 
3.5 -800.110646 -800.109499 
4.0 -800.108770 -800.108460 
4.5 -800.106814 -800.106690 

2Z+ 2A 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.2.2 Calculated potential energy curves 

(Tj 

w 
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-799.6 

-799.8 
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2y- 4.2.3 The CI results for the , states of PCI+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table 4.2.3 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROOT2 ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.55 -799.875541 -799,913923 -799.692808 -799.689059 -799.631649, 

--, 

1.60 -799.924077 -799,959511 -799.746900 -799.745890 -799.689930 
1.70 -799.991847 -800.020163 -799.830032 -799.823008 -799.777045 
1.80 -800.033813 -800.053772 -799.882935 -799.876562 -799.852127 
1.90 -800.060278 -800.069834 -799.925792 -799.925310 -799.903861 
2.00 -800.077120 -800.077271 -799.970766 -799.969423 -799.949126 
2.10 -800.087963 -800,079740 -800.005448 -800.006675 -799,983503 
2.20 -800.094952 -800.079759 -800.033108 -800.034290 -800.009316 
2.30 -800.099422 -800.078690 -800.054014 -800.055178 -800.028386 
2.40 -800.102228 -800.077306 -800.070659 -800.069641 -800.042184 
2.50 -800.103935 -800.082649 -800.081195 -800.075208 -800.051906 
2.75 -800.105655 -800.099406 -800.097991 -800.071738 -800.064199 
3.00 -800.106893 -800.106499 -800.103488 -800.070934 -800,069212 
3.50 -800.109217 -800.109409 -800.103250 -800.069800 -800.069319 
4.00 -800.108287 -800.108412 -800.102906 -800.067698 -800.067489 
4.50 -800.107138 -800.107209 -800.102977 -800.066236 -800.066129 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.2.3 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.2.4 The CI results for thet- states of PCV with the VQZ basis sets 

Table 4.2.4 Theoretical energy values 

-799.2 

4z- 42: - 4, A 

E/flartree 

Figure 4.2.4 Calculated potential energy curves 

C) 
a) 
t 

w 
-799.7 

RJA ROOTI ROOT2 ROOT3 
1.3 
1.5 
1.6 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 

2.75 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 

-799.464861 
-799.921811 
-800.027028 
-800.117717 
-800.132962 
-800.138150 
-800.137783 
-800.134790 
-800.130909 
-800.126976 
-800.123341 
-800.116138 
-800.112010 
-800.110476 
-800.108642 
-800.107130 

-799.207926 
-799.675320 
-799.791875 
-799.915900 
-799.949880 
-799.989742 
-800.024080 
-800.049725 
-800.068660 
-800.082428 
-800.092261 
-800.105566 
-800.110113 
-800.110310 
-800.108517 
-800.107057 

---------- ---- 
-799.042218 
-799.586427 
-799.725693 
-799.885918 
-799.944128 
-799.985835 
-800.019073 
-800.044959 
-800.064388 
-800.078669 
-800.088961 
-800.103000 
-800.107186 
-800.104697 
-800.103383 
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-800.2 ' 
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R/A 
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4y+ 4.2.5 The CI results for the , states of PCI+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table 4.2.5 Theoretical energy values 

R/A 
1.3 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.75 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 

ROOTI 

-799.075503 
-799.587803 
-799.728495 
-799.825332 
-799.900871 
-799.958588 
-800.001861 
-800.034137 
-800.057992 
-800.075388 
-800.087862 
-800.096628 
-800.108084 
-800.111581 
-800.110511 
-800.104931 
-800.082193 

ROM 

-799.052929 
-799.586886 
-799.727471 
-799.819908 
-799.888066 
-799.945502 
-799.990328 
-800.024364 
-800.049865 
-800.068714 
-800.082433 
-800.092245 
-800.105574 
-800.110155 
-800.110013 
-800.104719 
-800.082084 

4E+ 4A 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.2.5 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.2.6 The CI results for the4H states of PCI+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table 4.2.6 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.3 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.75 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 

-799.264104 
-799.785639 
-799.925103 
-800.015652 
-800.073880 
-800.110682 
-800.133223 
-800.146227 
-800.152836 
-800.155165 
-800.154673 
-800.152383 
-800.142989 
-800.132797 
-800.118055 
-800.110818 
-800.106592 

-799.243767 
-799.702685 
-799.809772 
-799.880373 
-799.929263 
-799.964825 
-799.991947 
-800.013518 
-800.031190 
-800.045844 
-800.057960 
-800.067881 
-800.085020 
-800.094401 
-800.101401 
-800.102737 
-800.101949 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.2.6 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.2.7 Dipole moments for the bound states of PCI' 

Table 4.2.7 Dipole moment values 

R/A X2rl A 2r, 14E- 14 1-1 

1.5 -0.024 0.757 0.753 -0.547 
1.6 -0.187 0.698 0.681 -0.650 
1.7 -0.359 0.600 0.580 -0.734 
1.8 -0.535 0.467 0.455 -0.813 
1.9 -0.721 0.312 0.311 -0.886 
2.0 -0.902 0.136 0.154 -0.941 
2.1 -1.071 0.062 -0.013 -0.989 
2.2 -1.224 -0.280 -0.187 -1.044 
2.3 -1.356 -0.516 -0.367 -1.118 
2.4 -1.468 -0.772 -0.554 -1.219 
2.5 -1.557 -1.046 -0.748 -1.350 
2.75 -1.713 -1.775 -1.262 -1.768 

Dipole moment / au 

Figure 4.2.7 Electronic dipole moment functions 
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4.2.8 Electronic transition moments for PCI' 

Table 4.2.8 Transition moment values 

R/A A2n _+ 
X2 n 141: - 

_ý. 
14 n 

1.5 -0.017 -0.221 
1.6 -0.041 -0.218 
1.7 -0.085 -0.211 
1.8 -0.126 -0.199 
1.9 -0.174 -0.183 
2.0 -0.230 -0.164 
2.1 -0.290 -0.144 
2.2 -0.353 -0.123 
2.3 -0.413 -0.102 
2.4 -0.467 -0.083 
2.5 -0.502 -0.066 
2.7 -0.511 -0.037 
2.9 -0.405 -0.015 
3.1 -0.242 0.004 
3.3 -0.117 0.010 
3.5 -0.051 0.011 
Electronic transition moment / au 

Figure 4.2.8 Electronic transition moments 
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4.1.3 Results for AsCl+ 

This time,, unlike NF+ and PCI' considered previously, for the two atoms As and Cl we 

have used different basis sets, namely the density matrix averaged atomic natural 

orbital (ANO) spd basis set of Pierloot et al. [32]. For all of the calculations we have 

used the MOLPRO suite of programs [156]. For As this basis set consisted of 

17sl5p9d basis functions contracted to 9s9p5d and for Cl 13slOp4d functions 

contracted to 7s7p4d. These basis functions were augmented with the addition of 

single sets of f functions on As and Cl with exponents 0.5 ao -2 and 0.75 ao 

respectively generating a basis set of 123 contracted Gaussian basis functions. As 

usual, including BBr' which will be discussed in the following section, molecular 

orbitals for subsequent CI calculations were generated in state averaged CASSCF 

calculations [146,147] for each spin and symmetry species and the state averaging was 

carried out over all the states of interest in the CASSCF calculations. The active 

space comprised the molecular orbitals Ila - 14a, 57r, 67r. The calculations of the 

potential energy curves have been performed with the internally contracted CI method 

of Werner and Knowles [150,151] where the sets of reference configurations 

consisted of the configurations used in the CASSCF calculations. 

Table 4.3 includes details of the numbers of roots considered (A), the sizes of the 

reference spaces (B), the numbers of contracted (C) and uncontracted (D) 

_. e 

I cOlingurations. 
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Table 4.3 Details of configuration interaction calculations for AsCl' 

State 
------------------- - 

A 
------------ I 

B 
--------------- -- 

c 
------------- -------------- 

D 
-- ----- ---- 2E+ 2 264 220680 - ---------- 7025992 

2 1-1 2 252 220188 6491140 
2z- 4 240 374960 5948696 
41+ 4 108 356644 5619904 
4ri 2 126 201938 5539026 
4z- 3 144 280228 5272700 

All the energy values and the potential energy curves obtained from the CI calculations 

2r,, 2F +, 2y 
using the ANO basis sets [32] with the addition of the f ftinctions for the 

'Z-5 41' 
and 

411 
states are shown in tables and figures 4.3.1 to 4.3.6, respectively. The 

donýinant configurations obtained from the CI calculations for each of the six states 

mentioned above are presented in tables 4.1.3.1. A to 4.1.3.6. A respectively. In the 

region of the equilibrium bond length (r = 2.055 A) for the X2 rl state I la and 12a 

correspond predominantly to a3s orbital on chlorine and a 4s orbital on arsenic 

respectively. The orbital 13a is a bonding orbital and 14, a is an antibonding orbital 

comprising CI 3p,,, and As 4p, The orbitals 51r and 61r are bonding and antibonding 

conbinations of p,, orbitals on chlorine and arsenic. As the intemuclear distance 

increases the orbitals Ila, lRy and 5n correlate with the 3s, 3p, and 3p, orbitals on 

chlorine whereas 12cy, 14a and 67t correlate with the 4s, 4p,, and 4p, orbitals on 

arsenic. 

As in previous sections, these calculations have been performed under C2v symmetrY 

and the wavefunctions have been examined and assigned as 7, or A- 
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4.1.3.1 The CI calculations for the 2 nstates of AsCl' with the ANO basis sets [321 

Table 4.3.1, figure 4.3,1 and Table 4.1.3.1. A show, in turn, the energies obtained in the 

C1 calculations, the corresponding potential energy curves and the dominant 

Co gurations. 

Table 4.1.3.1. A Dominant configurations for the 2 nstate 

State Configuration 
121-1 ... I ICT2 Cr2 

N. & 
a2 714 

Bond lengýh 
12 13 5 67rl r -< 3. O"A 

I ICT2 12C3.2 13 C72 5 713 61r2 r >- 3 .1A 
2 2r, 

... I ICT2 12CY2 13CY2 57C3 67r2 r <- 3 ,1A 
1 IU2 12a2 l3al 14al 51r4 67rl r ý! 3.2 

As shown in figure 4.3.1, there are bound states from the two potential curves 

generated. Rootl(12TI) has a reasonable amount of binding and root2(22fl) is weakly 

bound. Spectroscopic constants for both states have been calculated. Here, also for 

the two states spectroscopic data have been determined experimentally [33]. Thus, 

the theroretical and experimental parameters are reported in table 4.1.3. LB and the 

calculated constants are compared with experimental data [33] as follows. 

Table 4.1.3. LB Spectroscopic constants for the2n state 

CONSTS EXPT. (12rl) ROOT I (12H) EXPT. (2211) ROOT2(22ri) 
0) 

e 
/CM-' 527.00' 519.42 230.43 

WeXeICnf' 1.577' 1.69 1.21 
B,, /cm-1 0.16738 0.1 1294c 0.10989 
B, /crn-1 0,16663 0.1 1217c 0.10911 
B, /cm-1 0.16589 0.10833 
Bý /crn7l 0.17140c 0.16775 0,11028 
ae /CM-1 c7.68 x 10-4 7.45 x 104 0.00078 

Re 2.03 1c 2.055 2.498c 2.530 

cExperimental data from reference [33]. 
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in the case of the 12r, state, the errors between (t), (t) 
e 

Xe 
) B, a, and R, and 

experimental values [331 are 1.44 %, 7.17 %, 2.13 %, 2.99 % and 1.18 %. 

For the 2 21-1 
state, there are errors of 2.70 %, 2.73 % and 1.28 % between the 

theoretical values of BO , B, 
, and R, , and the experimental parameters. Therefore, 

for both states there is reasonable agreement with experiment. 

2y+ 4.1.3.2 The CI calculations for the , state of AsCl' with the ANO basis sets [321 

The energies obtained, the potential energy curves and the dominant configurations are 

in table 4.3.2. figure 4.3.2 and table 4.1.3. LA respectively. The wavefunctions have 

been examined and assigned as I+ or A. Roots I and 2 are, in turn, a2Z+ state and a 

'A state. 

Table 4.1.3.2. A Dominant configurations for the2l+ state 

State Corifiguration Bond length 
2y+ 

... 1(: 72 (Y2 G2 14al 57C4 12 13 r: 5 2.8 A 
I IC; 2 12a2 1302 l4al 5n3 6n 1rý: 2.9 

2A... Ila 2 12a 2 13a 1 5n 4 6n 2 
r: ýý 2.4 A 

. #. Ila2 12CY2 13G2 Mal 51C3 6n' r ýý 2.5 

From the figure 4.3.2 it can be seen that there are no bound states. State I has a very 

shallow minimum and state 2 is repulsive. For these two states no theoretical 

spectroscopic constants have been computed and no experimental data are available. 

4.1.3.3 The CI calculations for the 2E- states of AsCl+ with the ANO basis sets [321 

We encountered the same problem as in NF+ and PCI+. To avoid convergence 

problems we have calculated 4 states rather than the 3 states correlating with the 

combination of CI(2P) + As+ (3 P) as shown in figure 3. Thus, the first three roots 
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have been selected, examined and assigned as Z- or A. The energies of the four states 

at each bond length, the three corresponding potential energy curves and the dominant 

configurations are given in table 4.3.3, figure 4.3.3 and table 4.1-3.3. A respectively. 

Roots I and 3 are 
21- 

states and root2 is a 
2A 

state. 

Table 4.1.3.3. A Dominant configurations for the21- state 

State Configuration Bond len h 
I Ir ... 11CY2 12Cr2 13cr 1 51t4 61r2 

22F, - ... I la2 12cy 2 Bal 5n3 6R3 1.8 
*. 01 IC72 12a2 13 C72 Mal 57r3 6n' r >- 1.9 

For the 'A state the dominant configurations are as given in Table 4.1.3.2. A. From 

figure 4.3.3 the three roots are seen to be repulsive, Thus, no theoretical constants 

have been calculated. In addition, no experimental data are available. 

4.1.3.4 The CI calculations for thet- states of AsCl' with the ANO basis sets [321 

Table 4.3.4, figure 4.3.4 and table 4.1.3.4. A show, in turn, the energies, the potential 

curves and the dominant configurations. Roots I and 2 are4F, - states and root3 is a 4A 

state. 

4y- Table 4.1.3.4. A Dominant configurations for the , states 
State Configuration Bond length 
14E- ... 1 I(Y2 12CY2 Bal 5, n 4 61r2 

24E- ... 1 I(Y2 12cy' 13 (Y2 57C4 67C2 r:! ý 1.9 A 
I la2 12(72 13CT2 l4al 5n3 61rl r ý! 2.0 A 

4A 
... I la2 12CF2 13cyl 57r3 67r3 r: 5 1.8 A 

... 11(72 12CY2 13CY2 l4al 57r3 61rl r ý! 1.8 A 
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Figure 4.3.4 shows that root I is a bound state and roots 2 and 3 are repulsive, Thus,, 

theoretical spectroscopic constants have calculated for the 14E- state and are given in 

table 4,1.3.4. B. 

Table 4.1.3.4. B Spectroscopic constants of the I 
4E- 

state 

Consts o), /Ctliý' 0)eXeleM-1 B, /mý 1 B, /cm-' B2 /CM-, Be /cm-' ae /CM-l 
'K 

/A 

14S- 227.60 4.62 0.1367 0.1342 0.2632 0.1380 0.0025 2.265 

Since no experimental data are available for thet- state, the theoretical spectroscopic 

constants of the 141- state can be predictive of experimental parameters. 

4.1.3.5 The CI calculations for the4Z+ states of AsCl+ with the ANO basis setsp2l 

Due to convergence problems we have also considered 4 states rather than 2 states 

and the first two roots have been chosen, examined and labelled as V or A. Table 

4.3.5., figure 4.3.5 and table 4.1.3.5. A present, in turn, the energy values, the potential 

curves and the dominant configurations. Roots I and 2 is a t-'- state and a 'A state. 

Table 4.1.3.5. A Dominant configurations for the4E+ state 

State Configuration Bond lengt 
4y+ 

... CY2 CY2 It3 I ICY2 12 13 MY 15 670 

Forthe4A state the dominant wavefunctions are given in the previous subsection. 

Because states I and 2 are repulsive no theoretical constants have been obtained. On 

the other hand, for these states no experimental parameters have been determined. 

4.1.3.6 The CI calculations for the ý171 states of AsCl+ with the ANO basis sets 1321 

The energies, the potential curves and the dominant configurations are in table 4.3.6, 

figure 4.3.6 and table 4,1.3.6. A respectively. 
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Table 4.1.3.6. A Dominant configurations for the 4r, state 

State Configuration Bond length 
---------- ----------- -------------------- -------- - ------- -------- -. -0 --------- I 4rl 

... I ICY2 12CY2 13 CY2 5 7r3 67r2 

241-1 ... 11(: 72 12CY2 Bal Mal 5 7r4 61r 1 

The l4rj state is bound and the calculated spectroscopic constants are reported in table 

4.1.3.6. B whereas the 2 4rl state is repulsive. 

Table 4.1.3.6. B Spectroscopic constants of the 141-1 state 

Consts (1) 
e 

/CM-' CoeXe1C1d1 Bo /crrýI B, /cm-' B21crwl B, /crn-1 ae /cm-' Re /Ä 

14r1 247.56 1.48 0.1130 0.1122 0.1114 0.1134 0.0008 2.480 

There are no experimental data available for comparison with our theoretical values. 

4.1.3.7 General discussion for AsCl+ 

For the doublet and quartet states the calculated potential energy curves are shown in 

figures 4.3.9 and 4.3.10 respectively. As in the case of NF+ and PCI+, it can be seen 

pl. -I 
4rl. 

trom the two figures that there are fbiq bound states, namely 12n, 22TI, 141- and 

The IrI state is the ground state, X211, which has an equilibrium bond length of r= 

2,055 A and the 2 2rl state is the second root, AýH. which has a shallow minimum at 

the bond length of 2.530 A. The 2Z+ 
state has a very shallow nfinimum and for the 

2, A 

state in the region of r=2.5 A the shoulder in the potential energy curve arises from an 

avoided crossing with a higher 2A state. In this region the dominant configuration 

Changes from ... 1 ICY2 12a2 l3al 5114 67C2 to ... I ICY2 12CY2 13CY2 14cyl 5n3 6n 1 as the 
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bond length is increased. There are several points in common between AsCI' and 

PCI+. First, the potential energy curves of the excited states of AsCl' are similar to 

those for PCI +. For these two species the four bound states mentioned above are the 

same. Second, as in the case of PCI +, the hump on the 2A 
potential curve in the region 

of r=2.5 A arises from an avoided intersection with a higher 2A 
state. For the 221- 

state, the doryfinant wavefunction changes in the vicinity of r=1.8 A but this is not 

apparent from the potential energy curve. Third, for the I 4E - and 14]FI states there are 

significant differences in the equilibrium bond lengths. Thus, for this transition the 

Franck-Condon factors are expected to be unfavourable. The bound states of the 

quartet states for AsCl' are similar to those for NF+, PF+ and PCI+. Table 4.1.3.7. A 

presents the theoretical spectroscopic constants, L, values, dipole moments for the 

bound states and the vertical energies of all the states calculated at the equilibrium 

bond length of r=2.055 A for the X2]Fl state. As described earlier in the subsection 

1, for the X21-1 state the theoretical constants for co, ý, O)eXe and Rý are in good 

agreement with the experimental parameters from Coxon et. al. [33] and for the A2n 

state the agreement for the calculated constant for B,, is comparable with that for the 

X2f, state. No experimental parameters are available for (t), and cv, x,, for the A 2f, 

state, but from the T, and To values of Coxon et. al. [33] a value of AGI/2of 232.2 cm-' 

has been derived for the separation of the v=0 and v=I levels which compares well 

with the value of 228.0 cm-' obtained from the theoretical constantsWe and O)eXe 

In our work we have not considered the effect of spin-orbit coupling. 
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For the A2n, /2 -4 X2]F, 
1/2 transition the experimental data from Coxon et. al [3 1J have 

been determined. They mention that the spin-orbit coupling is approximately 1387 

cnf 'for the X state and in the range 100 - 200 cm-' for the A state. Inclusion of spin- 

orbit coupling would have an effect on the theoretical Te values but the effect on the 

vibrational and rotational constants is expected to be much smaller. Liebeman et. al 

[1591 made relativistic CI calculations for the AsF molecule. In the case of the A'rI 

state consideration of spin-orbit coupling causes a splitting of about 1400 cm-1 

between the highest and lowest multiplets but the differences in the r. , and o) 

constants are much smaller. A recent paper of Latiftadeh and Balasubramanian [56] 

presents calculations for the potential energy curves for AsF using relativistic core 

potentials. However, in their calculations the effects of spin-orbit coupling have not 

been considered. Dipole moments and dipole moment functions for the bound states 

mentioned earlier are given in table 4.3.7 and figure 4.3.7. For a molecular ion the 

dipole moment depends-on the origin selected. Dipole moments have been computed 

mth respect to the centre of mass and in the direction AsCl. As the bond length 

increases the ion dissociate to As' + Cl, the calculated dipole moments continUOUSlY 

decrease and should approach a monotonically decreasing function of r. The 

electronic transition moments and the electronic transition moment functions for the 

A2H _ý X211 and It- -+ 14n transitions are given in table 4.3.8 and figure 4.3.8- Due 

to the difference in the equilibrium bond length for the two quartet bound states 

electronic transitions are unlikely. 

At the end of the previous subsection 4.1.2.7, we have described that the spacing of 

the electronic states decreases as we move down from the first to the second row of 
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the periodic table due to the effect of additional inner shell electrons. This trend is 

continued on moving to the third row with T,, values 5.1.4.5ý 3.5 and 3A eV for the A 

state for NF+, PF+, PCl+ and AsCl+ respectively. In addition, the depth of the well, 

which is approximately a value of 3.4 eV for the X2, -, state of AsCl', is considerably 

less than the value of 4.3 eV for PCI'. 

From the comparison of our spectroscopic constants with the experimental data for the 

X2 H and Aýfl states it is believed that calculations at this level can provide a 

reasonable description of potential energy curves for molecules which include 

elements from the third row of the periodic table, 
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4.3.1 The CI results for the 2rl states of AsCl+ with the ANO basis sets [321 

Table 4.3.1 Theoretical ener 
R/A ROOTI 

ý values 
ROM 

1.4 -2693.122789 -2692.762089 
1.5 -2693.376793 -2693.055177 
1.6 -2693.537014 -2693.251686 
1.7 -2693.634909 -2693.383030 
1.8 -2693.691644 -2693.470648 
1.9 -2693.721106 -2693.528795 
2.0 -2693.732876 -2693.566899 
2.1 -2693.733321 -2693.591392 
2.2 -2693.726746 -2693.606627 
2.3 -2693.716073 -2693.615554 
2.4 -2693.703295 -2693.620182 
2.5 -2693.689781 -2693.621887 
2.6 -2693.676469 -2693.621621 
2.7 -2693.663999 -2693.620050 
2.8 -2693.652786 -2693.617653 
2.9 -2693.643060 -2693.614787 
3.0 -2693.634884 -2693.611730 
3.1 -2693.628162 -2693.608703 
3.2 -2693.622669 -2693.605860 
3.3 -2693.618086 -2693.603237 
3.5 -2693.608130 -2693.596105 
4.0 -2693.546490 -2693.539144 
4.5 -2693.543242 -2693.538461 
5.0 -2693.541700 -2693.538434 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.3.1 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.3.2 The CI results for the2Z+ states of AsCl' with the ANO basis sets [321 

Table 4.3.2 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.3 -2692.547378 -2692.518111 
1.4 -2692.930073 -2692.907615 
1.5 -2693.172638 -2693.160484 
1.6 -2693.323760 -2693.321897 
1.7 -2693.422379 -2693.423172 
1.8 -2693.490328 -2693.484148 
1.9 -2693.536960 -2693.519760 
2.0 -2693.567965 -2693.539946 
2.1 -2693.587573 -2693.551065 
2.2 -2693.599108 -2693.557020 
2.3 -2693.605082 -2693.560082 
2.4 -2693.607392 -2693.561529 
2.6 -2693.606832 -2693.572329 
2.7 -2693.605482 -2693.580893 
2.8 -2693.604339 -2693.587184 
2.9 -2693.603588 -2693.591759 
3.0 -2693.603191 -2693.595044 
3.3 -2693.602877 -2693.600059 
3.5 -2693.602669 -2693.601180 
4.0 -2693.601494 -2693.601096 
4.5 -2693.541293 -2693.541139 
5.0 -2693.539184 -2693.539103 

2Z+ 2A 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.3.2 Calculated potential energy curves 
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2y- 4.3.3 The CI results for the , states of AsCI" with the ANO basis sets [321 

Table 4.3.3 Theoretical energy values 

ROOT I- 
- 

ROM 
___ _ 

ROOT3 ROOT4 
1.6 -2693.292760 -2693.324424 

_ 
-2693.092987 

__ _ 
-2693.098662 

1.7 -2693.398709 -2693.424770 -2693.214996 -2693.214845 
1.8 -2693.466571 -2693.484959 -2693.294657 -2693.292330 
1.9 -2693,510196 -2693.519877 -2693.355341 -2693.354167 
2,0 -2693.539180 -2693.540167 -2693.414788 -2693.413258 
2.1 -2693.558486 -2693.551406 -2693.460490 -2693.461830 
2.2 -2693.571403 -2693.557406 -2693.496495 -2693.497799 
2.3 -2693.580065 -2693.560463 -2693.523744 -2693.525049 
2.4 -2693.585869 -2693.561883 -2693.544268 -2693.545537 
2.5 -2693.589745 -2693.562994 -2693.559648 -2693.560223 
2.6 -2693.592327 -2693.572617 -2693.571106 -2693.561935 
2.7 -2693.594048 -2693.581023 -2693.579576 -2693.561621 
2.8 -2693.595215 -2693.587230 -2693.585762 -2693.561178 
2.9 -2693.596075 -2693.591771 -2693.590171 -2693.560814 
3.0 -2693.596882 -2693.595098 -2693.593087 -2693.560847 
3.1 -2693.597921 -2693.597455 -2693.594494 -2693.561439 
3.2 -2693.599017 -2693.598986 -2693.594993 -2693.561822 
3.3 -2693.599743 -2693.599864 -2693.595048 -2693.561854 

2z- 2A 2E- 

E/Hartree 

-2693.10 

,u -2693.30 

-2693.50 

-2693.70 ' 
1.6 2.1 2.6 3.1 

R/A 
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4.3.4 The CI results for the t- states of AsCl"- with the ANO basis sets 1321 

R/A 
-------------- ------ 

ROOTI 
- ------------------ --------- -------------- 

ROM 
------------------------------------------- 

ROOT3 
--------------- 1.4 -2692.971738 -2692.712195 

------------------------- 
-2692,584304 

1.5 -2693.226264 -2692.974640 -2692.875809 
1.6 -2693.388252 -2693.147789 -2693.069931 
1.7 -2693.488755 -2693.261918 -2693.197731 
1.8 -2693.547355 -2693.337159 -2693.293873 
1.9 -2693.581797 -2693.387162 -2693.373188 
2.0 -2693.599794 -2693.434133 -2693.430915 
2.1 -2693.608400 -2693.479754 -2693.474448 
2.2 -2693.611528 -2693.513797 -2693.508660 
2.3 -2693.611835 -2693.539090 -2693.534458 
2.4 -2693.610839 -2693.557755 -2693.553665 
2.5 -2693.609329 -2693.571409 -2693.567814 
2.6 -2693.607689 -2693.581296 -2693.578117 
2.7 -2693.606109 -2693.588368 -2693.585513 
2.8 -2693.604689 -2693.593356 -2693.590713 
2.9 -2693.603503 -2693.596811 -2693.594240 
3.0 -2693.602644 -2693.599149 -2693.596440 
3.1 -2693.602214 -2693.600679 -2693.597531 
3.2 -2693.602178 -2693.601631 -2693.597780 
3.3 -2693.602292 -2693.602172 -2693.597593 
3.5 -2693.602437 -2693.602305 -2693.596919 

4z- t- 4, A 

Table 4.3.4 Theoretical energy values 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.3.4 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.3.5 The CI results for the4E+ states of AsCl+ with the ANO basis sets [321 

Table 4.3.5 Theoretical energy values 

R/A _ROOT 
I ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 

1.6 -2693.072407 -2693.069057 -2693.058171 -2693.048538 
1.7 -2693.206890 -2693.201020 -2693.186039 -2693.179955 
1.8 -2693.309713 -2693.296478 -2693.275369 -2693.272852 
1.9 -2693.387998 -2693.374571 -2693.331318 -2693.327368 
2.0 -2693.446518 -2693.434569 -2693.364493 -2693.360774 
2.1 -2693.489967 -2693.479636 -2693.383894 -2693.380599 
2.2 -2693.522032 -2693.513228 -2693.394766 -2693.391903 
2.3 -2693.545487 -2693.538056 -2693.400630 -2693.398176 
2.4 -2693.562426 -2693.556200 -2693.403865 -2693.401836 
2.5 -2693.574435 -2693.569136 -2693.414028 -2693-405701 
2.6 -2693.582965 -2693.578579 -2693.433472 -2693-407728 
2.7 -2693.588815 -2693.585202 -2693.448490 -2693.410185 
2.8 -2693.592432 -2693.589474 -2693.459988 -2693.411991 
2.9 -2693.595067 -2693.592685 -2693.468628 -2693.417810 
3.0 -2693.596720 -2693.594797 -2693.475113 -2693.423326 
3.1 -2693.597644 -2693.596089 -2693.479912 -2693.427394 
3.2 -2693.598083 -2693.596823 -2693.483439 -2693.430346 
3.3 -2693.598215 -2693.597192 -2693.486016 -2693.432467 
3.5 -2693.598075 -2693.597391 -2693.489298 -2693.435113 
4.0 -2693.596973 -2693.596692 -2693.491907 -2693.437085 
4.5 -2693,593772 -2693.593629 -2693.489736 -2693.434735 
5.0 -2693.586729 -2693.586647 -2693.483330 -2693.428209 

4F+ 4, A 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.3.5 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.3.6 The CI results for the 41, states of AsCl+ with the ANO basis sets 1321 

Table 4.3.6 Theoretical energy values 

_R/A 
ROOTI ROM 

1.4 -2692.776906 -2692.750956 
1.5 -2693.071151 -2692.998238 
1.6 -2693.269061 -2693.160016 
1.7 -2693.401652 -2693.270117 
1.8 -2693.489951 -2693.347630 
1.9 -2693.548201 -2693.403464 
2.0 -2693.586032 -2693.444698 
2.1 -2693.609957 -2693.476070 
2.2 -2693.624397 -2693.500635 
2.3 -2693.632380 -2693.520267 
2.4 -2693.636006 -2693.536108 
2.5 -2693.636741 -2693.548908 
2.6 -2693.635611 -2693.559210 
2.7 -2693.633334 -2693.567443 
2.8 -2693.630408 -2693.573963 
2.9 -2693.627169 -2693.579061 
3.0 -2693.623824 -2693.582965 
3.1 -2693.620398 -2693.585761 
3.2 -2693.615894 -2693.586534 

E[Hartree 

Figure 4.3.6 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.3.7 Dipole moments for the bound states of AsCI+ 

Table 4.3.7 Dipole moment values 

1.3 

Dipole moment/au 

Figure 4.3.7 Electronic dipole moment functions 

CU 

C 
U) 
E 
0 
E 
U) 
0 
a. 
0 

0.3 

-0.7 

1.5 0.5192 1.3598 -0.0055 1.3770 
1.6 0.3781 1.3274 -0.0750 1.3271 
1.7 0.2265 1.2594 -0.1342 1.2518 
1.8 0.0739 1.1554 -0.1773 1.1559 
1.9 -0.0961 1.0374 -0.2189 1.0439 
2.0 -0.2627 0.8990 -0.2399 0.9200 
2.1 -0.4191 0.7427 -0.2511 0.7877 
2.2 -0.5603 0.5702 -0.2651 0.6495 
2.3 -0.6822 0.3830 -0.2940 0.5062 
2.4 -0.7820 0.1818 -0.3469 0.3580 
2.5 -0.8576 -0.0323 -0.4263 0.2049 
2.6 -0.9085 -0.2578 -0.5289 0.0469 
2.7 -0.9361 -0.4919 -0.6483 -0.1155 
2.8 -0.9456 -0.7295 -0.7769 -0.2814 
2.9 -0.9473 -0.9622 -0.9077 -0.4494 
3.0 -0.9568 -1.1778 -1.0352 -0.6177 
3.1 -0.9895 -1.3641 -1.1579 -0.7844 
3.2 -1.0539 -1.5159 -1.2801 -0.9487 

X211 Ai i lE- 14 ri 

A Fl 

14y- 1 '2, 

X2rl 

1.4 2.4 

R/A 
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4.3.8 Electronic transition moments for AsCl' 

Table 4.3.8 Transition moment values 

R/A _4 
X2 Aýrl ri 14y- _4 14 TI 

1,5 0.0327 -0.2350 
1.6 0.0527 -0.2317 
1.7 0.0893 -0.2232 
1.8 0.1270 -0.2106 
1.9 0.1725 -0.1944 
2.0 0.2254 -0.1756 
2.1 0.2840 -0.1551 
2.2 0.3458 -0.1336 
2.3 0.4074 -0.1122 
2.4 0.4645 -0.0920 
2.5 0.5083 -0.0735 
2.6 0.5407 -0.0571 
2.7 0.5546 -0.0428 
2.8 0.5452 -0.0305 
2.9 0.5092 -0.0194 
3.0 0.4472 -0.0091 
Electronic transition moment/au 

Figure 4.3.8 Electronic transition moments 
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4.1.4 Results for BBr+ 

As in the case of AsCl', in the calculations using the MOLPRO program the density 

matrix averaged atomic natural orbital (ANO) spd basis sets of Pierloot et. al, [32] 

have been used for both atoms B and Br. For B lOs6p3d primitive Gaussian 

functions were contracted to 7s6p3d functions and for Br 17sl5p9d functions were 

contracted to 9s9p5d. For both the boron and the bromine atoms single sets of f 

functions were added to this basis set with exponents 0,5 ao-2 and 0.7 5 ao-2 31 

respectively resulting in 115 contracted Gaussian functions. For each spin and 

symmetry species molecular orbitals obtained from state averaged CASSCF 

calculations [146,147] were used in subsequent CI calculations. The active space is 

composed of the valence orbitals 9a - 12a, 47r, 57r. As previously, for the CI 

calculations the internally contracted CI method of Knowles and Werner [ 150,15 1] has 

been used and the sets of reference configurations consisted of the configurations used 

in the CAS SCF calculations - 

Details of the numbers of roots considered (A), the sizes of the reference spaces (B), 

the numbers of contracted (C) and uncontracted. (D) configurations are given in table 

4.4. Here, due to the convergence problems in the CI calculations, we have 

considered more states than the numbers of roots defined from the combinations of 

Br(2P) + B+('S) and Br'('P) + B(2P) as presented in figure 4. These calculations have 

been carried out under C2, symmetry and, where necessary, the wavefunctions have 

been examined and assigned to F, or A. 
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Table 4A Details of configuration interaction calculations 

State 
------------------- 

A 
--- 

B 
----------- 

c 
- --.. - ----- - ----- 

D 
2E+ 6 616 - 526644 ---------- ------- 6498628 
2ri 5 588 453636 6327284 
2z- 5 560 452379 6156011 
4E+ 5 320 429376 5484828 
4ri 4 336 357712 5444642 
4z- 5 352 429408 5393652 

The energy values obtained and the potential energy curves obtained for the 
2Z',, 2r, 

) 

1,2 4 Z-2 4 1+ and 
41-1 

states, in turn, are represented in tables and figures 4.4.1 to 4.4.6, 

and the dominant configurations are given in tables 4.1.4.1. A to 4.1.4.6. A respectively. 

In the region of the equilibrium bond length (r=1.755 A) for the ground state the 

orbital 9a is predominantly Br(4s), the orbital 10a is an antibonding combination of 

B(2s), Br(4s) and Br(4p, ), the orbital I la is a bonding combination of B(2s, 2p, ) and 

Br(4p,, ), the orbital 12a is an antibonding combination of B(2s, 2p,, ) and Br(4s, 4p,, ), 

the orbital 4n is predominantly Br(4p, ) and the orbital 5n is predominantly B(2p, ). As 

the dissociation asymptote is approached the orbitals 9a, Ila and 471 correlate with 

the orbitals 4s, 4p,, and 4p,, on bromine whereas I 0a, 12cr and 57r correlate with 2s, 

2p, and 2p, on boron. 

4.1.4.1 The CI calculations for the2Y, + states of BBr' with the ANO basis sets [321 

The energies, the potential curves and the dominant configurations are in table 4.4.1, 

figure 4.4.1 and table 4.1.4.1. A respectively. 
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Table 4.1.4.1. A Dominant configurations for the 'I' state 

State Configuration Bond len th ,w ----------- ----- ---- ---- -- ---------- ------------- - -------- ---- --------- --------------------- -g ---------- 2y+ 
... 9(12 1() 2 

114 1, GI Icy' 4 
22F, +. 

*. 9(y 21 ()(; 1 11 (: y 
2 47t4 

... 9G2 loG2 I la' 4n3 5n1 
2A 

... ga 21 OCF2 lla'47r3 57r 1 

As shown in table 4.4,1 and figure 4.4.1, roots I and 3 are 
2Z+ 

states and root 2 is a 
2A 

state and they all are bound states. Root I has quite a deep well and roots 2 and 3 

have a reasonable amount of binding. Thus, spectroscopic constants have been 

calculated and the theoretical and experimental constants are compared in table 

4.1.4.1. B. 

Table 4.1.4. I. B Spectroscopic constants for the 2V state 

CONSTS EXPT. (121) ROOT 1 (121) ROM (22Z+) ROOT3(2A) 
O)e/Crn7l 761.5' 944.94 476,08 542.61 

0) 
e 
Xe /Crd' 6.3' 5.6 0.017 3.14 

B� /cm-' 0.56408 0.3667 0.4140 
B, /cm71 0.55988 0.3663 0.4089 
B2/cm-1 0.55563 0.3658 0.4049 
B, /cm-' 0.56620 0.3669 0.4161 

a. /cm-' 0.0042 0.0004 0.0046 
R, /A 1.755 2.180 2.045 

'Experimental data [3 5 ]. 

However, for thf. I 2E+ state there are errors of 24.1 % and 11.1 % between theory and 

experiment for the vibrational constant (co, ), anharmonicity constant (o), x, ) 

respectively. Therefore, our constants are in disagreement with experimental values. 

4.1.4.2 The CI calculations for the 2 1-1 states of BBr' with the ANO basis sets [321 

The energies, the potential curves and the dominant configurations are, in turn, given 

in table 4.4.2 . 
figure 4.4.2 and table 4.1.4.2. A. 
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Table 4.1.4.2. A Dominant configurations for the 'fl state 

State Configuration Bond length 
-------------------- -------- -------- -------------------- 121-1 ... 9U2 Cýa2 4TC4 5711 r <- 1.7 

... ga 2 10a2 I ja2 47T3 r> L8 
22 1-1 ... qa2 1002 1 ICr2 47r3 r<1.7 A 

... ga2 ICýG2 47r4 57t 1 1.8: ý r: ý 2.8 A 

... 9CY2 I Cýa2 1 IG2 47C2 57c 1 r>3.0 A 
3 2n 

... 9U2 loal Ila' 47r4 57r 1 r<1.6 A 

... ga2 I CýU2 41r3 57C2 1.7: 5 r: ý 2.0 A 

... 9CY2 I ()a2 I lal l2a l 41T3 2.1: 5 r52.8 A 

... ga2 1 OG2 11 CY2 4, n2 57c 1 r ý: 3.0 A 

From the figure 4.4.1, it can be seen that root I( 12n) is weakly bound, root2(22fl) has 

a local nummum and root3(3211) is repulsive. For roots I and 2 spectroscopic 

constants have been computed and presented in table 4.1.4.2. B together with 

experimental parameters [3 5] for the 221-1 state, 

Table 4.1.4.2. B Spectroscopic constants for the 2r, state 

CONSTS ROOTI(12II) EXPT. (2 2M ROOT2(2 2rl) 

O)elcm-l 335.37 813.8' 791.76 
coexelcm-1 2.32 7.5c 7.84 
Bo /cnf 1 0.3612 0.5094 
A /cm-' 0.3134 0.5044 

1 
B2/cm-' 0.3101 0.4971 
B� /cnýl 0.3178 0.5128 
ae /CM-' 0.0030 0.0061 

Rý, /A 2.345 1.845 

'Experimental data from reference [35]. 

For w, and co, _x, theoretical constants differ from experimental values [3 5] by 2.71 % 

and 4.53 %. Thus, there is reasonable agreement between theory and experiment for 

the 22rI state. 
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4.1.4.3 The CI calculations for the 2E- states of BBr' with the ANO basis sets [321 

The energies, the potential curves and the dominant configurations are given in table 

4.4,3, figure 4.4.3 and table 4.1.4.3. A respectively. Roots I and 3 are 2E- states and 

root2 is a2 state. 

Table 4.1.4.3. A Dominant configurations for the2E- state 

State 
__Configuration 

Bond 1enVh 
12Z- ... ga 21 ()C; 2 I Icrl 47C3 57t 1 

221- ... ga2 IOa2 Ila' 47r3 5n' r<2.8 A 
... ga 21 Oa2 11 CY2 12al 47r2 r>2.9 A 

Roots I and 2 are reasonably bound whereas root3 is repulsive. Spectroscopic 

constants have been calculated for the 12Z- and 
2A 

states. For the 
2A 

state the 

calculated constants and the dominant configurations have already been reported in 

subsection 4.1.4.1. Thus, here only the calculated values for the 121- state are given in 

table 4.1.4.3. B. No experimental data are available for these states. 

Table 4.1.4.3. B Spectroscopic constants of the21- state 

Consts 0) e 
/CM71 CoeXe /cm: l Bo /cn7' B, /crn-' B2/cn-' B, /crn-I a, /crn7l Re /A 

12Z, 547.83 4.27 0.4133 0.4090 0.4047 0.4155 0.0043 2.05 

4.1.4.4 The CI calculations for thet- states of BBr' with the ANO basis sets 132] 

The energies, potential energy curves and the dominant configurations are given in 

table 4.4.4, figure 4.4.4 and table 4.1.4.4. A respectively 

and root I is a 
4, & state. 

Roots 2 and 3 are4l- states 
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Table 4.1.4.4. A Dominant configurations for the 41: - states 

State 
-- --- --------------- 

Configuration 
------- - 

Bond length 
----- ------------- -------- 14E- ... qa2 IOG2 lla'47t3 5n' 

24E- ... 9U2 10al 47C4 57t2 r <- L9 A 
... 9CY2 Cýa2 11CF2 12a' 47t2 r >- 2.0 A 

4A 
... 9G2 1 ()a2 I lal 4713 5n' 

As shown in figure 4.4.4, roots I and 2 are bound states and root 3 is repulsive. Thus, 

for the 
4A 

and 141: - states spectroscopic constants have been calculated and are given in 

table 4,1.4.4. B. However, for these states no experimental spectroscopic data have 

been reported. 

Table 4.1.4.4. B Spectroscopic constants of the 14Z- state 

consts 0) 
e 

/CM-' 0-)eXeICMý' Bo /cuf I B, Icnf I B2/cff I B,. /cff I a. /cff I Re /A 

14Z- 512.86 129 0.4073 0.4029 0.3983 0.4096 0.0044 2.065 
4A 554.23 4,09 0.4220 0.4176 0.4132 0.4242 0.0044 2.030 

4.1.4.5 The CI calculations for the4E+ state of BBr' with the ANO basis sets [321 

Table 4.4.5. figure 4.4.5 and table 4.1.4.5. A give the energies, the potential curves and 

the dominant configurations respectively. Root I and root2 are 4Z+ and 4, & states 

respectively. 

Table 4.1.4.5. A Dominant configurations for the4F, + state 

State Configuration Bond 
4y+ 

... 9 2 IOG2 n3 aI Icrl 4 51t' 

Both states are well bound. For the4A state the calculated constants and the dominant 

configurations were given in the previous section. The calculated spectroscopic 
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constants for the 41: + state are given in table 4.1.4.5, B. but for the 'Z' state there are no 

experimental data. 

Table 4,1.4.5. B Spectroscopic constants of the 4Z+ state 

colists 0) 
e 

/cm-, 03 
e 

Xe /Cnl-' B, /cni-' B, /cni-' B2 /cm-' Be lern-' ae /Cnl-' Re /Ä 

4E+ 597.97 4.30 0.4409 0.4364 0.4319 0.4431 0.0045 1.985 

4.1.4.6 The CI calculations for the 41-1 states of BBr+ with the ANO basis sets [321 

The energies, the potential curves and the dominant configurations are presented in 

table 4.4.6, figure 4.4.6 and table 4.1.4.6. A respectively. 

Table 4.1.4.6. A Dominant configurations for the4rl state 

State 
------------------------------------------ 

Confi 
-- - -------- 

gtýation 
--- ----------------- 

Bond length 
-- - ----------------------------------------- 14n ... qu 2 loal Ila' 4, n4 57r' r: 5 2.1 A 

... 9CY2 ICýa2 11al 12a ' 47C3 r ý! 2.2 A 

2 4rj 
... qa2 IOU 2 47r3 57r2 r:! ý 1.8 A 

... ga2 loa2 l, al 12a ' 4, n 
3 1.9: 5 r: 5 2.1 A 

... ga 2 ICýal Ila' 47C4 57c' 2.2:! ý- r:! ý- 2.3 A 

.! -- 9a 2 IOa2 I Ia2 4n2 57c' r ý! 2.4 A 

From the figure 4.4.6, it can be seen that both states are repulsive so theoretical 

constants have not been calculated. 

4.1.4.7 General discussion for BBr+ 

Figures 4.4.9 and 4.4.10 show the potential energy curves for the doublet and quartet 

states respectively. Compared to the other three molecular ions considered NF+, PCI+ 

ly 12E+ + 2A 12 -13,2 2rl 
ý2 

2E- 
and AsCl% there are many more bound states, name ,, 

227,3,3,1 E 31 

14E -4 121: + X2Z+' 

,, A and. 41'. The state is the ground state, with an equilibrium bond 
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length of r=1.755 A. The ft- and 'A states lie very close. For clarity we have not 

included the 12E- state in figure 4.4.9. The difference in energy between the two 21+ 

state curves at r=4.0 A is 3.2 eV, which is in reasonable agreement with the 

experimental energy difference of 3.54 eV for the two dissociation asymptotes. 

Unlike AlF+, AICI+ [441, GaF+, GaCl' [45], as the internuclear distance is varied the 

X'Y, ' state is represented well by a single dominant configuration. For the group 111a 

monolialide cations mentioned above [44,45] the lowest 21-1 states are repulsive 

whereas for BBr' the lowest 2 rl state has a shallow minimum at an equilibrium bond 

length of r=2.3 5 A. Inspection of the dominant configurations in table 4.1.4.2. A 

for the 'fl state shows that there is an avoided intersection between the 12 11 and 2 2rl 

states in the region of 1.75 A, and the 3 211 state, which is repulsive, has several 

avoided crossings with higher states at 1.6,2.0 and 2.9 A. For the X2Z +, 2 2E-, l2rl, 

22 rl and 2A states the dipole moments and the dipole moment functions are presented 

in table 4.4.7 and figure 4.4.7. The dipole moments have been reported with the 

centre of mass chosen as origin and in the direction Mr. As the internuclear distance 

is increased the X2 E+ state dissociates to B+ + Br, and the dipole moment becomes 

increasingly negative and is seen to approach a linear function of r. For the I'fl state 

there is a rapid change at r=1.75 A where there is an avoided intersection with the 

2 2r, state. For the 2 211 state there are rapid changes at r=1.75 A, and at r=2.8 A 

where there is an avoided crossIng with the 3 21-1 state. As the bond length becomes 

longer, the distance of the Br+ fragment from the centre of mass increases and the 
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dipole moment functions for the 2 2Z '-, 22 fl and 
2A 

states become increasingly positive. 

Table 4,1.4.7. A includes the energies of all of the bound states at their equilibrium 

bond lengths, the vertical energies of all states at the equilibrium bond length of r= 

1.755 A for the X2E+ state, the theoretical spectroscopic constants, Te values and 

dipole moments. Yamaguchi et al. [35] have assigned their spectra to the A2fIr 
-4 

2 1+ transition. Considering the theoretical potential energy curves this system would 

be expected to be the 22n, -+ X21' transition. However, for these two states there is 

poor agreement between the calculated spectroscopic constants and the experimental 

values of co'= 813.8 cnf 11, colt= 761.5 cm-1 and T. = 20171 cnf 1 (2.5 eV) observed by 

Yamaguchi etal. [35]. To make sure that our calculated potential energy curves were 

of reasonable accuracy we have carried out calculations for the 'I' state at neutral BBr 

for which spectroscopic constants have been obtained from Destoky et al. [160] in a 

rotational analysis of ten bands in the Alrl -+ X'I' transition detected in emission, 

We have used the same basis set as in the calculations for BBr', Molecular orbitals 

were generated from a CASSCF caldulation which has the same active space as for 

BBr', and the configurations included in the CASSCF calculation were used as 

reference configurations for a CI calculation of the X1F, + state. Table 4.4.9 and figure 

4.4.11 give the theoretical energy values and the calculated potential energy curve for 

the X'F, + state of BBr. As shown in figure 4.4.11, the potential curve is bound, and 

spectroscopic constants have been calculated and are given in table 4.1.4.7. B. 
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Table 4.1.4.7. B Spectroscopic constants of the 'Y-' state for BBr 

- consts (t) 
e 

/Cn'-' 0 
eXe 

/CM-' Bo /cm-' B, /cni-' B2 /cm-' B, /cni-' ct e 
/cm-, Re /A 

697.26 3.94 0.48570 0.48147 0.47729 0.48779 0.00421 1.897 

4.86 0.48918 0.00356 

For ( ,, 
it is seen that our values differ from the experimental data by 1.49 % t) 

eand 
B 

and 0.28 % and thus, our constants agree well wIth the experlmental values. 

Therefore, we are confident that our calculations for BBr' should produce reasonable 

data for the spectroscopic constants. It is very difficult to explain the observations of 

Yamamichi et al. [35]. Even though our value of o),, for the 2 2f, state is in 
C7- 

reasonable agreement with their value of O)e, the 2 21-1 
state is computed to lie 4.59 eV 

higher than the X21: + 
state and a transition between these states would result in 

emission in the region of 270 nm. Glenewinkel-Meyer et al. [36] believed this 

transition to lie at 300 rim. or less. Calculated vertical transition energies from the 2 2r, 

to the 12 1- state and 2A states are 0.78 eV and such transition energies would be 

expected not to be comparable with the T, value of 2.5 eV obtained by Yamaguchi et 

a]. [35]. Since there is a significant difference between the equilibrium bond lengths 

for the X'E' and 2 2E+ 
states, a broad emission spectrum would be expected for this 

transition. Vertical transition energies at r=1.755 A and 2.180 A are 5.9 eV and 3.5 

nussion will occur in the eV respectively. Thus 
, it would be expected that the e 

wavelength range 210 - 350 nm. The electronic transition moments and the electronic 

transition moment functions for the 2 2Z X21 ' and 2 21-1 
___), 

X2Z+ transitions are 

given in table 4.4.8 and figure 4.4.8 respectively Figure 4.4.8 shows that the 
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2Z+ 
_ý 

X2E+ 
electronic transition dipole moment for the 2- transition ranges from 0.30 

au. to 0.22 au. for the bond lengths from 1.8 A and 2.2 A. This is significantly smaller 

than the values reported by Glenewinkel-Meyer et al, [44] for AIF and AICI 
. Thus, 

for BBr' it would be expected that this transition would be less intense. In the vicinity 

of r=1.8 A the electronic transition dipole moment for the 2'1-1 --> 
X21' transition is 

somewhat larger. The avoided crossing between the I and 2 21-1 
state occurs in the 

region of r=1.755 A which is close to the equilibrium bond length for the 2 2n state, 

and the population of this state may be decreased by predissociation to the l2r, state. 

For the quartet states, only the 
4Z+, 141 - and 

4A 
states, resulting from the configuration 

... 9CY2 1002 1 Icy' 47C3 57r', are reasonably bound. These close-lying states are 

described well by one dominant configuration, and have comparable spectroscopic 

constants. Due to the closeness of the calculated potential energy curves these 

quartet states would seem to be unimportant for optical spectroscopy. We have 

carried out a comprehensive investigation of the low-lying electronic states for BBr' 

and are confident that our calculated spectroscopic constants should be reasonable 

predictions for experimental data. The disagreement with the data of Yamaguchi el 

al. [45] suggests that the spectroscopy of this species should be reinvestigated. 
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4.4.1 The CI results for the 2z+ states of BBr+ with the ANO basis sets 1321 

Table 4.4.1 Theoretical energy values 

R/A 
-- 

ROOTI ROOT2 ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 ROOT6 
1.4 -2596.848948 -2596 -539399 -2596.542443 -2596.491478 -2 5 96 48 78-9-3 - -- ---- --'2-5--9-6-. -4-07-976 
1.5 -2596.929338 -2596 . 651809 -2596.648279 -2596.593122 -2596.590405 -2596.523860 1.6 -2596.970862 -2596 . 722760 -2596.714660 -2596.657884 -2596.653746 -2596.601043 1.7 -2596.987422 -2596 . 766128 -2596.755668 -2596.696176 -2596.693577 -2596.652706 1.8 -2596.988335 -2596 . 791169 -2596.780748 -2596.717379 -2596.717530 -2596.687440 1.9 -2596.979903 -2596 . 804108 -2596.795919 -2596.727869 -2596.731056 -2596.710489 2.0 -2596.966447 -2596 . 809166 -2596.804735 -2596.739095 -2596.732054 -2596.724245 2.1 -2596.950953 -2596 . 809198 -2596.809124 -2596.745795 -2596.732979 -2596.729699 2.2 -2596.935483 -2596 -806114 -2596.810084 -2596.751236 -2596.732672 -2596.730373 2.3 -2596.921414 -2596 . 801180 -2596.808164 -2596.754543, -2596.732323 -2596.729614 2.4 -2596.909534 -2596 . 795236 -2596.803803 -2596.755833 -2596.732436 -2596.728905 2.5 -2596.900087 -2596 . 788848 -2596.797552 -2596.755545 -2596.733020 -2596.728722 2.6 -2596.892884 -2596 . 782411 -2596.790112 -2596.754151 -2596.733829 -2596.729004 2.7 -2596.887499 -2596 . 776232 -2596.782221 -2596.752062 -2596.734559 -25W729441 2.8 -2596.883495 -2596 . 770554 -2596.774549 -2596.749601 -2596.734949 -2596.729679 2.9 -2596.880488 -2596 . 765570 -2596.767637 -2596.746920 -2596.734793 -2596.729429 3.0 -2596.878204 -2596 . 761438 -2596.761949 -2596.743973 -2596.733961 -2596.728558 3.1 -2596.876445 -2596 . 758222 -2596.757783 -2596.740584 -2596.732414 -2596.727117 3.2 -2596.875073 -2596. 755856 -2596.755066 -2596.736751 -2596.730257 -2596.725275 3.5 -2596.872342 -2596. 752070 -2596.751603 -2596.725159 -2596.722151 -2596.719079 4.0 -2596.867066 -2596. 751109 -2596.751089 -2596.711585 -2596.706013 -2596.705913 4.5 -2596.864209 -2596. 748079 -2596.748157 -2596.705294 -2596-699505 -2596.699030 5.0 -2596.860571 -2596. 743520 -2596.743589 -2596.698520 -2596-693708 -2596.693706 
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Figure 4.4.1 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.4.2 The CI results for the 
21-1 

states of BBr+ with the ANO basis sets 1321 

Table 4.4.2 Theoretical energy values 
R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
2.7 
2.8 
2.9 
3.0 
3.1 
3.2 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 
5.0 

-2596.517074 
-2596.662854 
-2596.750961 
-2596.803430 
-2596.840421 
-2596.868096 
-2596.886839 
-2596.898884 
-2596.906252 
-2596.910261 
-2596.911880 
-2596.911816 
-2596.910515 
-2596.908394 
-2596.905756 
-2596.902851 
-2596.899951 
-2596.897153 
-2596.894250 
-2596.891412 
-2596.883694 
-2596.872408 
-2596.859397 
-2596.851102 

-2596.424142 
-2596.595790 
-2596.706871 
-2596.775128 
-2596.808774 
-2596.819799 
-2596.819744 
-2596.813589 
-2596.805515 
-2596.796509 
-2596.787365 
-2596.778242 
-2596.769680 
-2596.762015 
-2596.754991 
-2596.748639 
-2596.744386 
-2596.745481 
-2596.746757 
-2596.747882 
-2596.750384 
-2596.751091 
-2596.741442 
-2596.733347 

-2596.276667 
-2596.424334 
-2596.516918 
-2596.575471 
-2596.611686 
-2596.632833 
-2596.644283 
-2596.661821 
-2596.685337 
-2596.703298 
-2596.716546 
-2596.726071 
-2596.732626 
-2596.736989 
-2596.739880 
-2596.741965 
-2596.742432 
-2596.740942 
-2596.742204 
-2596.743598 
-2596.747666 
-2596.745631 
-2596.734925 
-2596.727465 

-2596.246088 
-2596,400018 
-2596.503499 
-2596,568383 
-2596.605160 
-2596.623788 
-2596.630761 
-2596.648791 
-2596.661892 
-2596.680984 
-2596.696620 
-2596.709507 
-2596,719574 
-2596.727190 
-2596.732895 
-2596.736881 
-2596,739285 
-2596.737528 
-2596.732789 
-2596.728405 
-2596.717441 
-2596.706246 
-2596.692774 
-2596.683131 

-2596.204170 
-2596.363678 
-2596.476096 
-2596.544809 
-2596.584615 
-2596.605159 
-2596.613089 
-2596.639610 
-2596.650184 
-2596.649364 
-2596.649061 
-2596.663704 
-2596.675565 
-2596.683080 
-2596.689092 
-2596.694294 
-2596,699756 
-2596.705501 
-2596,709934 
-2596.712732 
-2596.713305 
-2596.702392 
-2596.687348 
-2596.678398 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.4.2 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.4.3 The CI results for the 21- states of BBr-'- with the ANO basis sets P21 

Table 4.4.3 Theoretical energy values 
R/A 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.6 
2,7 
2,8 
2.9 
3,0 
3.1 
3.2 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 
5.0 

D ROOTI 

-2596.651952 
-2596.722973 
-2596.766350 
-2596.791064 
-2596.803983 
-2596.809051 
-2596.809103 
-2596.806047 
-2596.801139 
-2596.794885 
-2596.788501 
-2596.782085 
-2596.775945 
-2596.770356 
-2596.764852 
-2596,761060 
-2596.758266 
-2596.756389 
-2596.755632 
-2596.758519 
-2596.757873 
-2596.756708 

ROOT2 
---------- -- -2596.650550 

-2596.721475 
-2596.764784 
-2596.789453 
-2596.802362 
-2596.807459 
-2596.807568 
-2596.804592 
-2596.799779 
-2596.793697 
-2596.787423 
-2596.781114 
-2596.775076 
-2596.769583 
-2596.765533 
-2596.761646 
-2596.758744 
-2596.756720 
-2596.753917 
-2596,753148 
-2596.752703 
-2596.752623 

ROOT3 
----------------- -- --- 

-2596.592320 
-2596.657106 
-2596.695544 
-2596.717207 
-2596.727732 
-2596.732036 
-2596.733094 
-2596.732924 
-2596.732717 
-2596.732827 
-2596.733534 
-2596.734447 
-2596.735239 
-2596.735625 
-2596.737378 
-2596.741939 
-2596.746015 
-2596.749155 
-2596.752987 
-2596.752832 
-2596.752538 
-2596.752134 

ROOT4 

-2596,578642 
-2596.644772 
-2596.684616 
-2596.707658 
-2596.719577 
-2596.725192 
-2596.727452 
-2596.728355 
-2596.729078 
-2596.730073 
-2596.731426 
-2596.732875 
-2596.734161 
-2596.735221 
-2596.735377 
-2596.734348 
-2596.732514 
-2596.730008 
-2596.720273 
-2596,709082 
-2596.708141 
-2596.706910 

ROOT5 

-2596.362793 
-2596.421067 
-2596.457524 
-2596.484876 
-2596.516797 
-2596.549103 
-2596.577013 
-2596.600163 
-2596.619845 
-2596.672096 
-2596.691351 
-2596.706612 
-2596.718560 
-2596.727627 
-2596.732794 
-2596.733048 
-2596.731599 
-2596.729305 
-2596.719949 
-2596.706106 
-2596.703044 
-2596.702921 

2Z- 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.4.3 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.4.4 The CI results for the 4E- states of BBr+ with the ANO basis sets 1321 

Table 4.4.4 Theoretical energy values 

R/A 
_ _____ROOTI __ROOT2 

ROOT3__ 
___ROOT4 

ROOT5 
1.5 -2596.674880 -2596.656706 -2596.415021 -2596.350633 _ 

-2596.308401 
L6 -2596.742524 -2596.726845 -2596.473460 -2596.429447 -2596.388374 
1.7 -2596.783120 -2596.769839 -2596.510096 -2596.479760 -2596.441423 
1.8 -2596.805950 -2596,794865 -2596.533772 -2596.512628 -2596.483685 
1.9 -2596.817131 -2596.808044 -2596.552179 -2596.541667 -2596.527677 
2.0 -2596.820809 -2596.813393 -2596.577612 -2596.574847 -2596.560031 
2.1 -2596.820053 -2596.813970 -2596.608737 -2596.603318 -2596.592723 
2.2 -2596.816542 -2596.811594 -2596.637553 -2596,626438 -2596.618774 
2.3 -2596.811441 -2596.807423 -2596.662598 -2596.645103 -2596.639242 
2.4 -2596.805533 -2596.802272 -2596.683494 -2596.660041 -2596.655392 
2.5 -2596.799331 -2596.796681 -2596.700497 -2596.671885 -2596.668130 
2.6 -2596.793179 -2596.791018 -2596.714108 -2596.681192 -2596.678128 
2.7 -2596.787288 -2596.785521 -2596.724860 -2596.688420 -2596.685904 
2.8 -2596.781796 -2596.780345 -2596.733257 -2596.693951 -2596.691879 
2.9 -2596.776783 -2596.775587 -2596.739737 -2596.698098 -2596.696385 
3.0 -2596.772287 -2596.771303 -2596.744678 -2596,701119 -2596,699699 
3.1 -2596.768335 -2596.767527 -2596.748390 -2596.703244 -2596,702062 
3.2 -2596.764906 -2596.764251 -2596.751129 -2596.704613 -2596,703613 
3.5 -2596.757397 -2596.757409 -2596.755060 -2596.705884 -2596,705277 
4.0 -2596.748957 -2596.754249 -2596.748639 -2596.702112 -2596.701840 

47- 4 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.4.4 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.4.5 The CI results for thet' states of BBr+ with the ANO basis sets 1321 

Table 4.4.5 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.4 -2596.590907 -2596.565362 -2596.271836 -2596.227559 -2596.227047 
1.5 -2596.697125 -2596.674209 -2596.364884 -2596.356447 -2596.349990 
1.6 -2596.762194 -2596.741991 -2596.443364 -2596.428978 -2596.428172 
1.7 -2596.800214 -2596.782665 -2596.501972 -2596.479565 -2596.477630 
1.8 -2596.820552 -2596.805501 -2596.541822 -2596.520168 -2596.512814 
1.9 -2596.829559 -2596.816806 -2596.570305 -2596.555800 -2596.541992 
2.0 -2596.831414 -2596,820711 -2596.595694 -2596.580523 -2596.575508 
2.1 -2596.828876 -2596.819954 -2596.619700 -2596.603753 -2596.597419 
2.2 -2596.823740 -2596.816338 -2596.640017 -2596.626777 -2596.616185 
2.3 -2596.817202 -2596.811091 -2596.656410 -2596.645274 -2596.635655 
24 -2596.810155 -2596.805145 -2596.669395 -2596.660096 -2596.649733 
2.5 -2596.803033 -2596.798945 -2596.679587 -2596.671860 -2596.660661 
2.6 -2596.796124 -2596.792800 -2596.687496 -2596.681100 -2596.669262 
2.7 -2596.789614 -2596.786917 -2596.693566 -2596.688299 -2596.676057 
2.8 -2596.783599 -2596.781416 -2596.698159 -2596.693843 -2596.681436 
2.9 -2596.778134 -2596.776365 -2596.701581 -2596.698059 -2596.685700 
3.0 -2596.773236 -2596.771798 -2596.704076 -2596.701212 -2596.689085 
3.1 -2596.768895 -2596.767725 -2596.705838 -2596.703519 -2596.691775 
3.2 -2596.765091 -2596.764126 -2596.707014 -2596.705124 -2596.693902 
3.5 -2596.756657 -2596.756102 -2596.708262 -2596.707266 -2596.697813 
4.0 -2596.749654 -2596.749391 -2596.706545 -2596.706159 -2596.699803 

4Z+ 4A 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.4.5 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.4.6 The CI results for the 41-1 states of BBr+ with the ANO basis sets 1321 

Table 4.4.6 Theoretical enerizv values 
R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 
1.3 -2596.331302 -2596.227449 -2596.198799 -2596.065048 
1.4 -2596.479753 -2596.403027 -2596.362708 -2596.255158 
1.5 -2596.574313 -2596.515238 -2596.458515 -2596.384628 
1.6 -2596.634193 -2596.584233 -2596.522400 -2596.473768 
1.7 -2596.671051 -2596.624543 -2596.576196 -2596.537791 
1.8 -2596.693225 -2596.646279 -2596.621279 -2596.585071 
1.9 -2596.706303 -2596.659575 -2596.654294 -2596.620643 
2.0 -2596.714108 -2596.686857 -2596.659344 -2596.646340 
2.1 -2596.720502 -2596.706591 -2596.673152 -2596.651628 
2.2 -2596.731311 -2596.714239 -2596.689951 -2596.646986 
2.3 -2596.742589 -2596.715509 -2596.703788 -2596.640873 
2.4 -2596.751160 -2596.715400 -2596.714461 -2596.634809 
2.5 -2596.757158 -2596.723736 -2596.713585 -2596.629541 
2.6 -2596.761125 -2596.730630 -2596.711841 -2596.625424 
2.7 -2596.763633 -2596.735984 -2596.709901 -2596.623617 
2.8 -2596.765479 -2596.739494 -2596.708547 -2596.664323 
2.9 -2596.765934 -2596.742311 -2596.707124 -2596.673707 
3.0 -2596.765817 -2596.744374 -2596,705805 -2596.681178 
3.1 -2596.765330 -2596.745866 -2596.704615 -2596.687027 
3.2 -2596.764625 -2596.746929 -2596.703574 -2596.691550 
3.5 -2596.762046 -2596.748493 -2596.701551 -2596.699291 
4.0 -2596.758062 -2596.748758 -2596.703281 -2596.699543 
4.5 -2596.754866 -2596.748190 -2596.702851 -2596.699049 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.4.6 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4.4.7 Dipole moments for the bound states of BBr+ 

Table 4.4.7 Dipole moment values 

R/A X2E+ 

-- 

2A 

-- ------- --- --- 
22F, + 

------------------- --- - 
l2rl 

------- 
2rl 2 

---------------- 1.4 --- ------------------ ----- 
-0.4553 

------------- 
-0.1179 

--- 0.2556 - -- ------------------- 
-1.3269 

------------------------------ 0.9514 
1.5 -0.6482 -0.1804 0.1443 -1.2064 0.5368 
1.6 -0.8497 -0.2618 0.0416 -0.6893 -0.3034 
1.7 -1.0547 -0.3599 -0.0872 0.0106 -1.3516 
1.8 -1.2591 -0.4732 -0.2580 0.0030 -1.7079 
1.9 -1.4597 -0.6008 -0.4734 -0.2441 -1.8323 
2.0 -1.6547 -0.7405 -0.7244 -0.5466 -1.9111 
2.1 -1.8440 -0.8894 -0.9975 -0.8575 -1.9680 
2.2 -2.0310 -1.0430 -1.2795 -1.1686 -2.0172 
2.3 -2.2229 -1.1959 -1.5559 -1.4741 -2.0597 
2.4 -2.4296 -1.3417 -1.8103 -1.7724 -2.0894 
2.5 -2.6594 -1.4720 -2.0281 -2.0674 -2.1140 
2.6 -2.9135 -1.5744 -2.1993 -2.3591 -2.1387 
2.7 -3.1862 -1.6343 -2.3150 -2.6483 -2.1560 
2.9 -3.7527 -1.5326 -2.2841 -3.2316 -1.0529 
3.0 -4.0327 -1.3281 -2,0215 -3.5275 -0.3491 
3.1 -4.3045 -1.0347 -1.5578 -3.8141 -0.0792 
3.2 -4.5663 -0.7102 -1.0323 -4.0950 0.0592 
3.5 -5.2876 0.0244 -0.0373 -4.9023 0.0314 

Dipole moment/au 

Figure 4.4.7 Electronic dipole moment functions 
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4.4.8 Electronic transition moments for BBr+ 

Table 4.4.8 Transition moment values 

R/A 2 2Z+ 
__. ), X2E + 22n -).. 

x2E+ 

1.4 0.1258 -0.3142 
1.6 0.2526 -0.3928 
1ý8 0.3022 -0.3709 
2.0 0.2667 -0.2867 
2.2 0.2227 -0.2146 
2.4 0.2480 -0.1547 
2.6 0.3567 -0.1069 
2.8 0.4862 -0.0680 
3.0 0.5797 0.0335 

Electronic transition moment/au 

Figure 4.4.8 Electronic transition moments 
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Table 4.4.9 Theoretical energy values for the 'I+ state of BBr with the ANO basis sets [32] 

R/A 
---------------- ---- 

ROOTI 
-------- ---------------------------------- 

R/A 
---------------- -- 

ROOTI 
------------------- - ------ - - 1.0 2595.800953 2.4 - - ------- - ---- 2597.291327 

1.1 2596.375862 2.5 2597.280179 
1.2 2596.751270 2.6 2597.269149 
1.3 2596.991422 2.7 2597.258434 
1.4 2597.141808 2.8 2597.248181 
1.5 2597.233414 2.9 2597.238499 
1.6 2597.286857 3.0 2597.229471 
1.7 2597.315676 3.1 2597.221152 
1.8 2597.328715 3.2 2597.213575 
1.9 2597.331768 3.5 2597.195371 
2.0 2597.328629 4.0 2597.178831 
2.1 2597.321747 4.5 2597.173118 
2.2 2597.312653 5.0 2597.171358 
2.3 2597.302300 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.4.11 Calculated potential energy curve for the 'I' state of BBr 
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4.2 Potential energy surfaces for HC + NO 

The combustion reaction HC + NO has been chosen. Also, CASSCF and Cl 

calculations have been carried out with the VDZ basis sets for four states, namely 'E', 

and 'F, - for linear geometries, and 'A' state for bent geometries. 

For these calculations due to the computational difficulties some restrictions have been 

imposed on the possible configurations. The calculated energy values and the 

theoretical potential energy surfaces yielded from the calculations will be shown in 

section 4.2.1 which consists of two subsections 4.2.1.1 and 4.2.1.2 for linear 

geometries and bent geometries respectively. These calculations aimed to obtain 

potential energy surfaces for the reaction of HC with NO. However, we have only 

completed preliminary calculations because of lack of time. For collinear geometries 

we have found some discrepancies between calculations made for the C, and C2v 

symmetry. Our preliminary calculations show that for collinear geometries reaction is 

unlikely to occur whereas for non-collinear geometries reaction could occur without a 

barrier. 

4.2.1 The results for HC + NO 

As stated in the introduction,, here we consider the combustion reaction HC + NO. 

We present some preliminary calculations for the potential energy surfaces. 

As before, for this system the MOLPRO suite of programs [ 15 6] has been used for the 

calculation of potential energy surfaces for HC + NO using the correlation-consistent 

valence double-zeta (cc- vdz) basis sets devised by Dunning [157] and Woon and 

Dunning [158]. For the hydrogen atom the basis sets consisted of 4s functions 

contracted to 2s with the addition of a set of p functions and for C, N and 0 the sp 
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basis sets are composed of 9s4p functions contracted to 3s2p augmented with a set of 

d functions. Thus, the total number of contracted Gaussian basis functions was 47, 

Two sets of calculations have been made for linear and bent geometries. This time, 

due to the computational difficulty some limitations have been imposed on the 

calculations. First, we have used the vdz basis mentioned above rather than the vqz 

basis sets we have used for the diatomic molecular ions. Second, we have treated the 

2s-like electrons as core electrons in the CI calculations (for the CASSCF calculations 

we included the carbon 2s electrons in the active space). 

As usual, for each spin and symmetry species molecular orbitals for subsequent CI 

calculations are obtained from state averaged CASSCF calculations [146,147]. For 

the linear structure the active space consisted of the valence orbitals 6a, -I Oal, IbII bZ. 

2b, 2b2,3b, 3b2 (for the CI calculations the valence orbitals are 7a, - 10al, lbilb2, 

2b, 2b2,3bi3b2). For the bent structure the active orbitals are the valence orbitals 

6a'- 13a'. la"- 3a"(for the CI calculations the valence orbitals are 7a'- 13a. 

la"- 3a"). Cl calcullations with the sets of reference configurations used in the 

CASSCF calculations were made with the internally contracted CI method of Knowles 

and Wemer [ 15 0,15 1 ], 

For the linear geometries, the calculations have been performed for four states, namely 

3Z + 3y- 
and , under CN symmetry whereas for the bent geometry we have only 

calculated potential energy surfaces for the 'A' states under C. symmetry and the 

Calculations for the other states are left for further work. In the case of the linear 

geOmetry all calculated energy values and theoretical potential energy surfaces for the 

four states are given in tables and figures 4.5.1 to 4.5.4 respectively and for the bent 

structure theoretical energy values and calculated potential surfaces are given in table 
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4,61 and figure 4.6.1 respectively. For the linear geometries the wavefunctions have 

been exarnined and assigned to Z+ (or Z-) and A states, For the linear and bent 

geometries details of the numbers of roots calculated (A), the sizes of the reference 

spaces (B), the numbers of contracted (C) and uncontracted (D) configurations are 

presented in table 4.2.1. 

Table 4.2.1 Details of configuration interaction calculations 

State D 
Linear 

11+ 2 4984 245712 4363128 
11- 2 4788 244284 4338432 
31: + 2 7344 400804 7942166 
32 7476 401200 7923618 

Bent 
'A' 2 9800 489404 8717534 

4.2.1.1 The results for linear geometries with the VDZ basis sets 

In the calculations for the linear structures we have taken the bond lengths for HC and 

NO as 1.058 A and 1.198 A respectively from the optirnized linear geometry for 

HCNO reported byPinnavaia et al. [771. The C-N separation was then varied. 

4.2.1.1.1 The CI calculations for the 'Y, ' states of HC + NO 

The calculated energy values, the potential energy curves and the don-ýnant 

configurations, as the C-N distance is varied, are given in table 4.5.1, figure 4.5.1 and 

table 4.2.1.1.1 respectively - 
Table 4.2.1.1.1 Dominant configurations for the 'Z' state 

State Cqýfi tion C-N separation 
22 

---7a, lb I 
2 lb2 22 

2b I 2b2 1.0 A:! ý r:! ý 1.8 A 
722 ---a, 8a I 

2 lb I 
22 lb2 2b I r>1.8 A 

'A ... 7a, 2 lb 12 lb2 2 2b 12 2b2l3b, l 1.0 A:! ý r:! ý 1.6 A 
22 

... 7a, 8al 2 lb I 
22 lb2 2b I r ý! 1.7 A 

From table 4.5.1 and figure 4.5.1 roots I and 2 are a 'A and a 'I' state respectively. 
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4.2.1.1.2 The CI calculations for the I F, - states of HC + NO 

The theoretical energies, the calculated potential energy surfaces and the dominant 

configurations are, in turn, to table 4.5,2, figure 4.5.2 and table 4.2.1.1.2. 

As shown in figure 4.5.2 root I is a 'E- state and root 2 is a 'A state. 

Table 4.2.1.1.2 Dormnant configurations for the 'Y, - state 

State Configuration C-N separation 
'z- -7a12 lb 12 lb2 2 2b 12 2b2' 3bl' i. o A:! ý r:! ý, 1.7 A 

... 7a, 2 8a12 lb 12 lb2 2 2b2l3b, l r>1.7 A 

For the 'A state the dominant configuration was reported in table 4.2.1.1.1. 

4.2.1.1.3 The CI calculations for the3E' states of HC + NO 

Table 4.5.3, figure 4.5.3 and table 4.2.1.1.3 show the calculated energy values, the 

theoretical potential energy surfaces and the dorninant configurations respectively. 

Table 4.2.1.1.3 Don-ýnant configurations for the 3E+ state 

State Configuration Bond length 
22 3E- 

.-- 7a, lb I 
2 lb2 2 2b I 2b2l 3b2l 1.0 A:! ý r:! ý 1.8 A 

--- 7a, 2 8a, 2 lb, 
2 lb2 2 2b, l 3b, ' r>1.8 A 

3, A 
... 7a, 2 lb 12 

lb2 2 2b 12 2b2l 3b2l 1.0 A:! ý r<1.8 A 
22 

... 7a, 8a, 
2 

lb I 
2 lb2 2b, 1 3b, ' r ý! 1.8 A 

From figure 4.5.3 root I is a 
3A state and root 2 is a 

31+ 
state. 

4.2-1.1.4 The CI calculations for the3E- states of HC + NO 

The calculated energy values, the theoretical potential energy surfaces and the 

donýinant configurations are presented in table 4.5.4, figure 4.5.4 and table 4.2.1-1.4 

respectively, 
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Table 4.2.1.1.4 Dominant configurations for the 3E- state 

State Configuration Bond length 
31- 

... 7a 12 lb 12 
lb2 2 2b 12 2b2l 3b, ' 1 

.0A:! ý r<1.8 
... 7a12 8a, 2 

lb, 
2 lb2 2 2b, l 2b2I r -> 1.8 A 

Figure 4.5.4 shows that root I is a 3Z- state and root2 is a 3A state. 

Forthe 3A state the don-unant configuration was given in table 4.2.1.1.3. 

4.2.1.2 The results for the bent geometry with the VDZ basis sets 

For the calculations of the bent structure we have fixed the bond lengths for HC, CN 

and NO as 1.058 A, 1.750 A and 1.198 A respectively. The CN distance of 1.75 

was chosen so that we could investigate the variation of barrier height with the HCN 

angle 

4.2.1.2.1 The CI calculations for the 'A' states of HC + NO 

The aim of these calculations was to explore the potential energy surfaces for the 

attack of HC on NO and not to detertnine the structures of fulminic acid HCNO. 

However, there have been a number of theoretical studies of HCNO which we 

summanse briefly in the next section. 

Table 4.6.1 and figure 4.6.1 give, in turn, the theoretical energy values and the 

calculated potential energy surfaces. 

Here, we did not consider the electronic configurations because all three bond lengths 

are fixed and we are concerned the variation in energy value with angle. 
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4.2-1.3 General discussion for HC + NO 

in the course of these calculations we encountered a problem that we did not have time 

to resolve. For collinear geometries the C, calculations should yield the same results 

as the C2, calculation. For reasons we do not understand we do not get this 

agreement - 

Fulnunic acid (HCNO) is thermodynamically known as the third most stable among the 

six CHNO isomers [771. The major interest in previous work was to determine 

whether or not the equilibrium geometry is linear. Famell et al. [161] made a 

calculation at the NT3 level using a 6-3 1 G* * basis set which took into account three 

values of the HNC angle of 1600,1700 and 1800 with the other parameters optimized. 

They have found that the linear structure has the lowest energy with the 1700 geometry 

being 22.6 cm-1 higher and suggested that the molecule was linear. Teles et al. [108] 

have, at the NIP2/6-31G** level with full optimization, found that a bent structure 

(with a HNC angle of 150.10 ) is higher than the optimized linear structure by 0.64 

kcal mol-'. Recently, Nguyen, Pierloot and Vanquickenborne [162] have 

reinvestigated the equilibrium geometry of HCNO at the MPn(n = 2-4), CISD and 

MCSCF levels using 6-3 1 G* *, 6-311 G* * and DZP basis sets with the full geometry 

OPtinýization. Even though their best calculations suggest a bent equilibrium structure, 

they say that the energy difference between the linear and bent structure is too small 

for a definitive conclusion. Rendell, Lee and Lindh [163] have applied coupled cluster 

theory using a large basis set (CCSD(T)/TZ2P). Their incomplete results indicate that 

HCNO has a linear minimum structure. This is consistent with the earlier prediction 

of Bunker, Lanclsberg and Winnewisser [ 125], who used the semirigid bender model to 
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investigate the observed vibrations of this molecule. More recently, Pinnavaia el al. 

[77] have optimized the geometry at the MP2 level using the DZP, TZ2P and TZ2P +f 

basis sets and concluded that the linear structures are higher in energy than the bent 

ones by 0.95 kcal mol-' (-332 cm-') for DZP, 0.94 kcal mol-' (-329 cm-') for TZ2P 

and 0.28 kcal mol-' (-98 cm-') for TZ2P +f. 

Figures 4.5.5 and 4.5.6 present the calculated potential energy surfaces for the singlet 

and triplet states respectively. The kinetics of the reaction of CH with NO have been 

investigated by Bocherel et al. [74] who found that the reaction is very fast. The rate 

constant at 298 K is (1.98 ± 0.2) x 10-10 CM3 molecule-' s-1. Over the temperature 

range 13-708 K the unweighted mean of the rate constant is ( 1.9 ± 0.7 )x 10- 10 cm 3 

molecule-' s-'. They concluded that the rate constant is determined by capture by the 

long-range part of the monotonically attractive potential energy surface. From figures 

4.5.5. and 4.5.6 it can be seen that our calculations for the collinear approach of HC to 

NO all have potential barriers. The smallest is on the 'Z4 surface for which the 

potential barrier is about 238 W mol-1. It thus seems unlikely that reaction will occur 

for collinear geometries. 

From the preliminary calculations we have made for a CN distance of 1.75 A, it would 

appear that as the HCN angle decreases, the energy decreases to values below that for 

HC + NO at a CN distance of 5 A. Thus , it seems plausible that reaction could occur 

without a barrier for non-collinear approach of HC to NO 

pursue this further because of lack of time. 

We were not able to 
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4.5.1 The CI results(VDZ) of the 'I' states for HC + NO with the linear geometry 

Table 4.5.1 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI 
- ----- - -- _ . -------- -. 

ROOT2__ 
1.00 -167.575132 

_ _ 
-167,869724 

1.10 -167.686149 -167.947784 
1.20 -167.724532 -167.955854 
1.25 -167.726631 -167.944058 
1.50 -167.665897 -167.826500 
1.60 -167.634715 -167.776254 
1.70 -167.630100 -167.731718 
1.75 -167.642321 -167.712147 
1.80 -167.656720 -167.696886 
2.00 -167.716721 -167.716353 
2.25 -167.751434 -167.750352 
2.50 -167.767808 -167.767125 
2.75 -167.775439 -167.775021 
3.00 -167.778879 -167.778614 
3.50 -167.781114 -167.780995 
4.00 -167.781581 -167.781520 
4.50 -167.781670 -167.781636 
5.00 -167.781719 -167.781699 

1A 1E 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.5.1 Calculated potential energy surfaces 
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4.5.2 The CI results(VDZ) of the 'E- states for HC + NO with the linear geometry 

Table 4.5.2 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.00 -167.579838 -167.576162 
1.10 -167.692781 -167.686831 
1.20 -167.733383 -167.725105 
1.25 -167.736519 -167.727136 
1.50 -167,678289 -167.665521 
1.60 -167.646361 -167.634129 
1.70 -167.622683 -167.631130 
1.75 -167.622652 -167.646788 
1.80 -167.637496 -167.665854 
2.00 -167.701497 -167.717491 
2.25 -167.745044 -167.751182 
2.50 -167.765502 -167.767695 
2.75 -167.774688 -167.775401 
3.00 -167.778691 -167.778870 
3.50 -167.781167 -167.781114 
4.00 -167.781631 -167.781579 
4.50 -167.781703 -167.781670 
5.00 -167.781738 -167.781718 

Iz- 1A 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.5.2 Calculated potential energy surfaces 
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4.5.3 The CI results(VDZ) of the3l+ states for HC + NO with the linear geometry 

Table 4.5.3 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROOT2 
1.00 -167.555214 

______ 
-167.571886 

1.10 -167.672814 -167.692539 
1.20 -167.741654 -167.764179 
1.25 -167.748339 -167.772093 
1.50 -167.703000 -167.734342 
1.60 -167.670809 -167.703971 
1.70 -167.642313 -167.674672 
1.75 -167.631254 -167.660634 
1.80 -167.637330 -167.647509 
2.00 -167.699254 -167.698262 
2.25 -167.747766 -167.747006 
2.50 -167.764383 -167.763861 
3.00 -167.778208 -167.777969 
3.50 -167.780944 -167.780829 
4.00 -167.781502 -167.781443 
4.50 -167.781608 -167.781574 
5.00 -167.781657 -167.781637 

3A 

E/flartree 

Figure 4.5.3 Calculated potential energy surfaces 
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4.5.4 The CI results(VDZ) of the3Z- states for HC + NO with the linear geometry 

Table 4.5.4 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROOT2 
1.00 -167.542559 -167.555479 
1.10 -167.673590 -167.689100 
1.20 -167.726664 -167.744237 
1.25 -167.738339 -167.757069 
1.50 -167.682789 -167.703484 
1.60 -167.652668 -167.671658 
1.75 -167.660877 -167.631198 
2.00 -167.723246 -167.702236 
2.25 -167.752516 -167.743374 
2.50 -167.773120 -167.769460 
3.00 -167.784537 -167.783814 
3.50 -167.786844 -167.786656 
4.00 -167.787252 -167.787182 
4.50 -167.787291 -167.787257 
5.00 -167.787307 -167.787287 

3r 3A 

ElHartree 

Figure 4.5.4 Calculated potential energy surfaces 
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4.6.1 The CI results (VDZ) of the 'A'states for HC + NO with the bent geometry 

Table 461 Theoretical energy values 

THETA ROOT] ROOT-) 
180. 0 - 167. 70ý 2 189 -167.642547 
170 0 -167. 712648 -167662290 
160. 0 -167. 726886 -167.671653 
150. 0 -167. 741266 -167.681587 
140 0 -167. 757073 -16T689732 
130 0 -167. 772361 -167.696202 
120. 0 -167. 785808 -167.700328 
110 0 -167. 796492 -167.701317 
100. 0 -167. 803633 -167-698459 
90.0 -167. 806392 -167.691075 

E/Hartree 

Figure 4.6.1 Calculated potential energy surfaces 
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5. Summary 

This thesis provides information about electronic configurations and spectroscopic 

constants derived from calculated potential energy curves for the diaton-k molecular 

ions NF',, PCI'-,, AsCl' and BBr' and some preliminary calculations of potential energy 

surfaces for the reaction of CH with NO. 

5.1 Potential energy curves for diatomic molecular ions 

Our work generated potential energy curves for the low-lying electronic states of the 

molecular ions NF+,, PCI +, AsCl' and BBr' correlating with the lowest dissociation 

asymptotes, namely N+('P)+F(2p), p+(3p)+Cl(2p), As+ (3p)+CI(2p), B'('S)+Br(2p) and 

B('P)+Br+ (3p). 

The Wigner-Witmer correlation rules give the following states for the dissociation 

asymptotes considered. 

'A For NF', PCI+and 'SC14 
2E+, 2Z 

-(2), 2fl(2), 2A, 41+, 4 E-(2), 411(2) 
,4A. 

+ 2y+ 2rl (2p) 2Z+ 2E ), 22 4E +, 44 For BBr , ftom B+('S)+Br and ), -(2 rl(2) 
, 

A, 
., 

Z-(2) 
, 

fl(2), 

'A from B(2p)+Br+ (3p). 

CASSCF and CI calculations have been made using the correlation-consistent valence 

quadruple-zeta (VQZ) basis sets for NF+, PCI' and averaged atonk natural orbital 

(ANO) basis sets for AsC]+,, BBr+ 

The aim of calculations is to obtain spectroscopic constants for bound states from the 

ro-vibrational energy levels calculated from the potential energy curves. These 
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calculated values are useful predictions for electronic states which have not been 

observed. 

(X2rl, A2, -,,, 4y-, 14rl). For NF+ there are only four bound states 

Spectroscopic constants for the X2rj state have been obtained experimentally [7]. 

Calculated constants 0) 
e and R, differ from the experimental values by 2.7 % and 0.42 

and previous theoretical values [5 71 by 4.1 % and 0.2 5 %. 

There is a reasonable agreement between calculated value w,, X,. (13.80 cm-') and 

expenmental value (10 ± 6cm- 

The calculations also include transition moments for bound-bound transitions. 

For PCI' only four states (X21-I, AýH, 141-, l4rl) are bound. 

There are experimental spectroscopic constants for X2H and AýI-I states[8,9]. 

In the case of Xn state, the calculated vibrational constant( w, ), anharmonicity 

constant( co, X, , 
), rotational constant( B, ), vibration-rotation constant( a,, ) and bond 

length(R, ) from this work differ from the experimental values[8,9] by 1.23 %, 1.15 %, 

1.41 %ý 3.40 % and 0.79 %. Thus, theoretical values are in very good agreement with 

experimental values. In the case of the weakly bound Aý1-1 state, the vibrational 

constant( co,, ), rotational constant( BO ), rotational constant( B, ), bond length( R, ) are in 

reasonable agreement with the experimental data[ I] with the errors of 2.43 %, 2.66 %, 

3.21 % and 1.3 3 %. 
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For AsCl + only four states (X21-j 
,A 

21-1,14E-, 14fl) are bound. 

For AsCl + two states(X 2 n, A2 n) have been observed [33]. 

The errors between the calculated values Coe 
1, 

CoeXe 
-Be a, andR, for X2 rI and 

experimental values[3 3] are 1.44 %, 7.17 %, 2.13 %, 2.99 % and 1.18 %. 

Forthe A2rI state, errors of 2.70 %, 2.73 % and 1.28 % between the theoretical values 

of B, B, and R, and experimental values [33] exist. The 14 1- and 14 rl states are 

also bound and constants have been calculated for those states and are predictions for 

the experimental parameters. 

For BBr+ there are many bound states calculated, namely X21+, 227. + 
,2A Aýfl, 2 2rj' 

IIE-) 41+ 41- 
ly 

4A 
. Spectroscopic constants are calculated but are in poor agreement 

with the experimental values(X21' and 2 2rl) [35]. To confirm our results a 

comparable calculation for the ground state ( X'E+) of neutral BBr has been made in 

the same way as for the calculations for BBr+. From the potential-energy curve the 

theoretical values ofo-) . =697.3 cm71 and B, =0.48 8cm-' have been computed and agree 

well with the experimental values [ 1601 ((w,, =687.3cm-1 and B, =0,48918cm-1). Our 

values differ from the experimental values by 1.45% and 0.2%. Thus, theoretical 

values are in very good agreement with the experimental values and we are confident 

about the accuracy of our results for BBr+- 

It is suggested that the spectrum of BBr+ should be reinvestigated. 
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5.2 potential energy surfaces for HC + NO 

The reaction of CH with NO gives a number of possible exothermic reaction channels 

[741 which are CH + NO --+ CO + NH (AHO 8K =- 439 U mol-'), 29 CN + OH (-188 

ki mol-'), HCN +0 (-301 U mol-'), HCO +N (- 184 U mol-') and NCO +H (-33 5kJ 

M01-1). We considered here the entrance channel for CH + NO. 

CASSCF and CI calculations have been made with the VDZ basis sets. Calculations 

IT- 3E + 31: - are limited to , I- and states for the linear geometries and to 'A'states for a 

bent structure. Our calculations meant to explore reaction mechanisms, transition 

states, reaction intermediates and rate constants from the reaction of HC with NO but 

due to lack of time we were only able to make preliminary calculations. For collinear 

structures the results should be the same for C. and C2,. symmetries but we encountered 

some discrepancies that we could not understand. For the collinear approach of HC 

to NO it seems unlikely that reaction will occur because the potential barrier for the 'Z' 

state is about 238 U mol-'. However, for non-collinear approach of HC to NO it 

seems possible that reaction will occur without a barrier because the energy value is 

lower than that for HC + NO at a CN distance of 5 A. Due to lack of time we could 

not pursue this further. 
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6. Conclusions 

For NIF+, ) 
PCl+, AsCl+ and BBr. theoretical values are in reasonably good 

agreement with experimental data where available. 

For states which have not been observed our theoretical values should be 

reasonable predictions of the experimental values. 

Theoretical values can provide information which is important or difficult 

to obtain experimentally. 

Our preliminary results for HC + NO suggest that reaction is unlikely to 

occur for collinear geometries but for non-collinear geometries reaction 

may occur without a barrier. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A 

As mentioned earlier in Chapter 3, the input files of NF', PCI', AsCl' and BBr+ are 

presented for the MCSCF calculations. Four species each have the six input files 

2r,, 21: +, 2y-, 4Z-, 42: + 4fl 
which correspond to the and states respectively. For the CI 

calculations the input files for four species have not been considered because the 

wavefunctions on the WF cards are defined as in the MCSCF calculations. 

A. 1 The input files for NF' 

***, The MCSCF (CASSCF) calculation for the NF+ excited states 

file, 2, nfplus. wfu, new 

zmat, angstrom 

N 

F, N,, r 

endz 

basis=vqz (vdz or vtz) 

r-- 1.1 

int; 

1) The input rde for the 
211 

state 
rhf, wf, 15,2,1; 
text, CASSCF,. state averaged orbitals for 2PI states 
multi; occ,, 6,, 2,, 2; closed, 2,0,0; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 
wf, 15,, 2,, I; state, 2; wf, 15,3, I; state, 2; maxiter, 15; 
ci; wf, 15,, 2,, I; state, 2; 

2) The input file for the 
2Z+ 

state 
rhf, wf, 15,1 

ý 1; 
text, CASSCF,. state averaged orbitals for 2SIG+ states 
multi; occ,, 6,. 2,, 2; closed, 2,0,0; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, cilI 
wf, 151,1 

ý 
1; state, 5; maxiter, 15; 

ci, wf, 15.1,1, I; state, 5; 
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3) The input file for the -2F, - state 
rhf, wf, 15,4,1; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 2SIG- states 
multi; occ, 6 

, 
2,, 2; clo sed, 2,0,0; start, 2 13 0.2; orbital, 2 140.2; natorb,, ci, 

wf, 1 5A 1; state, 5; maxiter, 15; 

ci; wf, 15,4,1; state, 5; 

4) The input file for thet- state 
rhf, wf, 15,4,3 5, 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 4SIG- states 
multi; occ, 6,2,2; closed, 2,0,0; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 
wf, 15,4,3; state, 3; maxiter, 15, 
ci; wf, 15,4,3, state, 3; 

5) The input file for the 'E' state 
rhf, wf, 15,1,3; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 4SIG+ states 
multi; occ, 6,2,2; closed, 2,0,0; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 
wf, 15,1,3; state, 5; maxiter, 15; 
ci; wf, 15,1,3; state, 5; 

6) The input file for the4H state 
rhf, wf, 15,2,3; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 4PI states 
multi; occ, 6,2,2; closed, 2,0,0; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 
wf, I 5,2,3; state, 2; wf, 15,3,3; state, 2; maxiter, 15; 
ci; wf, I 5,2,3; state, 2; 

A. 2 The input files for PCI+ 

A**, The MCSCF(CASSCF) for the PC]+ excited states 

file, 2, pclplus. wfu, new 

zmat, angstrom 

p 

cl, p, r 

endz 

basis=vqz (vdz or vtz) 

r--2.0 
intý 
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1) The input file for the 
2r, 

state 
rhf, wf, 3 1,2,1; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for PI states 
multi; occ, 10,4,4; closed, 6,2,2; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 
wf, 3 1,2,1; state, 2; wf, 3 1,3,1; state, 2; maxiter, 15; 
ci; wf, 31,2, I; state, 2; 

2) The input rile for the 
2Z+ 

state 
rhf, wf, 3 1,1,1; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 2SIG+ states 
multi; occ, 10,4,4; closed, 6,2,2; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 
wf, 3 1,1, I; state, 2; maxiter, 15) 
ci; wf, 3 1,1, I; state, 2; 

3) The input file for the 2Z- 
state 

rhf, wf, 3 1,4,1; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 2SIG- states 
multi; occ, 10,4,4; closed, 6,2,2; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 
wf, 31,4,1; state, 5; maxiter, 15; 
ci; wf, 3 1,4,1; state, 5 -1, 

4) The input file for thet- state 
rhf, wf, 31,4,3; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 4SIG- states 
multi; occ, 10,4,4; closed, 6,2,2; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 
wf, 31,4,3; state, 3; maxiter, 15; 
ci; wf, 31,4,3; state, 3; 

The input file for the 'z+ state 
rhf-wf, 31,1,3; 
text, CASSCF,, state averaged orbitals for 4SIG+ states 
Multi; occ,, 10,, 4,. 4; closed, 6,2,2; start, 213 0.2; orbital, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 
wf, 3 I, I . 3; state, 2; maxiter, 15; 
ci; wf, 3 1.1,, 3; state, 2; 

6) The input file for the '11 state 
rhf, wf, 3 1,2,3; 
text, CASSCF,, state averaged orbitals for 4PI states 
multi; occ,, 10,. 4.4; closed, 6,2,2; start, 2130.2; orbital,, 2140.2; natorb,, ci; 
wf, 31,2,3; state, 2; wf, 31,3,3; state, 2; maxiter, 15; 
ci; wf, 3 I . 2,, 3; state, 2; 
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A. 3 The input files for AsCl' 

The input files are devided into two cases, depending on which basis set we have used. 

A. 3.1 The input files for AsCl' with effective core potentials (ECP) 

***, The MCSCF(CASSCF) with ECP for the AsCl' excited states 

file, 2, asclplus. wfu, new 

zmat, angstrom 

as 

cl, as, r 

endz 

r-- 2.0 

int; 

ecp, l, ecp28mwb; 

sp, I, ECP28mwb; c; 
d, 1,0.2; 

spd, 2, vqz(vdz or vtz); c 

1) The input rile for the '21-1 state 
rhf, wf, 21,2, I; save, 2130.2; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 2PI states 
multi; start, 213 0.2; orbital, 2 140.2; wf, 2 1,2, I; state, 2; wf, 21,3, I; state, 2; maxiter, 20; 
ci; maxiter,, 30; wf, 21,2, I; state, 2; 

2y+ 2) The input file for the , state 
rhf, wf, 21,1,1; save, 2130.2; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 2SIG+ states 
multi; start, 21 3 0.2; orbital, 2 140.2; wf, 2 1,1, I; state, 2; maxiter, 20; 
ci; maxiter,, 3 O; wf, 2 1,1,1; state, 2; 

3) The input rile for the 'r state 
rhf, wf, 21,4, I; save, 2130.2; 
text, CASSCF., state averaged orbitals for 2SIG- states 
multi; start,, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 21,4,1; state, 3; maxiter, 20; 
ci; Maxiter,, 30; wf, 2l, 4, I; state,, 3; 
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4) The input file for thet- state 
rhf, wf, 21,4,3; save, 2 13 0.2 

3, 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 4SIG- states 
multi; start, 213 0.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 21,4,3; state, 3; maxiter, 20; 

cipaxiter, 3 O; wf, 2 1,4,3; state, 3; 

5) The input file for the '1+ state 
rhf, wf, 21,, I 

. 
3, save, 2130.2; 

text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 4SIG+ states 
multi; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 21, 

-I,, 
3; state, 2; maxiter, 20; 

ci; maxiter, 30; wf, 21,1,3,, state, 2; 

The input file for the 'fl state 
rhf, wf, 2l, 2,3; save, 2l30.2; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 4PI states 
multi; start, 213 0.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 2 1,2,3; state, 2; wf, 21,3,3; state, 2; rnaxiter, 20; 
ci; wf, 21,2,3; state, 2; maxiter, 30; 

A. 3.2 The input files for AsCl+ with the ANO basis sets [321 

***, The MCSCF(CASSCF) calculation for the AsCl+ excited states 

memory, 4, M 

gprint, basis 

file, 2, ascl. wfu, new 

zmat, angstrom 

As 

CI, As, r 

endz 
basis=( Basis sets [321 and f functions given in the subsection 3.3-12.31 

r-- 1 . 98 8 

int; 

1) The input file for the 2fI state 
rhf, wf, 49,2,1; save, 2130.2; 
text, CASSCF,, state averaged orbitals for 2PI states 
multi; start.,, 213 0.2; orbital, 2 140.2; wf, 49,2, I; state, 2; 
wf, 49,, 3, I; state, 2; natorb,, ci; maxiter, 20; 
ci; Maxiter, 30; wf, 49,2, I; state. 2; 
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2) The input file for the 21+ 
state 

rhf, wf, 49,1,1; save, 2130.2; 

text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 2SIG+ states 
multi-, start, 21 3 0.2, orbital, 2 140.2, wf, 49,1,1; state, 2, natorb,, ci; maxiter, - 

20; 
ci; maxiter, 30; wf, 49,1,1; state, 2; 

3) The input file for the21- state 
rhf-, wf, 49,4,1 -, save, 2130.2; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 2SIG- states 
multi; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 49,4, I; state, 4; natorb,, ci; maxiter, 20, 
cipaxiter, 3 O; wf, 49,4,1; state, 4; 

4) The input file for thet- state 
rhf, wf, 49,4,3; save, 213 0.2; 
text, CASSCF,. state averaged orbitals for 4SIG- states 
multi; start, 213 0.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 49,4,3; state, 3; natorb,, , ci; maxiter, 20; 
ci; maxiter, 3 O; wf, 49,4,3; state, 3; 

5) The input file for thet' state 
rhf, wf, 49,1,3; save, 2130.2; 
text, CASSCF,, state averaged orbitals for 4SIG+ states 
multi; start, 213 0.2; orbital, 2 140.2; wf, 49,1,3; state, 4; natorb,, ci; maxiter, 20; 
ci; maxiter, 30; wf, 49,1,3; state, 4; 

6) The input file for the ýTl state 
rhf, wf, 49,2,3; save, 2130.2; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 4PI states 
multi; start, 213 0.2; orbital, 2 140.2; wf, 49,2,3; state, 2; 
wf, 49,3,3; state, 2; natorb,,, ci; maxiter, 20; 
ci; wf, 49,2,3; state, 2; maxiter, 30; 

A. 4 The input files for BBr' 

As in the case of AsCl+, these consist of two categories, depending on the basis sets 

used. 

A. 4.1 The input riles for BBr+ with an effective core potential 

***, The MCSCF(CASSCF) with ECP for the BBr' excited states 

file, 2, bbrplus. wfu, new 
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zmat, angstrom 

br 

b, br, r 

endz 

r-- 2.0 

int, 

ecp, l, ecp28mwb; 

sp, I, ECP28mwb; c, 

d, 1,0.2, 

spd, 2, vqz(vdz or vtz); c 

1) The input file for the 2Z+ 
state 

rhf, wf, 11,1, I; save, 2130.2; 
text,, CASSCF,, state averaged orbitals for 2SIG+ states 
multi; start, 213 0.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, II, 13.1; state, 6; maxiter, 2 5; 
ci; maxiter, 25; wf, 11,1, I; state, 6; 

2) The input rile for the 21-1 state 
rhf, wf, 11,2,1; save, 213 0.2; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 2PI states 
multi; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 11,2, I; state, 5; wf, 11,3,1; state, 5; maxiter, 2 5; 
ci; wf, 11,2,1; state, 5; maxiter, 30; 

3) The input rile for the 'F, - state 
rhf, wf, 11,4,1; save, 213 0.2; 31 text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 2SIG- states 
mulfi; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 11,4,1; state, 5; maxiter, 25; 
ci; wf, l 1.4.1; state, 5; maxiter, 30; 

4) The input rile for thet- state 
rhf, wf, I 1,4,3; save, 2130.2; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 4SIG- states 
Multi; start. 21 3 0.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 11,4,3; state, 5; maxiter, 2 5; 
ci; wf, 11,, 4., 3; state, 5; maxiter, 3 0; 
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5) The input rile for Met+ state 
rhf, wf, 11,1,3; save, 213 0.2; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 4SIG+ states 
multi; start, 21 3 0.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 11,1,3; state, 5; maxiter, 2 5; 
ci; wf, 11,1,3; state, 5; 

6) The input file for the '11 state 
rhf, wf, I 1,2,3; save, 213 0.2; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 4PI states 
multi; start, 21 3 0.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 11,2,3 

3*-state, 4; wf, I 1,3,3; state, 4; maxiter, 25; 
ci; wf, I 1,2,3; state, 4; 

A. 4.2 The input files for BBr+ with the ANO basis sets [321 

***, MCSCF(CASSCF) for BBr+ excited states for all electron calculations 

memory, 4, M 

gprint, basis 

file. 2,, bbr. wfu,, new 

zmat, angstrom 

B 

Br, B, r 

endz 

basis=(Basis sets [321 and f functions introduced in the subsection 3.3.12.4) 

r--2.5 

int; 

1) The input file for the 21+ state 
rhf, wf, 39,1, I; save, 2130.2; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 2SIG+ states 
multi; start,, 213 0.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 3 9,1, I; state, 6; natorb,, ci; maxiter, 25; 
ci; wf, 39, I, I; state. 6; maxiter, 30; 

2) The input file for the 'ri state 
rhf, wf, 39,2,1; save, 2130.2; 
text, CASSCF,, state averaged orbitals for 2PI states 
multi; start, 213 0.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 3 9,2,1 -, state, 5; 
wf, 39,3, I; state, 5; natorb,, ci; maxiter, 25; 
ci; wf,, 39,, 2,1; state, 5; maxiter, 3 0; 
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3) The input rile for the 
2 Z- state 

rhf, wf, 39,4, lsave, 2130.2, 

text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 2SIG- states 
multi; start, 2 13 0.2; orbital, 2 140.2; wf, 3 9,4,1; state, 5; natorb,, ci; maxiter, 2 5; 

ci; wf, 39,4,1; state, 5; maxiter, 3 0 
3, 

4) The input file for thet- state 
rhf, wf, 3 9,4,3; save, 213 0.2; 
text, CASSCF, state averaged orbitals for 4SIG- states 
multi, start, 2 13 0.2, orbital, 2 140.2; wf, 3 9,4,3; state, 5; natorb,, ci; maxiter, 2 5; 

ci; wf, 3 9,4,3; state, 5; maxiter, 3 0; 

5) The input file for thet' state 
rhf, wf, 39,1,3; save, 2130.2; 
text, CASSCF,, state averaged orbitals for 4SIG+ states 
multi; start, 2 13 0.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 3 9,1,3; state, 5; natorb,, ci; maxiter, 2 5; 

ci; wf, 3 9,1,3; state, 5; rnaxiter, 3 0; 

6) The input file for the4ll state 
rhf, wf, 39,2,3; save, 2130.2; 
text, CASSCF,, state averaged orbitals for 4PI states 
multi; start, 2130.2; orbital, 2140.2; wf, 39,, 2,, 3; state, 4-, 
wf, 39,3,3; state, 4; natorb,,, ci; maxiter, 25; 
ci; wf, 39,2,3; state, 4; maxiter, 30; 
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APPENDIX B 

B. 1 The results for NF+ (VDZ and VTZ basis sets) 

The CI results using the VDZ and VTZ basis sets are presented , in turn, in tables and 

figures B. 1.1 and B. 1.2 for the 
2f, 

state, B. 1.3 and B. 1.4 for the 
2E + 

state, B, 1.5 and 

21- 41- 41: + 
B. 1.6 for the state, B. 1.7 and B. 1.8 for the state, B-1.9 and B. 1.10 for the 

state, and B. 1.11 and B. 1.12 for the 
41-1 

state. 

B. 2 The results for PCI+ (VDZ and VTZ basis sets) 

Tables and figures B. 2.1 to B. 2.12 (odd numbers mean the VDZ basis sets and even 

numbers mean the VTZ basis sets) for the CI results show that every pair of table and 
21-1 21: + 2 1- 4Z - 41: + 

and 
41-1 

states figure numbers correspond, in turn, to the , 31 )l 

respectively. 

B. 3 The results for AsCl+ (VDZ, VTZ and VQZ basis sets) with ECP 

The C1 results with the VDZ,, VTZ and VQZ basis sets are given, in turn, In tables and 

figures B. 3.1 to B. 3.3 for the 
21-1 

state, B-3.4 to B. 3.6 for the 
21: + 

state, B. 3.7 to B. 3.9 

21: - 4Z- 4y + 
or the state, for the 6., state, B. 3.10 to B. 3.12 for the state, B. 3.13 to B. 3.15 f 

and B. 3.16 to B. 3.18 for the 
4]Fl 

state. 

BA The results for BBr+ (VDZ, VTZ and VQZ basis sets) with ECP 

Tables and figures B. 4.1 to B. 4.3, B. 4.4 to B. 4.6, B. 4.7 to B. 4.9, B. 4.10 to B. 4.12, 

21: +, 2r, 24 4Z 4 
13.4.13 to B. 4.15, and B. 4.16 to B. 4.18 correspond to the ,) 1-ý- 1-ý ' and ri 

states, respectively for the CI results with, in turn, the VDZ, VTZ and VQZ asis sets. 
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B-1.1 The CI results for the 2n states of NF+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 1.1 Theoretical energy values 

R/A 
0.8 
0.9 
1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
2.75 
3.0 
3.5 

ROOTI 

-152,990219 
-153.392964 
-153.575498 
-153.646103 
-153.661136 
-153.650370 
-153.629292 
-153.605636 
-153.583132 
-153.563454 
-153.547191 
-153.534158 
-153.523701 
-153.515158 
-153.508067 
-153.502143 
-153.497202 
-153.493107 
-153.485842 
-153.481624 
-153.477991 

ROM 

-152.199786 
-152.766188 
-153.079722 
-153.255169 
-153.355448 
-153.414383 
-153.449660 
-153.470274 
-153.481083 
-153.485212 
-153.485345 
-153.483766 
-153.481838 
-153.480101 
-153.478667 
-153.477509 
-153.476586 
-153.475865 
-153.474764 
-153.474357 
-153.474416 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 1.1 Calculated potential energy curves 

-152.2 

0) 

-152.8 

uj 

-153.2 

-153.8 L- 
0.8 1.8 

R/A 

2.8 
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B-1.2 The CI results for the 21-1 states of NF' with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 1.2 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI 
----------------- --------- 

ROM 
-- 0.85 -153.381957 -152.683325 

0.90 -153.536912 -152.915012 
1.00 -153.709156 -153.216868 
1.10 -153.775108 -153.386595 
1.20 -153.788092 -153.483881 
1.30 -153.775980 -153.540644 
1.40 -153.753217 -153.573653 
1.50 -153.727285 -153.591775 
1.75 -153.669552 -153.601399 
2.00 -153.633104 -153.594568 
2.25 -153.613282 -153.589730 
2.50 -153.602651 -153,587601 
2.75 -153.596864 -153.586806 
3.00 -153.593612 -153.586598 
3.50 -153.590540 -153.586762 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 1.2 Calculated potential energy curves 

cu 
:E 
w 

-153.3 

---------- 

-153.8 ' 
0.9 1.9 

R/A 

2.9 
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B. 1.3 The CI results for the 2E+ states of NF+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 1.3 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI 
------------ - ------------ -- - --------- 

ROM 
- --. - -- - ----------- 1.3 -153.390067 

------- 
-153.361872 

1.5 -153.437909 -153.393915 
1.6 -153.454498 -153.394844 
1.7 -153.463849 -153.413826 
1.8 -153.469754 -153.437406 
1.9 -153.473923 -153.453370 
2.0 -153.477024 -153.464040 
2.1 -153.479243 -153.471023 
2.2 -153.480687 -153.475453 
2.3 -153.481486 -153.478126 
2.4 -153.481782 -153.479603 
2.5 -153.481698 -153.480270 

2.75 -153.427623 -153.427112 
3.0 -153.426238 -153.426020 
3.5 -153.422208 -153.422143 
4.0 -153,414484 -153.414454 
4.5 -153.411251 -153.411235 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 1.3 Calculated potential energy curves 
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-153.39 

-153.44 

-153.49 1111 
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B. I. 4 The CI results for the IE+ states of NF+ with the VTZ basis sets 

B. 14 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROOT2 ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.1 -153.467664 -153.427212 -153.282342 -153.144669 -153.108931 
1.2 -153.507677 -153.467861 -153.396784 -153.232014 -153.201014 
1.3 -153.519550 -153,489095 -153.469305 -153.290126 -153.260029 
1.5 -153.558363 -153.519808 -153.476491 -153.448253 -153.419701 
1.6 -153.572353 -153.518485 -153.496475 -153.477639 -153.462681 
1.7 -153.579433 -153.529692 -153.516568 -153.492343 -153.478072 
1.8 -153.583360 -153.551426 -153.515698 -153.508065 -153.494330 
1.9 -153.586028 -153.565975 -153.516622 -153.515366 -153.505071 
2.0 -153.588166 -153.575674 -153.520712 -153.516022 -153.510540 
2.25 -153.591652 -153.587717 -153.522698 -153.520087 -153.512475 
2.5 -153.592710 -153.591362 -153.521745 -153.520831 -153.512587 
2.75 -153.592406 -153.591891 -153.520484 -153.520140 -153.512776 
3.0 -153.591626 -153.591401 -153.519307 -153.519159 -153.513031 
3.5 -153.590118 -153.590044 -153.517530 -153.517466 -153.514041 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 1.4 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B-1.5 The CI results for the 2E- states of NF+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 1.5 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 
... ...... 1.0 -153.232262 -153.159364 

.... ------ - ------ 
-152.855639 

1.2 -153.377206 -153.346687 -153.110689 
1.3 -153.390258 -153.384650 -153.173016 
1.4 -153.409795 -153.392976 -153.253651 
1.5 -153.427764 -153.393731 -153.327368 
1.6 -153.440955 -153.394515 -153.378333 
1.7 -153.450614 -153.413691 -153.412838 
1.8 -153.457836 -153.437320 -153.436454 
1.9 -153.463092 -153.4533 13 -153.452411 
2.0 -153.467012 -153.463998 -153.462859 
2.1 -153.471161 -153.470990 -153.468227 
2.2 -153.475424 -153.475234 -153.470275 
2.3 -153.478101 -153.477868 -153.471425 
2.4 -153.479587 -153.479363 -153.472136 
2.5 -153.480278 -153.480076 -153.472586 

2.75 -153.480169 -153.480027 -153.473171 
3.0 -153.479160 -153.479062 -153.473498 
3.5 -153.469822 -153.469773 -153.466378 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 1.5 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 1.6 The CI results for the 2E- states of NF+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 1.6 Theoretica energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 
1.00 -153.369138 -153.297334 -153.000334 
1.20 -153.507927 -153.476560 -153.251633 
1.30 -153.519481 -153.512189 -153.299172 
1.50 -153.550200 -153.519195 -153.447160 
1.60 -153.560740 -153.517775 -153.495863 
1.70 -153.567841 -153.529022 -153.528179 
1.80 -153.573058 -153.550949 -153.550083 
1.90 -153,576778 -153.565654 -153.564766 
2.00 -153.579565 -153.575465 -153.574441 
2.10 -153.582469 -153.581951 -153.579938 
2.20 -153.586170 -153.586041 -153.581980 
2.30 -153.588841 -153.588630 -153.583087 
2.40 -153.590458 -153.590247 -153.583845 
2,50 -153,591365 -153,591172 -153,584393 
2.75 -153.591914 -153.591776 -153.585247 
3.00 -153.591429 -153.591335 -153.585750 
3.50 -153.589903 -153.589858 -153.586226 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 1.6 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. I. 7 The CI results for the 41: - states of NF+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 1.7 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 
0.8 -152.657441 -152.163608 -151.851131 
0.9 -153.123468 -152.669644 -152.475898 
1.0 -153.351141 -152.941917 -152.822446 
1.1 -153.453922 -153.091623 -153.012073 
1.2 -153.493249 -153.176008 -153.114006 
1.3 -153.502776 -153.226318 -153.188230 
1.4 -153.500832 -153.287096 -153.284327 
1.5 -153.495388 -153.356023 -153.351007 
1.6 -153.489825 -153.401876 -153.397375 
1.7 -153.485365 -153.432062 -153.428286 
1.8 -153.482199 -153.451750 -153.448600 
1.9 -153.480133 -153.464438 -153.461718 
2.0 -153.478975 -153.472451 -153.469827 
2.1 -153.478963 -153.477337 -153.473988 
2.2 -153.480233 -153.480142 -153.474965 
2.3 -153.481575 -153.481369 -153.474817 
2.4 -153.482121 -153.481873 -153,474502 
2.5 -153.482110 -153.481880 -153.474210 
2.75 -153.480953 -153.480797 -153.473778 
3.0 -153.479477 -153,479375 -153,473713 
3.5 -153.477558 -153.477510 -153.474099 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 1.7 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4y- B. 1.8 The CI results for the , states of NF+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 1.8 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI 
- ----------- - ------ -- ------------- 

ROM 
--------- 

ROOD 
1.00 -153.483097 -153.081406 -152.959281 
1.10 -153.581330 -153.223850 -153.143520 
1.20 -153.618573 -153.304200 -153.242624 
1.30 -153.626689 -153.351895 -153.312696 
1.50 -153.615276 -153.475002 -153.469918 
1.75 -153.598396 -153.556585 -153.553170 
1.90 -153.592838 -153,576017 -153.573398 
2.00 -153.590761 -153.583222 -153.580802 
2.10 -153.589963 -153.587688 -153.584874 
2.20 -153.590667 -153.590372 -153.586120 
2.30 -153.591895 -153.591758 -153.586114 
2.40 -153.592662 -153.592447 -153.585948 
2.50 -153.592946 -153.592734 -153.585827 
2.75 -153.592586 -153.592436 -153.585775 
3.00 -153.591701 -153.591602 -153.585929 
3.50 -153.590115 -153.590070 -153.586413 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 1.8 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4y+ B. 1.9 The CI results for the , states of NF+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 1.9 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.3 -153.205468 -153.188770 
1.5 -153.368673 -153.356232 
1.6 -153.411715 -153.401993 
1.7 -153.439540 -153.432094 
1.8 -153.457302 -153,451716 
1.9 -153.468465 -153.464352 
2.0 -153.475290 -153.472305 
2.1 -153.479241 -153.477094 
2.2 -153.481265 -153.479729 
2.3 -153.481673 -153.480572 
2.4 -153.429424 -153.428653 
2.5 -153.428974 -153.428410 
2.75 -153.425856 -153.425579 
3.0 -153.421630 -153.421479 
3.5 -153.415527 -153.415468 
4.0 -153.412617 -153.412588 
4.5 -153.411078 -153.411062 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 1.9 Calculated potential energy values 
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B. I. 10 The results for the 4Z+ states of NF+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 1.10 Theoretical energy values 

-F, /A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.3 -153.329433 -153.313448 -153.285531 -153.284741 -152.952708 
1.5 -153.485602 -153,472953 -153.329936 -153.327418 -153.224877 
1.6 -153.525541 -153.515321 -153.337601 -153.335867 -153.305035 
1.7 -153.550375 -153.542176 -153.362829 -153.343819 -153.341243 
1.8 -153.565424 -153.558910 -153.402071 -153.350219 -153.348147 
1.9 -153.574237 -153.569136 -153.429672 -153.357214 -153.355071 
2.0 -153.578496 -153.574750 -153.449239 -153.366017 -153.359641 
2.25 -153.583178 -153,581464 -153.474364 -153.380719 -153.383133 
2.5 -153.583399 -153.582648 -153.483018 -153.389497 -153.387432 
2.75 -153.582328 -153.581993 -153.485441 -153.391123 -153.389118 
3.0 -153.581579 -153.581417 -153.486159 -153.391644 -153.389574 
3.5 -153.579655 -153.579586 -153.485320 -153.390826 -153.388602 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 1.10 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. I. 11 The CI results for the 4n states of NF+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 1.11 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROOT2 
1 
.0 -153.117798 -152 . 

781403 
1 .1 -153. 294224 -152 . 

955980 
1 .2 -153. 394289 -153 . 

105400 
1 .3 -153 . 

452247 -153 . 
215242 

1 .4 -153 . 
486147 -153 . 

291532 
1 .5 -153 . 

505331 -153 . 
344444 

1 
.6 -153 . 

514951 -153 . 
381694 

1 
.7 -153 . 

518355 -153 . 408248 
1 .8 -153 . 

517904 -153 . 
427449 

1 .9 -153 . 
515 183 -153 . 441375 

2 .0 -153 . 
511257 -153 . 

451369 
2 .1 -153 . 

506846 -153 . 
458438 

2 .2 -153 . 
502416 -153 . 

463371 
2 

.3 -153 . 498246 -153 , 
466776 

2 
.4 -153 . 494488 -153. 469103 

2 .5 -153 . 491203 -153 . 470681 
2, 75 -153 . 

485035 -153 . 
472734 

3 .0 -153 . 
481260 -153. 473555 

3 
.5 -153 . 477904 -153, 474276 

4 .0 -153 . 
476923 -153 . 474738 
E/Hartree 

Figure B. 1.11 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. I. 12 The CI results for the 4n states of NF+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 1.12 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.10 -153.423121 -153.094183 
1.20 -153.520452 -153.232361 
1.30 -153.576315 -153.338057 
1.50 -153.624575 -153.462516 
1.60 -153.631437 -153.498244 
1.70 -153.632213 -153.523549 
1.80 -153.629543 -153.541717 
1.90 -153.625154 -153.554819 
2.00 -153.620167 -153.564199 
2.10 -153.615269 -153.570858 
2.20 -153.610823 -153.575551 
2.30 -153.606971 -153.578840 
2.40 -153.603722 -153.581136 
2.50 -153.601028 -153.582735 
2.75 -153.596232 -153.584930 
3.00 -153.593338 -153.585876 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 1.12 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 2.1 The CI results for the 
21-1 

states of PCI' with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 2.1 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.3 -799. 418590 -799.012598 
1.5 -799. 910249 -799.596181 
1.6 -800. 024206 -799.749662 
1.7 -800. 089144 -799.850711 
1.8 -800. 122370 -799.916801 
1.9 -800. 135416 -799.959719 
2.0 -800. 135900 -799.987210 
2.1 -800. 128868 -800.004375 
2.2 -800. 117671 -800.014567 
2.25 -800. 111241 -800.017774 
2.3 -800. 104546 -800.020004 
2.4 -800 . 090989 -800.022168 
2.5 -800 . 077986 -800.022080 
2.75 -800 . 051187 -800.016489 
3.0 -800 . 033466 -800.009122 
3.5 -800 . 014607 -800.000921 
4.0 -800 . 006387 -799.998697 
4.5 -800 . 002671 -799.998036 
5.0 -799 . 960843 -799.957373 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 2.1 Calculated potential enerp, curves 
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B. 2.2 The CI results for the 2][1 states of PCI+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 2.2 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI 
- --------- ------- 

ROM 
1.3 -799.575262 -799.178854 
1.5 -800.036023 -799.728414 
1.6 -800.140147 -799.870723 
1.7 -800.198205 -799.963327 
1.8 -800.226736 -800.023429 
1.9 -800.236424 -800.061963 
2.0 -800.234418 -800.086113 
2.1 -800.225399 -800.100642 
2.2 -800.212467 -800.108685 
2.3 -800.197695 -800.112322 
2.4 -800.182484 -800.112950 
2.5 -800.167782 -800.111537 
2,75 -800.136802 -800.103284 
3.0 -800.116095 -800.093761 
3.5 -800.095714 -800.083225 
4.0 -800.087765 -800.080500 
4.5 -800.084079 -800.079560 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 2.2 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 2.3 The CI results for the 2E+ states of PCI+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 2.3 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI 
------------ 

ROM 
---- ----- --- --- 1.3 -799.188086 -799.156502 

1.5 -799.687895 -799.657954 
1.6 -799.805730 -799.795925 
1.7 -799,876100 -799.871190 
1.8 -799.920768 -799.915898 
L9 -799,954418 -799.937124 
2.0 -799.976607 -799.947635 
2.1 -799.990492 -799.952351 
2.2 -799.998577 -799.954158 
2.25 -800.001067 -799,954490 
2.3 -800.002791 -799.954604 
2.4 -800.004796 -799,955503 
2.5 -800.005258 -799.969071 
2.75 -800.005050 -799.989554 
3.0 -800.005301 -799,998901 
3.5 -800.005105 -800,003848 
4.0 -800.003620 -800.003282 
4.5 -800.002020 -800.001888 
5.0 -799.995160 -799.995092 

E/1-lartree 

Figure B. 2.3 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 2.4 The CI results for the 2Z+ states of PCI+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 2.4 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.3 -799.376437 -799.348083 
1.5 -799.816539 -799.815473 
1.6 -799.924357 -799.922221 
1.7 -799.988676 -799.987754 
1.8 -800.031413 -800.022786 
1.9 -800.059586 -800.040814 
2.0 -800.077517 -800.049146 
2.1 -800.088027 -800.052270 
2.2 -800.093341 -800.052764 
2.5 -800.093838 -800.056842 
2.75 -800.089978 -800.074496 
3.0 -800.088225 -800.082041 
3.5 -800.086839 -800.085662 
4.0 -800.085256 -800.084938 
4.5 -800.083455 -800.083329 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 2.4 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 2.5 The CI results for the2E- states of PCI+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 2.5 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI 
--------- - 

ROM 
------------ 

ROOT3 
1.3 -799.186805 -799.135712 -798.927318 
1.5 -799.687079 -799.642704 -799.449685 
1.6 -799.806119 -799.768151 -799.590771 
1.7 -799.876647 -799.847169 -799.685159 
1.8 -799.916393 -799.897075 -799.745402 
1.9 -799.937363 -799.928860 -799.791364 
2.0 -799.949800 -799.947907 -799.841716 
2.1 -799,963762 -799.952623 -799.882394 
2.2 -799.973260 -799.954405 -799,913685 

2.25 -799.976852 -799.954725 -799,926402 
2.3 -799.979868 -799.954837 -799.937456 
2.4 -799.984411 -799.955589 -799.954285 
2.5 -799.987903 -799.969148 -799.967748 
2.75 -799.993631 -799.989576 -799.987859 
3.0 -799.998941 -799.998899 -799.994605 
3.5 -800.003805 -800.003584 -799.996863 
4.0 -800.003261 -800.003121 -799.997497 
4.5 -800.002187 -800.002102 -799.997997 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 2.5 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 2.6 The CI results for the 2Z- states of PCI+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 2.6 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI 
------------ 

ROM 
--- -------- ---------------- 

ROOD 
1.4 -799.635237 -799.590730 -799.394912 
1.5 -799.815313 -799.773983 -799.585570 
1.6 -799.924592 -799.888640 -799.709778 
1.7 -799.988267 -799.959903 -799.796366 
1.8 -800,023294 -800.004232 -799.851358 
1.9 -800.041092 -800.032007 -799.894743 
2.0 -800.049978 -800.049567 -799.940918 
2.1 -800.061629 -800.052718 -799.978119 
2.2 -800.069160 -800.053217 -800.006716 
2.3 -800,073957 -800.052430 -800.028307 
2.4 -800.076943 -800.051154 -800.044312 
2.5 -800.078356 -800.056973 -800.055706 

2.75 -800.080375 -800.074520 -800.073092 
3.0 -800.082355 -800.082018 -800.078896 
3,5 -900.085574 -900,085377 -800.079358 
4.0 -800.084889 -800.084762 -800,079463 
4.5 -800.083745 -800.083669 -800.079688 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 2.6 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 2.7 The CI results for thet- states of PCI+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 2.7 Theoretical energy values 

R/A 
--- -- --------- 

ROOTI ROM 
....... 

ROOT3 
1.3 -799.259477 -798.985917 -798,826456 
1.5 -799.759913 -799.504101 -799.416994 
1.7 -799.947681 -799.724600 -799.673549 
1.8 -799.986422 -799.780650 -799.746719 
1.9 -800.006336 -799.819797 -799.811240 
2.0 -800.014954 -799.862526 -799.859419 
2.1 -800.017239 -799.901402 -799.896731 
2.2 -800.016373 -799.930565 -799.925993 

2.25 -800.015388 -799.942220 -799.937844 
2.3 -800.014240 -799.952245 -799.948092 
2.4 -800.011808 -799.968204 -799.964508 
2.5 -800.009519 -799.979829 -799.976541 
2.75 -800.005302 -799.996426 -799.993697 
3.0 -800.004048 -800.003034 -799.999241 
3.5 -800.005102 -800.004882 -799.998263 
4.0 -800.003596 -800.003453 -799.997785 
4.5 -800.002218 _-800.002132 -799.997999 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 2.7 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 2.8 The CI results for the 4E- states of PCI+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 2.8 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROOT2 
----- 

ROOT3 
-------- 1.3 -799.414763 -799.154865 -799,990917 

1.5 -799.883527 -799.636160 -799.547354 
1.6 -799.992500 -799,757084 -799,690631 
1.8 -800.088136 -799.886147 -799.854764 
1.9 -800.104843 -799.921325 -799,914567 
2.0 -800.111125 -799.961638 -799.957949 
2.1 -800,111590 -799.997102 -799.992132 
2.2 -800.109188 -800.023554 -800.018784 
2.3 -800.105691 -800.043050 -800.038761 
2.4 -800.101981 -800,057204 -800.053425 
2.5 -800.098460 -800.067304 -800.063984 
2.75 -800.091361 -800,081011 -800.078414 
3.0 -800.087503 -800.085837 -800.082742 
3.5 -800.086708 -800.086524 -800.080597 
4.0 -800.085164 -800.085034 -800.079695 
4.5 -800.083742 -800.083667 -800.079655 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 2.8 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 2.9 The CI results for Met+ states of PCI+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 2.9 Theoretical energy values 

R/A_ ROOT I ROM 
1.3 -798.826871 -798.822004 
1.5 -799.418458 -799,412352 
1.6 -799.573218 -799.569152 
1.7 -799.676405 -799.674439 
L8 -799.760340 -799.747766 
1.9 -799.825759 -799.811892 
2.0 -799.875115 -799.862770 
2.1 -799.912042 -799.901509 
2.2 -799.939440 -799.930613 

2.25 -799.950293 -799.942250 
2.3 -799.959570 -799.952259 
2.4 -799.974198 -799.968197 
2.5 -799.984699 -799,979811 
2.75 -799.999264 -799.996416 
3.0 -800.004665 -800.003037 
3.5 -800.005372 -800.004812 
4.0 -800.001591 -800.001359 
4.5 -799.990012 -799.989895 

Elflartree 

Figure B. 2.9 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 2.10 The CI results for the 4E+ states of PCI+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 2.10 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.3 -799.010076 -798.989908 
1.5 -799.548903 -799.545065 
1.6 -799.693219 -799.691097 
1.7 -799.791588 -799.787172 
1.8 -799.869409 -799,856590 
1.9 -799.929121 -799.915768 
2.0 -799.973956 -799.962147 
2.1 -800,007378 -799.997347 
2.2 -800.032036 -800,023676 
2.3 -800.049979 -800.043098 
2.4 -800.062816 -800.057209 
2.5 -800.071822 -800.067289 

2.75 -800.083611 -800.081011 
3.0 -800.087334 -800.085859 
3.5 -800.086772 -900.086260 
4.0 -800.081819 -800.081602 
4.5 -800.061928 -800.061817 

E/Hartree 
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Figure B. 2.10 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 2.11 The CI results for the 
41-1 

states of PCV with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 2,11 Theoretical energy values 

R/A 
1.3 
1.5 
1.6 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 
2.1 
2.2 

2.25 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 

2.75 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 

ROOTI 

-799.032512 
-799.617727 
-799.772202 
-799.873722 
-799.939959 
-799.982674 
-800.009673 
-800.026130 
-800.035494 
-800.038276 
-800.040093 
-800.041518 
-800.040874 
-800.034662 
-800,026482 
-800.013129 
-800.005961 
-800.002112 

ROM 

-799.019368 
-799.514403 
-799.641548 
-799.727757 
-799.788288 
-799.832333 
-799.865563 
-799.891494 
-799.912277 
-799.921164 
-799.929201 
-799.943061 
-799.954410 
-799.974368 
-799.985810 
-799,995106 
-799.997356 
-799.997303 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 2.11 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 2.12 The CI results for the 411 states of PCI+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 2.12 Theoretical energy values 

R/A 
. .... ..... - 

ROOTI ROM 
I. 3 -799.203239 -799.191663 
1.5 -799.747100 -799.656065 
1.6 -799.890594 -799.769278 
1.7 -799.984056 -799.844568 
1.8 -800.044408 -799.896889 
1.9 -800.082783 -799.934967 
2.0 -800.106496 -799.963922 
2.1 -800.120368 -799.986773 
2.2 -800.127602 -800.005274 
2.3 -800.130368 -800.020418 
2.4 -800.130167 -800.032803 
2.5 -800.128062 -800.042868 

2.75 -800.118865 -800.060199 
3.0 -800.108761 -800.069800 
3.5 -800.094320 -800.077393 
4.0 -800.087346 -800.079154 
4.5 -800.083342 -800.078657 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 2.12 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 3.1 The CI results for the211 states of AsClý- with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.1 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOT1 ROM 
1.3 -464.393022 -463.966032 
1.5 -465.061428 -464.729998 
1.7 -465.330593 -465.076034 
1.8 -465.391096 -465.169200 
1.9 -465.424317 -465.231968 
2.0 -465.439710 -465.274187 
2.1 -465.443502 -465.302324 
2.2 -465.439901 -465.320711 
2.3 -465.431806 -465,332288 
2.4 -465.421238 -465.339068 
2.5 -465.409614 -465.342448 
2.6 -465,397928 -465.343418 
2.7 -465.386867 -465.342707 
2.8 -465.376874 -465.340881 
3.0 -465.360817 -465.335660 
3.5 -465.339019 -465.325499 
4.0 -465.330254 -465.322433 
4.5 -465.326661 -465.321883 
5.0 -465.325123 -465.321960 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 3.1 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 3.2 The CI results for the 2rl states of AsCl' with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.2 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.3 -464.459982 -464ý044792 
1.4 -464.851723 -464.482444 
1,5 -465.105252 -464.778236 
1.6 -465.267040 -464.978428 
1.7 -465.368452 -465.114761 
1.8 465.429299 465,207875 
1.9 465.462987 -465.270977 
2.0 -465.478537 -465.313239 
2.1 465.482197 -465.341085 
2.2 -465.478278 -465.358965 
2.3 -465.469755 -465,369939 
2.4 -465.458693 465.376114 
2.5 465.446545 465.378949 
2.6 -465.434333 -465.379475 
2.7 -465.422766 -465.378438 
2.8 -465.412308 -465.376397 
3.0 -465.395529 -465.370955 
3.5 -465.373325 465.360387 
4.0 -465.364794 -465.357131 
4.5 -465.361346 -465.356535 
5.0 -465.359837 -465.356589 

E/Hartree 
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Figure B. 3.2 Calculated potential energy curves 



B. 3.3 The CI results for the 211 states of AsCl+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.3 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.3 -464.482131 -464.072420 
1A -464.870397 -464.504494 
1.5 -465.121765 464.797853 
1.6 -465.281170 -464.995119 
1.7 -465.380091 -465.128063 
1.8 -465.438859 -465.218252 
1.9 -465.471340 -465.279520 
2.0 -465.486465 -465.321013 
2.1 -465.490141 -465.348741 
2.2 -465.486385 -465.366767 
2.3 465.478009 465.377923 
2.4 465.467019 465.384221 
2.5 465.454857 -465.387096 
2.6 465.442559 -465.387585 
2.7 465.430855 465.386452 
2.8 -465.420230 -465.384275 
3.0 465.403102 -465.378512 
3.5 465.380291 465.367289 
4.0 465.371455 465.363692 
4.5 465.367846 -465.362948 
5.0 465.366251 465.362932 

E[Hartree 
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Figure B. 3.3 Calculated potential energy curves 



B. 3.4 The CI results for the 2E+ states of AsCl+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.4 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.3 -464.173184 -464.141024 
1.4 -464.574885 -464.542889 
1.5 -464.837007 -464.805336 
1.6 -465.004458 -464.973424 
1.7 465.109646 -465.080266 
1.8 465.185175 465.173437 
1.9 465.237363 -465.213561 
2.0 465.273149 -465.238203 
2.1 -465.296978 -465.253412 
2.2 465.312099 465,262906 
2.3 465.321033 -465.268889 
2.4 -465,325761 465.272695 
2.5 465,328066 -465.281802 
2.6 -465.328607 -465.294645 
2.7 -465.328517 -465.304128 
2.8 465.328296 465.311059 
3.0 -465.328122 -465.319651 
3.5 465.327919 465.326287 
4.0 -465.326796 -465.326365 
4.5 -465.325613 -465.325449 
5.0 -465.324788 -465.324705 
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Figure B. 3.4 Calculated potential energy curves 



B. 3.5 The CI results for the2Y, "' states of AsCl' with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.5 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.3 -464.241841 -464.211159 
1.4 -464.629994 -464,599193 
1.5 -464.882680 -464,851924 
1.6 -465.045307 -465.014771 
1.7 -465.148819 -465.118872 
1.8 -465.225555 -465.212084 
1.9 -465,278470 -465.252176 
2.0 -465.314009 -465.276655 
2.1 -465.337067 -465.291554 
2.2 -465.351252 -465.300639 
2.3 -465.359261 -465.306159 
2.4 -465.363146 -465.309482 
2.5 -465.364804 -465.318395 
2.6 -465.364726 -465.330696 
2.7 -465.364154 -465.339777 
2.8 -465.363584 -465.346422 
3.0 -465,363036 -465.354674 
3.5 -465.362622 -465.361022 
4.0 -465,361481 -465.361052 
4.5 -465.360331 465.360165 
5.0 465.359518 465.359433 

E/Hartree 
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Figure B. 3.5 Calculated potential energy curves 



B. 3.6 The CI results for the 2E+ states of AsCl+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.6 Theoretical energy values 

R/A 
-- 

ROOTI 
-------- --- ---------- 

ROM 
---- 1.3 -464.265602 -464.235427 

1.4 -464.649462 -464.619139 
1.5 -464.899419 -464.869108 
1.6 -465.059563 -465.029446 
1.7 -465.160725 -465.131380 
1.8 -465.236603 -465.222088 
1.9 -465.288196 -465.260970 
2.0 -465.323045 -465.284837 
2.1 -465.345864 -465,299505 
2.2 -465.359988 -465.308551 
2.3 -465.367943 -465.314103 
2.4 -465.371723 -465.317468 
2.5 -465.373246 -465.326660 
2.6 -465.372978 -465.338834 
2.7 -465,372206 -465.347765 
2.8 -465.371442 -465,354249 
3.0 -465.370553 -465.362186 
3.5 -465.369562 -465.367959 
4.0 -465.368121 -465.367688 
4.5 -465.366820 -465.366652 
5.0 -465.365931 -465.365845 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 3.6 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 3.7 The CI results for the 11 E- states of AsCl+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.7 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 
1.5 -464.836348 -464.796807 -464.594659 

- 
1.6 -465.003955 -464.970011 -464.776071 
1.7 -465.109195 -465.083017 -464.898472 
1.8 465.174148 -465.157608 -464.984038 
1.9 -465.213894 -465,207390 465.053767 
2.0 -465.241819 -465,238560 -465.119370 
2.1 -465.265721 465.253762 465.171208 
2.2 -465.282457 -465,263203 465.211092 
2.3 465.294230 -465.269130 465,241467 
2.4 465.302531 -465.272898 -465.264338 
2.5 -465.308251 465.281980 465.280357 
2.6 465.312404 465,294770 465.293182 
2.7 -465.315341 -465.304212 465.302618 
2.8 465.317465 465.311111 -465.309434 
3.0 465.320766 -465.319667 465.317061 
3.5 465.326270 465.326059 -465.320179 
4.0 -465.326317 465.326162 465.320683 
4.5 -465.325390 -465.325293 -465.321128 
5.0 -465.324643 465.324583 -465.321551 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 3.7 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 3.8 The CI results for the2Y, - states of AsCl+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.8 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 
1.5 -464.881860 -464.843165 -464.640434 
1.6 -465.044667 -465.011122 -464.817414 
1.7 -465.148268 465.122144 -464.938106 
1.8 465.212680 465.196086 -465.020926 
1.9 465.252469 465.245989 -465,093437 
2.0 -465.280286 -465.277047 -465.160495 
2.1 465,303970 -465.291951 465.211437 
2.2 -465.320374 465.300993 465.250249 
2.3 -465.331738 -465.306461 -465.279609 
2.4 465.339595 -465.309747 -465.301612 
2.5 -465.344831 -465,318624 465.316962 
2.6 -465.348581 465.330862 465.329235 
2.7 465,351170 -465.339888 465.338260 
2.8 465.353008 -465.346489 465.344783 
3.0 -465.355878 -465.354690 -465,352102 
3.5 -465.360989 465.360779 465.354958 
4.0 -465.360976 -465.360819 -465.355379 
4.5 -465.360072 -465.359974 -465.355783 
5.0 465.359338 -465.359276 -465.356171 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 3.8 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 3.9 The CI results for the 2E- states of AsCI+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.9 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 
1.5 -464.898555 -464.860593 -464.661379 
1.6 -465,058884 -465.026037 -464.833788 
1.7 -465.160129 -465.134556 464.951470 
1.8 -465.222884 465.206537 465.034336 
1.9 465.261297 -465.254804 465.103094 
2.0 -465.288354 465.285233 -465.169323 
2.1 -465.311763 -465.299905 -465.219924 
2.2 465.328149 -465.308909 465.258654 
2.3 -465.339589 -465.314412 -465.287989 
2.4 -465.347524 -465,317746 -465.309931 
2.5 465.352779 465.326899 465.325205 
2.6 -465.356516 -465.339006 -465.337346 
2.7 -465.359043 -465.347879 -465.346216 
2.8 -465.360781 -465.354316 -465.352573 
3.0 -465.363394 -465.362197 -465.359565 
3.5 -465.367916 -465.367705 -465.361842 
4.0 -465.367597 -465.367439 -465.361952 
4.5 -465.366542 -465.366442 -465.362201 
5.0 -465.365731 -465.365669 -465.362512 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 3.9 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 3.10 The CI results for the 4Z- states of AsCl+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.10 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 
1.3 -464.239685 -463.954696 -463.786869 
1.4 -464.642868 -464.367642 -464.238377 
1.5 -464.905985 -464.643454 464.544057 
1.6 465.073931 464.826240 -464.747689 
1.7 -465.178532 -464.947760 -464.884158 
1.8 -465.242544 -465.027508 -464.989089 
1.9 -465.281524 -465.083130 465.074375 
2.0 465.304355 465.140451 -465.135941 
2.1 -465.317211 465.190563 -465.184811 
2.2 465.324138 -465.228383 465.222940 
2.3 465.327664 -465.256705 465.251825 
2.4 465.329244 465.277716 465.273411 
2.5 465.329698 -465.293130 465.289340 
2.6 465.329500 465.304294 -465.300928 
2.7 465.328945 465.312258 -465.309210 
2.8 -465.328243 -465.317840 -465,314984 
3.0 -465.327126 -465.324236 465,321154 
3.5 -465.327771 465.327589 -465,321670 
4.0 465.326742 465.326583 465.321020 
4.5 -465.325493 -465.325395 -465.321187 
5.0 -465.324656 -465.324595 -465.321546 

E/flartree 

Figure B. 3.10 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 3-11 The CI results for the 4 E- states of AsC[-'- with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.11 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 
1.3 -464,306642 -464.031278 -463.865422 
1.4 -464.696623 -464.429039 -464.299721 
1.5 -464.950650 -464.693377 -464.593088 
1.6 -465.114085 -464.869525 -464.789942 
1.7 -465.217781 -464.987866 -464.921821 
1.8 -465,281151 -465.067294 -465,030063 
1.9 -465.320095 -465.122844 -465.116243 
2.0 -465,342703 -465.181650 -465.176704 
2.1 465.355183 465.230620 -465.224816 
2.2 -465.361673 -465.267260 -465.261831 
2.3 465.364733 -465.294522 -465.289670 
2.4 465.365849 465.314645 465.310371 
2.5 -465.365872 465.329354 -465.325594 
2.6 -465.365298 -465.339981 465.336647 
2.7 465.364434 465.347559 465.344547 
2.8 465.363488 -465.352878 -465.350065 
3.0 -465.362032 465,358998 -465.356001 
3.5 465.362393 -465.362219 -465.356405 
4.0 -465.361374 -465.361215 -465.355698 
4.5 -465.360170 -465.360071 -465.355835 
5.0 -465.359349 -465.359287 -465.356162 
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Figure B. 3.11 Calculated potential energy curves 



B. 3.12 The CI results for the 4E- states of AsCl+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.12 Theoretical energy values 

RJA ROOTI ROM ROOT3 
1.3 -464.330006 -464,057682 -463.8942ý-iý 
1.4 -464.715695 -464.451346 -464.321899 
1.5 -464.966975 -464.712952 -464.612311 
1.6 -465.127925 -464.886112 -464.806191 
1.7 -465.229284 -465.001404 -464.935204 
1.8 -465.290969 -465.077931 -465.042054 
1.9 -465.328765 -465.131825 -465.126386 
2,0 -465,350799 -465.190658 -465.185468 
2.1 -465.363050 -465.239169 -465.233297 
2.2 -465.369480 -465.275669 -465.270209 
2.3 -465.372541 -465.302874 -465.298001 
2.4 -465.373668 -465.322929 -465.318635 
2.5 -465.373685 -465.337536 -465.333755 
2.6 -465.373078 -465.348034 -465.344676 
2.7 -465.372151 -465.355465 -465.352425 
2.8 -465.371118 -465.360630 -465.357784 
3.0 -465.369453 -465.366452 -465,363409 
3.5 -465.369304 -465.369132 -465.363280 
4.0 -465.367991 -465.367832 -465.362273 
4.5 -465,366639 -465.366539 -465,362253 
5.0 -465.365743 -465.365680 -465.362503 

E/Hartree 
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Figure B. 3.12 Calculated potential energy curves 



B. 3.13 The CI results for the 4Z+ states of AsCl+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.13 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.3 -463.786464 463.776302 
1.4 -464.238606 -464.229595 
1.5 464.544339 -464.536291 
1.6 464.747987 -464.740836 
1.7 464.882149 -464.875842 
1.8 -464.969856 -464.964350 
1.9 465,026756 465.022109 
2.0 465,063070 -465.060048 
2.1 465.202177 -465.190715 
2.2 -465.238152 -465,228470 
2.3 -465,264824 -465.256746 
2.4 -465.284399 -465.277727 
2.5 -465.298590 -465.293123 
2.6 -465.308727 -465.304278 
2.7 465,315840 -465.312238 
2.8 465.320727 -465.317822 
3.0 -465.326106 465.324225 
3.5 -465.328441 -465.327776 
4.0 -465.327033 465.326756 
4.5 465.325656 -465.3255177 
5.0 465.324769 -465.3246903 
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Figure B. 3.13 Calculated potential energy curves 
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4y+ B. 3-14 The CI results for the , states of AsCl+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.14 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.3 463.863960 -463.853637 
1.4 -464.299745 -464.290636 
1.5 -464ý593246 -464.585073 
1.6 -464.790182 -464,782887 
1.7 -464,921841 -464.915382 
1.8 -465.009024 -465,003356 
1.9 -465,065746 -465.060832 
2.0 -465.101649 -465.097285 
2.1 -465.242061 -465,230788 
2.2 -465.276856 -465,267355 
2.3 -465,302478 -465,294568 
2.4 -465,321180 -465.314659 
2.5 -465.334682 -465,329349 
2.6 -465.344301 -465,339968 
2.7 -465.351049 -465.347544 
2.8 -465.355692 -465,352866 
3.0 -465.360830 -465.358997 
3.5 -465.363072 -465.362414 
4.0 -465.361687 -465,361406 
4.5 -465,360357 -465.360215 
5.0 -465.359487 -465.359406 
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Figure B. 3.14 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 3.15 The CI results for the 4E+ states of AsCl+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.15 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.3 -463.890710 -463.880488 
1.4 -464.322112 -464,313503 
1.5 -464.613059 -464.606043 
1.6 -464.807842 -464.804411 
1.7 -464.949270 -464.939959 
1.8 -465.059786 -465,043853 
1.9 -465.142224 -465,127201 
2.0 -465.204157 -465.190971 
2.1 -465.250634 -465.239354 
2.2 -465.285272 -465.275777 
2.3 -465.310826 -465.302930 
2.4 -465,329455 -465,322951 
2.5 -465.342855 -465.337538 
2.6 -465.352347 -465.348028 
2.7 -465.358951 -465.355457 
2.8 465.363444 -465.360625 
3.0 465.368293 -465.366460 
3.5 465.370000 -465.369338 
4.0 465.368320 -465.368037 
4.5 -465.366842 -465.366698 
5.0 -465.365895 -465.365813 
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Figure B. 3.15 Calculated potential energy curves 



B. 3.16 The CI results for the 4rl states of AsCl' with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.16 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.3 -463.988713 -46.482833 
1.4 -464.441518 -464.390420 
1.5 -464.751459 -464.657503 
1.6 -464.959639 -464.834422 
1.7 -465.098903 -464.954282 
1.8 465.192231 465.038749 
1.9 -465.254821 -465.100796 
2.0 -465.296551 -465.147900 
2.1 465.323933 465.184514 
2.2 -465.341363 465.213428 
2.3 465.351867 465,236459 
2.4 -465.357558 465,254841 
2.5 -465.359931 465.269479 
2.6 -465.360052 465.281085 
2.7 -465.358690 -465.290236 
2.8 -465.356401 -465.297411 
3.0 465.350557 465.307347 
3.5 -465.337150 -465.317908 
4.0 -465.329825 465.320670 
4.5 -465.326546 -465.321493 
5.0 465.325085 465.321870 
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Figure B. 3.16 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 3.17 The CI results for the 4fl states of AsCl+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.17 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
1.3 -464.062118 -464.052844 
1.4 -464.501439 464.442896 
1.5 464.798491 -464.700754 
1.6 -464.999736 464.874261 
1.7 465.136794 -464.994184 
1.8 -465.230136 -465.079456 
1.9 -465.293146 -465.141671 
2.0 -465.335013 -465.188215 
2.1 -465.362188 -465.223916 
2.2 -465.379172 -465.251878 
2.3 -465.389099 -465.274070 
2.4 465.394170 -465.291774 
2.5 -465.395944 -465.305889 
2.6 -465.395535 465.317104 
2.7 465.393739 -465.325966 
2.8 -465,391122 -465.332926 
3.0 465.384910 -465.342573 
3.5 -465.371489 -465.352771 
4.0 -465.364389 -465.355386 
4.5 465.361237 465.356153 
5.0 -465.359800 -465.356502 
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Figure B. 3.17 Calculated potential energy curves 



B. 3.18 The CI results for the4n states of AsCl' with the VQZ basis sets 

Table B. 3.18 Theoretical energy values 

R/A 
----- 

ROOTI ROM 
1.3 -464.087523 -464.077294 
1.4 -464.523208 -464.461560 
1.5 -464.817931 -464.717065 
1.6 -465.016300 464.889090 
L7 -465.150004 -465.007370 
1.8 -465.240407 -465.090929 
1.9 -465.301562 -465.151787 
2.0 -465.342638 -465.197498 
2.1 -465.369683 465.232756 
2.2 465.386809 465.260473 
2.3 -465.396926 465.282494 
2.4 -465.402135 -465.300046 
2.5 -465.403971 -465.314014 
2.6 -465.403550 465.325079 
2.7 -465.401682 -465.333792 
2.8 -465.398953 -465.340605 
3.0 -465.392461 465.349968 
3.5 465.378464 -465.359621 
4.0 -465.371054 -465.361941 
4.5 -465.367739 465.362566 
5.0 -465.366215 -465.362845 
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Figure B. 3.18 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 4.1 The CI results for the 2 F, + states of BBr+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.1 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROOT2 ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 ROOT6 
1,4 -37.417092 -37.105157 -37.097679 -37.052252 -37.040100 -36,966830 
1,5 -37.504893 -37.220174 -37.219638 -37.159074 -37.155896 -37.092422 
1.6 -37.552460 -37.299339 -37.293678 -37.229370 -37.228330 -37,177856 
1.7 -37.573872 -37.349253 -37.341015 -37.274713 -37.272974 -37,236105 
L8 -37.578654 -37.379443 -37.371098 -37.301589 -37.301107 -37,275977 
1.9 -37.573285 -37.396393 -37.390074 -37.318556 -37.316656 -37,302786 
2.0 -37.562214 -37.404535 -37.401695 -37.330999 -37.324553 -37.318412 
2.1 -37.548538 -37.408127 -37.406901 -37.341749 -37.328511 -37.324860 
2.2 -37.534435 -37.410593 -37.405574 -37.349647 -37.330695 -37.327108 
2.3 -37.521407 -37.409816 -37.401980 -37.354511 -37.332379 -37,328035 
2.4 -37,510358 -37.406354 -37.397092 -37.356906 -37.334102 -37.328853 
2.5 -37.501621 -37.400825 -37.391581 -37.357477 -37.335901 -37.329932 
2.6 -37.495059 -37.393976 -37.385913 -37.356806 -37.337571 -37,331159 
23 -37.490268 -37.386592 -37.380437 -37.355365 -37.338866 -37.332211 
2.8 -37.486807 -37.379387 -37.375418 -37.353487 -37.339584 -37.332758 
2.9 -37.484300 -37.372960 -37.371064 -37.351297 -37.339583 -37.332587 
3.0 -37.482465 -37,367803 -37.367516 -37.348676 -37.338797 -37.331671 
3.1 -37.481111 -37.364803 -37.364174 -37.345455 -37.337273 -37.330156 
3,2 -37.480106 -37.362825 -37.361901 -37.341732 -37.335170 -37.328260 
3.5 -37,478432 -37.359530 -37.359013 -37.330566 -37.327560 -37.321986 
4.0 -37.477672 -37.356958 -37.356946 -37.318089 -37.317333 -37.311953 
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Figure B. 4.1 Calculated potential energy curves 



B. 4.2 The CI results for the 2E+ states of BBr+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.2 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROOT2 ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 ROOT6 
1.4 -37,441137 -37.130352 -37.123968 -37.080599 -37.066585 -36.996918 
1.5 -37.520401 -37.237933 -37.236628 -37.178190 -37.174009 -37.111504 
L6 -37.562504 -37.311600 -37.305597 -37.242435 -37.241519 -37,190896 
1.7 -37.580820 -37.358307 -37.350015 -37.285117 -37.282723 -37.245776 
1.8 -37.584151 -37.386856 -37.378509 -37.310873 -37.309119 -37.284098 
1.9 -37.578366 -37.403145 -37.396685 -37.325724 -37.325713 -37.310710 
2.0 -37.567451 -37.411184 -37.407986 -37.337557 -37,333814 -37.327160 
2.1 -37.554174 -37.414391 -37.413718 -37.348484 -37.338096 -37.334167 
2.2 -37.540491 -37.416993 -37.412646 -37.356857 -37.340535 -37.336711 
2.3 -37.527771 -37.416419 -37.409285 -37.362125 -37.342313 -37,337772 
2.4 -37,516861 -37.413148 -37.404557 -37.364799 -37.343956 -37.338516 
2.5 -37.508093 -37.407747 -37.399119 -37.365527 -37.345534 -37.339331 
2.6 -37.501364 -37.400944 -37.393454 -37.364913 -37.346887 -37.340162 
2.7 -37.496319 -37.393537 -37.387939 -37.363454 -37.347799 -37.340743 
2.8 -37.492553 -37.386283 -37.382878 -37.361482 -37.348084 -37.340790 
2.9 -37.489721 -37.379852 -37.378503 -37.359089 -37.347613 -37.340137 
3.0 -37.487566 -37.374959 -37.374788 -37.356114 -37.346341 -37.338795 
3.1 -37,485910 -37.372254 -37.371316 -37.352438 -37.344350 -37.336929 
3.2 -37.484630 -37.370263 -37.369160 -37.348283 -37.341835 -37.334756 
3.5 -37.482337 -37.366757 -37.366198 -37.336283 -37.333346 -37.327939 
4.0 -37.481107 -37.363737 -37.363720 -37.323029 -37.322288 -37.316990 
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Figure B. 4.2 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 4.3 The CI results for the 'Y, ' states of BBr+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.3 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 ROOT6 
1.4 -37.454137 -37.144006 -37.137448 -37.093634 -37.080615 -37.013820 
1.5 -37.531249 -37.248957 -37.248065 -37.189280 -37.185699 -37.123606 
1.6 -37.571648 -37.320732 -37.315109 -37.252222 -37.251039 -37.200817 
1.7 -37.588472 -37.365869 -37.357845 -37.293273 -37.290797 -37.254008 
1.8 -37.590454 -37.393077 -37.384897 -37.317634 -37.315853 -37.290889 
L9 -37.583480 -37.408236 -37.401874 -37.331314 -37.331233 -37.316301 
2.0 -37.571576 -37.415352 -37.412204 -37.341927 -37.338495 -37.331892 
2.1 -37.557541 -37.417852 -37.417177 -37.352014 -37.342096 -37,338221 
2.2 -37.543340 -37.419898 -37.415604 -37.359864 -37,344076 -37.340251 
2.3 -37.530317 -37.418954 -37.411929 -37.364838 -37.345578 -37.340995 
2.4 -37,519276 -37.415476 -37.407041 -37.367390 -37.347075 -37.341571 
2.5 -37.510495 -37.409998 -37.401553 -37.368116 -37.348582 -37,342305 
2.6 -37.503819 -37.403203 -37.395908 -37.367571 -37.349894 -37.343087 
2.7 -37.498852 -37.395852 -37.390454 -37.366209 -37.350767 -37.343620 
2.8 -37.495166 -37.388679 -37.385471 -37.364323 -37.350999 -37.343614 
2.9 -37.492397 -37.382345 -37.381179 -37.361963 -37.350454 -37.342908 
3.0 -37.490281 -37.377708 -37.377395 -37.358945 -37.349093 -37.341521 
3.1 -37.488637 -37.375053 -37.374028 -37.355174 -37.347011 -37.339620 
3.2 -37.487345 -37.373084 -37.371934 -37.350918 -37.344411 -37.337416 
3.5 -37.484914 -37.369485 -37.368917 -37.338682 -37.335714 -37.330470 
4.0 -37.483361 -37.366137 -37.366118 -37.325066 -37.324323 -37.319032 
4.5 -37.484967 -37.362563 -37.362480 -37.321611 -37.321381 -37.316202 
5.0 -37.485339 -37.362296 -37.362224 -37.319412 -37.319306 -37.315723 
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Figure B. 4.3 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 4.4 The CI results for the 2fl states of BBr+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.4 Theoretical energy values 

RA ROOTI ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.5 -37.320469 -37.282005 -37.084055 -37.065660 -37.033682 
1.6 -37,382105 -37,354862 -37.148788 -37.139627 -37.111565 
1.7 -37.426822 -37.391803 -37.189884 -37.184530 -37.158882 
1.8 -37.459372 -37.406717 -37.216746 -37.208389 -37,185534 
1.9 -37.481647 -37.410056 -37.233326 -37.219800 -37.198409 
2.0 -37.496402 -37.406973 -37.255660 -37.242105 -37.236907 
2.1 -37.505787 -37,400879 -37.281927 -37.262267 -37.246619 
2.2 -37.511342 -37.393317 -37.301803 -37.283330 -37.248273 
2.3 -37.514159 -37.385270 -37.316470 -37.300312 -37.250498 
2.4 -37.515026 -37.377157 -37.327070 -37.313929 -37.263528 
2.5 -37.514521 -37,369418 -37.334553 -37.324501 -37.274237 
2.6 -37.513082 -37,362280 -37.339834 -37.332497 -37.282474 
2,7 -37.511042 -37.355717 -37.343748 -37.338249 -37.289591 
2.8 -37.508665 -37.349951 -37.346837 -37.341965 -37.296490 
3.0 -37.503627 -37.352208 -37.346327 -37.339124 -37.309655 
3.5 -37.492510 -37.358143 -37.355663 -37.320664 -37.316743 
4.0 -37.485854 -37.362333 -37.358435 -37.310655 -37.308426 
4.5 -37.482549 -37.363329 -37.358595 -37.306905 -37.302315 
5.0 -37.480969 -37.362770 -37.358541 -37.304921 -37.300520 
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Figure B. 4.4 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 4.5 The CI results for the 21-1 states of BBr+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.5 Theoretical energy values 

R/AL 
--ROOT-1- --- 

ROOT2-. 
-. -..., ., -.,. "--ROOT3 

ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.5 -37.337610 -37.300513 -37.101668 -37.083567 -37.054276 1.6 -37.394632 -37.366997 -37,162235 -37,152359 -37.127231 
1.7 -37.436352 -37.400520 -37.201401 -37.194062 -37.171831 1.8 -37.466943 -37.414034 -37.226494 -37.217403 -37.197208 
1.9 -37.488197 -37.416931 -37.242101 -37.229306 -37.209670 
2.0 -37.5025600 -37.413825 -37.263391 -37.250582 -37.247294 
2.1 -37.511834 -37.407989 -37.289823 -37.272462 -37.255322 
2.2 -37.517415 -37,400726 -37.309850 -37.293353 -37.257228 
2.3 -37.520280 -37.392927 -37.324588 -37.310136 -37.259563 
2.4 -37.521146 -37.384977 -37.335178 -37.323500 -37.272541 
2.5 -37.520559 -37.377237 -37.342607 -37.333794 -37.283459 
2.6 -37.518976 -37.370042 -37.347862 -37.341398 -37.291426 
2.7 -37.516740 -37.363348 -37.351850 -37.346647 -37.298197 
2.8 -37.514138 -37.357450 -37.354975 -37.349868 -37,304681 
3.0 -37.508636 -37.360157 -37.353773 -37.346130 -37.317032 
3.5 -37.496547 -37.365394 -37.362796 -37.326834 -37.323219 
4.0 -37.489314 -37.369233 -37.365230 -37.317269 -37.314717 
4.5 -37.485728 -37.370033 -37.365215 -37.313553 -37.308783 
5.0 -37.484024 -37.369381 -37.365078 -37.311509 -37.307032 
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Figure B. 4.5 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 4.6 The CI results for the 2rl states of BBr+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.6 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.5 -37.348369 -37.311604 -37.112399 -37.094717 -37.06571-8--- 1.6 -37.403779 -37.376204 -37.171456 -37.161573 -37.136860 1.7 -37.444082 -37.408146 -37.209224 -37.201655 -37.179939 1.8 -37.473368 -37.420357 -37.232912 -37,223795 -37.204016 
1.9 -37.493501 -37.422154 -37.247309 -37.234729 -37.215382 2.0 -37.506965 -37.418122 -37.267942 -37.254819 -37.252043 
2.1 -37.515529 -37.411593 -37.293542 -37.276614 -37.258879 
2.2 -37.520599 -37.403834 -37.313053 -37.297080 -37.260342 
2.3 -37.523133 -37.395711 -37.327511 -37.313597 -37.262526 
2.4 -37.523815 -37.387578 -37.337985 -37.326810 -37.275683 
2.5 -37.523150 -37.379754 -37.345396 -37.337021 -37.286640 
2.6 -37,521554 -37.372555 -37.350705 -37.344551 -37.294564 
2.7 -37.519340 -37.365897 -37.354804 -37.349697 -37.301282 
2.8 -37.516768 -37.360114 -37.357965 -37,352823 -37.307682 
2.9 -37.514076 -37.361170 -37.355403 -37.353518 -37.314293 
3.0 -37.511313 -37.363213 -37.356694 -37.348787 -37,319888 
3.1 -37.508569 -37.364810 -37.358357 -37.344095 -37,323847 
3.2 -37.505936 -37.365991 -37.360212 -37,339805 -37.326135 
3.5 -37.499091 -37.368196 -37.365578 -37.329321 -37.325739 
4.0 -37.491574 -37.371857 -37,367614 -37.319851 -37.317011 
4.5 -37.487754 -37.372442 -37.367389 -37.315992 -37,310939 
5.0 -37.485925 -37.371616 -37.367141 -37.313758 -37.309098 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 4.6 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B-4.7 The CI results for the 2E- states of BBr+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.7 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOT I ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.5 -37.220060 -37.217436 -37.155476 -37.140862 -36.922013 

-- 
1.6 -37.299267 -37.296728 -37,228995 -37.215918 -36.988839 1.7 -37.349206 -37.346763 -37.274447 -37.262940 -37.033591 1.8 -37.379331 -37,376994 -37.301519 -37.291548 -37.070863 1.9 -37.396280 -37.394068 -37.316637 -37.308153 -37.108226 
2.0 -37.404437 -37.402365 -37.324605 -37.317511 -37.143534 
2.1 -37.406820 -37.404900 -37.328643 -37.322819 -37.173483 
2.2 -37.405509 -37.403746 -37.330909 -37.326217 -37.198064 
2.3 -37.401798 -37.400215 -37.332608 -37.328943 -37.250061 
2.4 -37.396909 -37.395481 -37.334398 -37.331545 -37.275064 
2.5 -37.391396 -37.390116 -37,336252 -37.334065 -37.295078 
2.6 -37.385738 -37.384596 -37.337958 -37.336335 -37.310933 
2.7 -37.380283 -37.379269 -37.339257 -37.338181 -37.323321 
2.8 -37.375316 -37.374420 -37,339936 -37.339704 -37.332601 
2.9 -37.371053 -37.370268 -37.342721 -37.339840 -37.337355 
3.0 -37.367634 -37.366961 -37.347678 -37.338902 -37.337526 
3.1 -37.365076 -37.364527 -37.351914 -37.337176 -37.336186 
3.2 -37.363265 -37.362872 -37.355155 -37.334841 -37.334077 
3.5 -37.361847 -37.360528 -37.359371 -37.326227 -37.325875 
4.0 -37.364231 -37.359564 -37.359193 -37.305996 -37.308505 
4.5 -37.363704 -37.359109 -37.358922 -37.305340 -37.301828 
5.0 -37.362743 -37,358943 -37.358839 -37.304294 -37.300548 
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Figure B. 4.7 Calculated potential energy curves 



B. 4.8 The CI results for the2E- states of BBr" with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.8 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.5 -37.237804 -37.235088 -37.173536 -37.159219 -36.941512 
1.6 -37.311524 -37,308924 -37.242020 -37.229171 -37.004070 
1.7 -37.358257 -37.355778 -37.294828 -37.273467 -37.046229 
1.8 -37.386723 -37.384366 -37.310793 -37.300889 -37.081810 
1.9 -37.403015 -37.400794 -37.325679 -37.317200 -37.118212 
2.0 -37.411074 -37.409002 -37.333854 -37.326722 -37,153124 
2.1 -37.413630 -37.411715 -37.338220 -37.332333 -37.183028 
2.2 -37.412579 -37.410825 -37.340747 -37.335980 -37.207648 
2.3 -37.409070 -37.407501 -37.342541 -37.338804 -37.260086 
2.4 -37,404347 -37.402935 -37.344256 -37.341340 -37.284897 
2.5 -37.398915 -37.397650 -37.345892 -37.343655 -37.304644 
2.6 -37.393266 -37.392138 -37.347282 -37.345622 -37.320193 
2.7 -37.387785 -37.386782 -37.348193 -37.347096 -37.332264 
2.8 -37.382790 -37.381903 -37.348429 -37.348215 -37.341213 
2.9 -37.378524 -37.377748 -37.351007 -37.347850 -37,345440 
3.0 -37.375130 -37.374466 -37.355776 -37.346417 -37.345062 
3.1 -37.372596 -37.372059 -37.359811 -37.344226 -37,343246 
3.2 -37.370779 -37.370404 -37.362871 -37.341491 -37.340730 
3.5 -37.369195 -37.367845 -37.366676 -37.332163 -37.331786 
4.0 -37.371193 -37,366493 -37.366123 -37.314621 -37.312915 
4.5 -37.370403 -37.365815 -37.365626 -37.312027 -37.308296 
5.0 -37.369322 -37,365545 -37.365439 -37.310857 -37.307069 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 4.8 Calculated potential energy curves 
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2y- + B. 4.9 The CI results for the , states of BBr with the VQZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.9 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.5 -37.248829 -37.246139 -37.185194 -37.170898 -36.955096 
1.6 -37.320662 -37.318086 -37.251782 -37.238960 -37.014111 
1.7 -37.365827 -37,363365 -37.292970 -37.281644 -37.054430 
1.8 -37.392945 -37.390599 -37.317553 -37.307685 -37.088410 
1.9 -37.408105 -37.405890 -37.331278 -37.322831 -37.123657 
2.0 -37.415243 -37.413174 -37.338535 -37.331424 -37.157668 
2.1 -37.417090 -37.415177 -37.342223 -37.336343 -37.186891 
2.2 -37,415539 -37.413785 -37.344291 -37.339521 -37.211044 
2.3 -37.411710 -37.410143 -37.345805 -37.342057 -37.263529 
2.4 -37.406827 -37.405415 -37.347375 -37.344444 -37.288200 
2.5 -37.401345 -37.400080 -37.348941 -37,346688 -37.307897 
2.6 -37.395719 -37.394590 -37.350290 -37.348616 -37.323437 
2.7 -37.390301 -37.389298 -37.351161 -37.350060 -37.335506 
2.8 -37.385390 -37.384502 -37.351339 -37.351179 -37.344401 
2.9 -37.381213 -37.380435 -37.354163 -37.350681 -37.348344 
3.0 -37.377899 -37.377235 -37.358966 -37.349158 -37.347809 
3.1 -37,375420 -37.374887 -37.362957 -37.346875 -37.345894 
3.2 -37.373625 -37.373265 -37.365953 -37.344058 -37.343294 
3.5 -37.372099 -37.370606 -37.369444 -37.334553 -37.334170 
4.0 -37.373835 -37.368949 -37.368573 -37.316945 -37.315537 
4.5 -37.372785 -37.368030 -37.367838 -37.314424 -37.310471 
5.0 -37.371520 -37.367633 -37.367525 -37,313059 -37.309143 

E/Flartree 

Figure B. 4.9 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 4.10 The CI results for the 4E- states of BBr+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.10 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM 
--- 

)ý90D ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.7 -37.366241 -37.353059 -37.086991 -37.052961 -37.017804 
1.8 -37.394223 -37.383217 -37.116574 -37.094084 -37.071437 
L9 -37.409554 -37.400459 -37.140665 -37.133175 -37.116800 
2.0 -37.416548 -37.409067 -37.172177 -37.170770 -37.151707 
2.1 -37.418274 -37.412131 -37.205969 -37.201977 -37.189398 
2.2 -37.416676 -37.411651 -37.236772 -37.227154 -37.218518 
2.3 -37,413073 -37.408967 -37.263443 -37.247309 -37.240871 
2.4 -37.408359 -37.405001 -37.285614 -37.263322 -37.258266 
2.5 -37.403125 -37.400373 -37.303607 -37.275952 -37.271877 
2.6 -37.397758 -37.395494 -37.317987 -37.285837 -37.282512 
2.7 -37,392506 -37.390636 -37.329340 -37.293505 -37.290776 
2.8 -37.387529 -37.385977 -37.338206 -37.299388 -37.297141 
2.9 -37.382922 -37.381629 -37.345050 -37.303828 -37.301975 
3.0 -37.378749 -37.377674 -37.350273 -37.307111 -37.305587 
3.1 -37375038 -37.374140 -37.354202 -37.309451 -37.308167 
3.2 -37.371800 -37.371062 -37.357103 -37.311076 -37.310007 
3.5 -37364593 -37.364420 -37.361394 -37.312855 -3 7.3 12226 

E/Hartree 

Figure BA 10 Calculated potential energy curves 
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BAII The CI results for thet- states of BBr"- with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.11 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOD ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.5 -37.260538 -37.242470 -36.991236 -36,925393 -36.881947 
1.6 -37.330989 -37.315450 -37.054130 -37.007417 -36-967944 
1.7 -37.375080 -37.361908 -37.095728 -37.064107 -37.029122 
1,8 -37.401612 -37.390582 -37.124574 -37,104115 -37.081889 
1.9 -37.416402 -37.407247 -37.149117 -37.142696 -37.125514 
2.0 -37.423337 -37.415803 -37.181464 -37,180036 -37.160837 
2.1 -37,425262 -37.419065 -37.215603 -37.211210 -37.198889 
2.2 -37.423910 -37.418834 -37.246783 -37.236461 -37.227941 
2.3 -37.420522 -37.416370 -37.273586 -37.256637 -37.250213 
2.4 -37.415948 -37.412551 -37.295670 -37.272581 -37.267490 
2.5 -37,410768 -37.407985 -37.313436 -37.285041 -37.280912 
2.6 -37.405352 -37.403061 -37.327577 -37.294668 -37.291279 
2.7 -37.400060 -37.398172 -37.338612 -37.301980 -37.299193 
2.8 -37.395020 -37.393458 -37.347161 -37.307467 -37.305170 
2.9 -37.390348 -37.389053 -37.353718 -37.311499 -37.309605 
3.0 -37.386113 -37.385038 -37.358688 -37.314366 -37.312806 
3.1 -37.382359 -37.381469 -37.362412 -37.316336 -37.315046 
3.2 -37.379078 -37.378353 -37.365144 -37.317573 -37.316513 
3.5 -37.371852 -37.371759 -37.369092 -37.318451 -37.317816 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 4.11 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 4.12 The CI results for thet- states of BBr+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.12 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.7 -37.382629 -37.369484 -37.103334 -37.071953 -37.037028 
1.8 -37,407823 -37.396835 -37.130818 -37.110394 -37.088495 
1.9 -37.421501 -37.412392 -37.154330 -37.147898 -37.130998 
2.0 -37.427542 -37.420049 -37.186124 -37.184374 -37.165839 
2.1 -37.428794 -37.422628 -37.219676 -37.214902 -37.202848 
2.2 -37,426970 -37.421913 -37.250379 -37.239721 -37.231292 
23 -37.423285 -37.419142 -37.276900 -37.259638 -37.253251 
2.4 -37.418555 -37.415161 -37,298880 -37.275444 -37.270367 
2.5 -37.413321 -37.410536 -37,316649 -37.287842 -37.283714 
2.6 -37.407911 -37.405615 -37.330839 -37.297449 -37.294053 
2.7 -37.402658 -37.400765 -37.341924 -37.304752 -37.301953 
2.8 -37.397667 -37.396101 -37.350500 -37.310225 -37.307915 
2.9 -37.393041 -37.391742 -37.357052 -37.314229 -37.312321 
3.0 -37.388841 -37.387764 -37,361990 -37.317054 -37.315481 
3.1 -37.385106 -37.384218 -37.365658 -37.318967 -37.317665 
3.2 -37.381832 -37.381113 -37.368317 -37.320136 -37.319066 
3.5 -37.374547 -37.374534 -37.371975 -37.320785 -37.320145 
4.0 -37.370750 -37.366266 -37.365877 -37.320052 -37,319770 
4.5 -37,369717 -37.364574 -37.364383 -37.318790 -37.318651 
5.0 -37.368456 -37.364035 -37,363930 -37.317699 -37,317619 
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4y+ B-4-13 The CI results for the , states of BBr+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.13 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROOT2 ROOD ROOT4 
- 

ROOT5 
1.6 -37,340934 -37.318927 -37.018080 

--- 
-36.993927 

-------- 
-36.985447 

1.7 -37.385134 -37.366056 -37.084670 -37.053101 -37.051663 
1.8 -37.410407 -37.394061 -37.130905 -37.104414 -37.094335 
1.9 -37.423283 -37.409406 -37.164710 -37.146880 -37.133317 
2.0 -37,428109 -37416420 -37.193380 -37.177720 -37.170949 
2.1 -37.427915 -37.418146 -37.219803 -37,202054 -37,200045 
2.2 -37.424641 -37.416531 -37.241924 -37.227197 -37.220140 
2.3 -37.419607 -37.412915 -37.259662 -37.247321 -37.237797 
2.4 -37.413683 -37.408192 -37.273635 -37.263304 -37.252220 
2.5 -37.407439 -37.402952 -37.284520 -37.275907 -37.263716 
2.6 -37.401232 -37.397578 -37.292912 -37.285765 -37.272798 
2,7 -37.395290 -37.392321 -37.299317 -37.293415 -37.279950 
2.8 -37.389750 -37.387339 -37.304141 -37.299289 -37.285570 
2.9 -37.384692 -37.382732 -37.307714 -37.303739 -37.289983 
3.0 -37.380157 -37.378558 -37.310296 -37.307049 -37.293442 
3.1 -37.376157 -37.374849 -37.312097 -37.309450 -37.296155 
3.2 -37.372687 -37.371610 -37,313281 -37.311129 -37,298280 
3.5 -37.365131 -37,364503 -37.314378 -37.313228 -37.302277 
4.0 -37.359009 -37.358713 -37.312371 -37.311942 -37.304506_ 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 4.13 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 4.14 The CI results for the 4 E+ states of BBr-' with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.14 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROOT2 ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.7 -37.393980 -37.374939 -37.095571 -37.063827 -37.061205 
1.8 -37.417906 -37.401501 -37.140886 -37.112593 -37.104300 
1.9 -37.430273 -37.416288 -37.174232 -37.154784 -37.142695 
2.0 -37.435043 -37.423231 -37.202522 -37,185633 -37.180209 
2.1 -37.435015 -37.425129 -37.228801 -37.211327 -37.207696 
2.2 -37.431964 -37.423756 -37.250963 -37.236513 -37.227531 
2.3 -37.427123 -37.420353 -37.268737 -37.256627 -37.245208 
2.4 -37.421321 -37.415771 -37.282671 -37.272514 -37.259616 
2.5 -37.415118 -37.410588 -37.293422 -37.284927 -37.270975 
2.6 -37.408886 -37.405202 -37.301592 -37.294515 -37.279840 
2.7 -37.402877 -37.399887 -37.307701 -37.301829 -37.286729 
2.8 -37.397248 -37.394824 -37.312176 -37.307324 -37.292065 
2.9 -37.392099 -37.390131 -37.315368 -37.311373 -37.296194 
3.0 -37.387481 -37.385877 -37.317556 -37.314279 -37.299384 
3.1 -37.383409 -37.382097 -37.318966 -37,316285 -37.301847 
3.2 -37.379875 -37.378795 -37.319779 -37.317595 -37.303748 
3.5 -37.372156 -37.371526 -37.319960 -37.318793 -37.307234 
4.0 -37.365808 -37.365511 -37.317156 -37.316725 -37.309030 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 4.14. Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 4.15 The CI results for the 4Z+ states of BBr+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.15 Theoretical energy values 

ROOTI ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 ROOT5 
1.6 -37.361842 -37.339914 -37.041113 -37.016570 -37.016026 
1.7 -37.401558 -37.382479 -37.103396 -37.071652 -37.069937 
1.8 -37.424106 -37.407703 -37.147233 -37.119532 -37.110590 
1.9 -37.435344 -37.421380 -37.179430 -37.160239 -37.147890 
2.0 -37.439223 -37.427435 -37.206857 -37.189922 -37,184563 
2.1 -37.438526 -37.428658 -37.232463 -37.215029 -37.211106 
2.2 -37.435010 -37.426810 -37.254169 -37.239779 -37.230315 
2.3 -37.429878 -37.423110 -37.271681 -37.259631 -37.247670 
2.4 -37,423926 -37.418371 -37.285489 -37.275378 -37.261944 
2.5 -37.417671 -37.413134 -37.296195 -37.287730 -37.273264 
2.6 -37.411449 -37.407755 -37.304360 -37.297295 -37.282135 
2.7 -37.405480 -37.402479 -37.310475 -37.304601 -37.289046 
2.8 -37.399901 -37.397463 -37.314947 -37.310083 -37.294405 
2.9 -37.394796 -37.392815 -37.318119 -37.314106 -37.298549 
3.0 -37.390211 -37.388594 -37,320269 -37.316970 -37.301741 
3.2 -37.382627 -37.381534 -37.322369 -37.320163 -37.306068 
3.3 -37.379590 -37.378682 -37.322654 -37.320856 -37.307503 
35 -37.374835 -37.374194 -37.322315 -37.321133 -37.309416 
4.0 -37.368241 -37.367938 -37.319160 -37.318725 -37.310927 
45 -37.364174 -37.364018 -37.319703 -37.319517 -37.314618 
5.0 -37.363567 -37.363476 -37.318301 -37.318202 -37.315029 
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Figure B. 4.15 Calculated potential energy curves 



B. 4.16 The CI results for the 4rl states of BBr+ with the VDZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.16 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 ROOT4 
L5 -37.142354 -37.078185 -36.998494 -36.955060 
1.6 -37.209302 -37.155671 -37.082010 -37.052976 
1.7 -37.252135 -37.203095 -37.148972 -37.123696 
1.8 -37.279240 -37.230694 -37.203243 -37.176148 
1.9 -37.296287 -37.249031 -37.242699 -37.215754 
2.0 -37.307363 -37.280253 -37.254117 -37.242792 
2.1 -37.317131 -37.302302 -37.273994 -37.2475,89 
2.2 -37.331090 -37.311024 -37.292824 -37.245177 
2.3 -37.344231 -37.313676 -37.307956 -37.241009 
2.4 -37.354148 -37.320156 -37.314157 -37.236548 
2.5 -37.361182 -37.329589 -37.313881 -37.232590 
2.6 -37.365959 -37.336970 -37,313057 -37.229778 
2.7 -37.369197 -37.342301 -37.312047 -37.258625 
2.8 -37.370959 -37.346472 -37.311044 -37.270200 
2.9 -37.371813 -37.349586 -37.310054 -37.279567 
3.0 -37.372040 -37.351884 -37.309128 -37.287042 
3.1 -37.371848 -37.353558 -37.308299 -37.292924 
3.2 -37.371391 -37.354760 -37.307588 -37.297482 
3.5 -37.369324 -37.356577 -37.306683 -37.304935 
4.0 -37.365771 -37.357094 -37.309576 -37.304835 
4.5 -37.363022 -37,356841 -37.309392 -37.304786 

E[Hartree 

Figure B. 4.16 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 4.17 The CI results for the 4rl states of BBr+ with the VTZ basis sets 

Table B. 4,17 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI ROM ROOT3 ROOT 4 
1.5 -37.158104 -37.095880 -37.021977 

- - --- 
-36.975633 1.6 -37.220122 -37.168454 -37.093578 -37,068724 1.7 -37,260121 -37.213160 -37.158020 -37.136931 1.8 -37.285820 -37.239519 -37.211233 -37.188023 1.9 -37.302362 -37.257168 -37.250798 -37.226773 2.0 -37.313550 -37.288060 -37.263763 -37.252224 

2.1 -37.324265 -37.309715 -37.284318 -37.256251 
2.2 -37.339279 -37.318014 -37,302932 -37.254006 
2.3 -37.352734 -37.320925 -37.317736 -37.249967 
2.4 -37.362729 -37.329757 -37.321510 -37.245536 
2.5 -37.369724 -37.338928 -37.321289 -37.241510 
2.6 -37.374391 -37.346027 -37.320396 -37.238423 
2.7 -37.377478 -37.351082 -37.319172 -37.266269 
2.8 -37.379074 -37.354973 -37.317917 -37.277491 
2.9 -37.379765 -37.357825 -37.316635 -37.286499 
3.0 -37.379840 -37.359888 -37.315401 -37.293625 
3.1 -37.379513 -37.361352 -37.314273 -37.299179 
3.2 -37.378939 -37.362370 -37.313286 -37.303438 
3.5 -37.376595 -37.363755 -37.311864 -37.310062 
4.0 -37.372681 -37.363851 -37.314197 -37.309362 
4.5 -37.369660 -37.363400 -37.313775 -37.309144 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 4.17 Calculated potential energy curves 
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B. 4.18 The CI results for the 
41-1 

states of BBr+ with the VQZ basis sets 

Table B. 4.18 Theoretical energy values 

R/A ROOTI 
- - - -- - 

ROOT2 
---- --------- 

ROOT3 ROOT4 
1.5 - - - - - -37.168692 -37.106592 -37.049839 -36.987031 
1.6 -37,229243 -37.177598 -37.106263 -37.078444 
1.7 -37.267708 -37.220700 -37.167417 -37.144870 
1.8 -37.292036 -37.245709 -37.218673 -37.194559 
1.9 -37.307395 -37.262707 -37.256151 -37.232229 
2.0 -37,317620 -37.292618 -37.268188 -37.256617 
2.1 -37.327739 -37.313209 -37.288399 -37.259756 
2.2 -37.342414 -37.320727 -37.306662 -37.257034 
2.3 -37.355625 -37.323330 -37.321128 -37.252722 
2.4 -37.365523 -37.333130 -37,323591 -37.248164 
2.5 -37.372517 -37.342233 -37.323301 -37.244107 
2.6 -37.377233 -37.349294 -37.322437 -37.241025 
2,7 -37.380387 -37.354321 -37.321290 -37.268866 
2.8 -37.382040 -37.358172 -37.320131 -37.280101 
2.9 -37.382768 -37.360973 -37.318934 -37.289104 
3.0 -37.382865 -37.362974 -37.317762 -37.296211 
3.1 -37.382-542 -37.364367 -37.316663 -37.301723 
3.2 -37.381957 -37.365307 -37.315676 -37.305924 
3.5 -37.379526 -37.366454 -37.314136 -37.312315 
4.0 -37.375365 -37.366214 -37.316116 -37.311264 
4.5 -37.372067 -37.365556 -37.315472 -37.310818 
5.0 -37.367801 -37.363232 -37.317881 -37.314140 

E/Hartree 

Figure B. 4.18 Calculated potential energy curves 
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